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AMERICA AND WEIMAR CULTURE, 1919-1933
PREFACE
The Weimar Republic has a unique position in history. 
Coming after Kaiser Wilhelm II and before Adolf Hitler, it 
was Germany's first experiment in democracy. It has been 
and still is an intriguing subject for historians who seek 
to explain the rise of the Nazis and the failure of repre­
sentative government in Germany. In recent years, the cul­
tural life of the Weimar Republic has received almost as 
much attention as its politics. Writers have emphasized the 
new or modern elements evident in Weimar culture. The very 
use of the terms indicate that something sets it apart from 
traditional German culture. Historian Walter Laqueur argues 
that it was "the first truly modern culture." There is a 
tendency to see German politics in the light of the rise of 
Hitler, and to view Weimar culture as an expression of 
modern times.
But did American observers in the twenties perceive 
German culture in the same way? I wondered if American 
critics and artists were as interested in Weimar culture as 
present day scholars are. German cultural influences were 
strong in America before the Great War and became stronger
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afterwards. A number of authors have suggested the richness 
and variety of German and American artistic interchange, but 
no attempt has been made to present an overview from the 
American perspective. I decided to concentrate on Amer­
ican attitudes toward Weimar's art, architecture, music, 
drama, and cinema. In stressing this side of the cultural 
relationship, one cannot entirely ignore American influences 
in Germany. George Grosz and Bertolt Brecht were attracted 
to American subjects; German architects were aware of the 
work of Frank Lloyd Wright, and director F. W. Murnau was 
familiar with the films of Griffth and Chaplin. This affected 
the way Americans looked at Weimar culture. My goal is not, 
however, to offer a rigid dichotomy of how the two cultures 
influenced one another. The scale is tipped in favor of 
American evaluations of German accomplishments and what 
those accomplishments meant to artists, critics, and their 
public.
Ironically for Weimar’s modernists, most Americans 
were interested in their work more for the traditions they 
said they rejected than for the new art they created. In 
1929, Isaac MarcOSSon summarized majority opinion when he 
wrote "The New Germany" for the Saturday Evening Post. His 
article evaluated the achievements of the Republic in its 
first decade and concluded "Deep down the German character 
has never undergone a change. Those qualities of obedience 
and discipline have simply reasserted themselves since
19181 under a different and more elastic regime, to make the 
new Germany a study in striking contrasts." The contrasts 
were particularly striking in the arts. Walter Gropius 
called for a new architecture, new materials, and modern 
principles, and then organized the Bauhaus like a guild. 
Arnold Schoenberg wrote music for modern ears but did so 
within the framework of the German musical heritage. Weimar 
culture that was sometimes considered shockingly modern had 
its spiritual roots in tradition.
The traditionalist-modernist debate was not new to 
the twenties. The intellectual gap between the two schools 
of thought has been a feature of most historical eras, but 
it seemed to widen greatly in the first two generations of 
the twentieth century.
In art as in other fields, traditionalists sought 
continuity in attitudes and institutions. They believed 
that culture must evolve in an orderly fashion through the 
process of organic change. Most did not believe that change 
was inherently bad. While they might disagree on individual 
points, they retained a reverence for some aspect of the 
past and identified modernism as a common enemy. If a New 
York critic and his Berlin counterpart agreed that atonalism 
was clearly outside the western musical heritage, their 
shared opinion acted as a powerful intellectual bond. The 
traditionalist held that history was their most powerful 
ally, and they used existing institutions as bulwarks
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against the radical theories of the modernists.
Modernists proclaimed that the old order was dead.
They challenged most of the assumptions of the tradition­
alists. New art forms, they argued, must replace the worn 
out formulas of the past. They used abstraction and com­
binations of art forms to get at "the inner meaning of life." 
Although some nasty conflicts occurred between groups of 
modernists, conservative institutions remained their basic 
foe. In their attempt to redefine the essence of the arts, 
they founded a seemingly endless number of schools. Cubism, 
Expressionism, Dadaism, atonalism, and new objectivism were 
efforts to create an art that would reflect "current 
realities" and transport their exponents into the pantheon 
of the arts. Much was rhetoric and many modernists circum­
spectly conceded that they too found inspiration in earlier 
art forms. But their interpretations were so different from 
those of the traditionalists that the two groups seldom 
occupied the same intellectual ground.
Rarely were Americans either wholly tied to the past 
or attached to modernism, but fundamental values changed 
almost imperceptibly during the twenties. This did not 
mean that modern artistic theories had no effect on the 
artistic community or the public. As communication tech­
nology became more sophisticated, the public was exposed to 
more cultural experiences than ever before, both modern and 
traditional. Most modern art forms failed, however, to
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make much of an impression on the masses. Their contact 
with modernism was broadly cultural (jazz, automobiles, 
radios) rather than formally artistic (abstract art, atonal 
music. Expressionism). Modern artists failed to overcome 
the common man's attachment to familiar representational 
art forms. Contemporary Americans listened to jazz but 
liked Gershwin better than Hindemith, In Germany, play­
wrights and composers were subsidized and received per­
formance opportunities. Americans usually did not have 
this luxury, an outlet they most surely desired. Many 
modernists in both countries groused about indifferent 
success and the resistance of the cultural establishment. 
They predicted that future generations would recognize their 
work. In so doing, they revealed their attachment to an old 
way of thinking. They had many of the traditional goals (if 
not modes of expression) and were loath to admit that they 
too desired critical approval.
Many Americans and Germans believed that the United 
States was a country without traditions. Dramatist Ernst 
Toller thought this an advantage. America was potentially 
the most culturally malleable of all nations, a land of 
artistic opportunity. Artists needed only to educate a 
vast, untapped audience. To their dismay, they discovered 
that audiences were not so easily molded. Intrigued one 
moment, bored the next, the "people" defied predictability. 
When the public did become aware of a modern art form, they
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usually disappointed the theorists. This resulted in the 
artist's disillusionment and some stereotypical comments 
about the taste of the average American. When expatriate 
German artists arrived in the United States after 1933, 
many, especially those in the performing arts, soon longed 
for the old days in the home country.
In the twenties, American artists and intellectuals 
confronted an established technological society. Neither 
traditionalists nor modernists denied that technology 
affected one's daily existence. They had seen what machines 
could do in war and pondered what they might do in peace. 
Previous generations contemplated the implications of 
mechanization, but the machine was fully with the Americans 
of the post-war decade. The machine was the physical man­
ifestation of technology and modernity. In one sense, 
machines reduced physical labor and made life easier, but 
they also made it more complicated and less sure than in 
the nineteenth century. Aesthetic and social critics pro­
moted culture in relation to the realities of modernity.
They attempted to establish an aesthetic for what they be­
lieved was an uninformed, unsure, and confused populace.
The old guard argued that the arts should instill a sense of 
beauty based on unity and harmony. They wanted artists to 
produce work that took men away from dehumanizing technology. 
Their ideal was a well ordered national artistic community 
based upon accepted values, and a national respect for
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individual genius in the cultural as well as the material 
worlds. Their intellectual rivals did not fear the machine 
or technology. Instead, they embraced modernity, claiming 
that the machine could give man beauty. They argued for a 
new aesthetic that used the symbols of modern society. In 
the clashes between the two groups, they searched their own 
and other lands to realize their particular aims. Americans 
who studied Germany acquired many useful insights regardless 
of what position they held.
Contemporary American observers did not know that 
Hitler was going to seize power, nor did they emphasize so 
strongly the modern aspects of German culture. The ex­
pression "Weimar culture" was not a phrase they used, for 
they did not separate the arts of the infant republic from 
those of the past. Americans thought in terms of German 
culture. They followed the progress of the arts in Germany 
because they always had. Americans deeply respected Ger­
many's artistic accomplishments and envied the important 
role that culture played in the life of the average German. 
American intellectuals and artists wanted to find appro­
priate artistic expressions of American life that could 
capture the hearts and minds of the people. In studying 
German culture, they hoped, through emulation rather than 
imitation, to find ways to achieve their goal.
The reader should be aware of a few guidelines. My 
main concern is with the "arts," and, to that extent, I use
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the idea of culture in a limited sense. German literature 
tells us much about the intellectual life of the era, but 
since I have chosen to concentrate on the visual and per­
forming arts, I have commented only in passing on the Ger­
man literary efforts of the period. To most Americans, 
German cultural developments were not limited to the borders 
of the republic. A good part of Central Europe was thought 
of as German, thus Vienna was the cultural capital of 
southern Germany and Berlin the leader in the north. The 
inhabitants of the two cities would probably have been 
appalled, but American critics usually identified critics 
or artists from either city as bearers of "German culture."
In trying to piece together the contemporary picture 
of Weimar culture, I have adopted an eclectic approach 
rather than concentrating on a single art form. In some 
quarters in the twenties, the distinction between "popular 
culture" and the arts began to blur. For this reason, I 
have written a chapter on the upstart of the performing 
arts, the cinema. It fit well in my overall design. What 
emerges from this study, I hope, is a representative cross 
section of the culture of America and Germany. I adopted 
an organizational method that presents the perceptions of 
the contemporaries of the period. I chose to write an 
overview of the two cultures in an effort to open up larger 
historical questions related to the respective fields.
It has become fashionable to concentrate on
XI
increasingly specialized historical areas. The argument 
is that through generalization, we distort, needlessly 
simplify, or do injustice to a topic. While there is some 
merit in this viewpoint, it also seems appropriate to pre­
sent broad studies. They open possibilities for closer 
historical investigation and have the virtue of being 
intellectually stimulating and challenging. I hope this 
account can in some way generate enthusiasm for a rich and 
varied facet of recent cultural history.
Xll
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This study concentrates on the American response 
to German artistic development during the Weimar period.
It is a broad cultural fftudy that examines American view­
points on Germany's art, architecture, music, drama, and 
cinema. The main concern is with the "arts," and, to 
that extent, the idea of culture is used in a limited 
sense.
German cultural influences were strong in Amer­
ica before the Great War and became stronger afterwards. 
Although this study stresses the American side of the 
cultural relationship, it does not ignore American in­
fluences on German artists. George Grosz and Bertolt 
Brecht were attracted to American subjects; German ar­
chitects were aware of the work of Louis Sullivan and 
Frank LLoyd Wright ; and director F. W. Murnau was familiar 
with the films of Griffth and Chaplin. This affected the 
way Americans looked at Weimar culture. The dissertation 
does not, however, offer a rigid dichotomy of how the two 
cultures influenced one another. The scale is tipped in 
favor of American evaluations of German accomplishments 
and what those accomplishments meant to artists, critics, 
and their public.
In each cultural area, Americans tended to use 
accepted stereotypes to explain the traditional and • 
modern art forms of Weimar Germany. Most experts ex­
pected German painting to be dreary, gloomy, and mystical, 
basically at odds with American aesthetic sensibilities. 
Bauhaus architects were seen not only as proponents of 
modernism but also as builders with a high degree of 
engineering expertise. The Germanic tradition in music 
survived the war and continued to dominate the symphony 
halls of America. In addition, atonalists such as Arnold 
Schoenberg, Alban Berg, and Anton von Webern received a 
hearing in the United States partly because Americans 
identified them with Germany's musical heritage. Although, 
Americans were not overly fond of German playwrights of the
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era, critics were intri^ed with German play production 
methods and the professionalism of German actors. The 
technical sophistication of the Germans' camera work, 
the thematic maturity of their screenplays, and the 
cinematic imagination of their directors led many Amer­
ican critics to acclaim Weimar's cinema as the greatest 
in the world.
Contemporary American observers did not know that 
Hitler was going to seize power, nor did they emphasize 
so stro^ly the modern aspects of German culture. The 
expression "Weimar culture" was not a phrase they used, 
for they did not separate the arts of the infant repub- 
1ic from those of the past. Americans thought in terms 
of German culture. They followed the progress of the 
arts in Germany because they always had. Americans 
deeply respected Germany's artistic accomplishments and 
envied the important role that culture played in the 
life of the average German. American intellectuals and 
artists wanted to find appropriate artistic expressions 
of American life that could capture the hearts and minds 
of the people. In studying German culture, they hoped, 
through emulation rather than imitation, to find ways to 
achieve their goal.
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"One will have to begin living again on a new basis, which 
does not mean that all that was done before the war will 
be forgotten, but rather that everything done after it 
ought to be done differently."
Albert Roussel (1918)
AMERICA AND WEIMAR CULTURE, 1919-1933 
CHAPTER I 
CULTURAL AND ARTISTIC PERSPECTIVES 
In 1930» an American living in Germany, Nancy Ross,
commented that shaf was "convinced that the Germans possessed 
a rare combination of such qualities as sentimentality, 
efficiency, honesty, logic, and love of beauty."^ Ross' 
views were not extraordinary. They summarized the way 
how most Americans perceived the Germans. The image was 
built up over two centuries of observing the German country 
and its people.
The first German immigrants came to America during 
the colonial period. The earliest ones fled their homes 
to avoid religious persecution. Wars, uncertain political 
conditions, and especially economic duress convinced others 
to follow. As Germans moved into Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
Maryland, and the Carolinas, the English colonists noted 
certain characteristics. The Germans were clannish, kept 
to themselves, and clung to their language, ethnic com­
munities and churches. They were a bit too mysterious.
Some English colonials believed that the Germans had an 
unfathomable side to their character; they often seemed
mystical, aloof, and preoccupied with the grotesque side 
of life. Over the generations this proved to be one of 
the most enduring stereotypes of the individual German.
The English colonial governments grudgingly ac­
cepted the Germans and required the new arrivals to take 
a loyalty oath to the king. But the Germans soon estab­
lished a reputation for hard work, cleanliness, and order­
liness, and their many admirable characteristics made them 
acceptable subjects in the colonies. By the time of the 
American Revolution, the German population had passed 
225,000.2
The most important emigrants after American in­
dependence were the political refugees from the German 
Revolution of 1848. The "forty-eighters" were generally 
better educated than the earlier settlers. They were 
activists who became leaders of the German community and 
prominent in local and national affairs. Most had re­
tained their political liberalism, and men like Carl 
Schurz served in the Union army. Schurz later became 
influential in the Republican Party and was Secretary 
of Interior under Rutherford B. Hayes. The "forty- 
eight ers" contributed to American society and created 
a favorable impression on native born Americans as well 
as those of German ancestry.^
The Germans were especially respected for their
scientific achievements, and shared a talent for engine­
ering with Americans. Their mastery of machines and 
technology was well known. Rudolf Diesel and Charles 
Steinmetz were masters of applied science. The latter 
worked his magic in America, developing the mass produced
electric motor. George Westinghouse was an inventor and
kentrepreneur. Many Americans concluded that Germans 
were hard working, ambitious capitalists with much in 
common with their American cousins. Whether in their 
homeland or in the United States, Americans believed 
that it was no wonder that the Germans were a success­
ful people.
The German reputation for excellence was not 
limited to technical matters. In 1902, the editor of 
the New York Evening Journal wrote, "German thought has 
set before the world an invaluable example of thorough­
ness; the Germans are original, imaginative, and they
have excelled in war, in all the arts, in commerce--
in every form of human effort. " Germany was the land 
of philosophers, poets, and musicians and their thinkers 
were learned if not always the most easily understood. 
Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven were the greatest composers, 
German musicians the finest. In America, the many Ger- 
man-American singing societies (Sanger Peste) showed their 
great love for music and natural aptitude for performance.
In New York and Philadelphia, Germans dominated the 
orchestras.^ By the end of the nineteenth century, the 
excellence of German culture was firmly established in 
American minds.
Many American intellectuals believed that the Ger­
man university was an important source of these contri­
butions to civilization. Nowhere were standards higher. 
German professors were stern masters who insisted on total 
dedication to one's studies. The twin ideals of scholarly 
research and academic freedom remained uppermost in the 
minds of instructors and students alike. Gottingen, 
Heidelberg, and Vienna became learning centers for am­
bitious American students. For a number of years, Amer­
icans were the largest foreign contingent studying at 
Heidelberg. In the l880's, the number of American students 
in Germany reached its peak. While many physicists, 
physicians, economists, and historians were trained in 
Germany, the German idea of advanced graduate study also 
became important in the United States. The traditions 
of the German university went beyond the considerable in­
fluence of individual study in Germany and affected the 
academic orientation of American schools.^
In some ways, it seemed that the German and 
American peoples shared a common heritage. There were 
historical theories explaining the connection. Late in
the nineteenth century, a number of American historians 
advanced the "Teutonic hypothesis" of cultural develop­
ment. Prehistoric Germany was the cradle of early civil­
ization, they argued, and the Aryans who inhabited the 
forests dispersed and their descendants settled in Greece, 
Rome, England, and eventually America. Social Darwinism 
was summoned to give the thesis the lustre of scientific 
authenticity. Racial theories were developed to prove 
that the Germans were the true bearers of the democratic 
tradition. In I883. Herbert Baxter Adams argued that 
New England towns were "Germanic in origin." Ancient 
German villages were self-governing and contained "the 
germs of our state and national life... ." Although more 
cautious in his support of the idea, Albert Bushnell Hart 
believed that the "Teutonic race combined the greatest 
love for freedom with the greatest respect for law. 
According to many intellectuals, Germans and Americans 
were "of the same stock."
But there was also a dark side to the American 
image of Germany. Some observers found the Germans pre­
occupied with death and terror. Writing in the twentieth 
century, essayist Roger Gilman noted the strength of this 
belief, commenting that the Germans were "almost gruesome, 
suggesting [aj fascination with horror that we are told 
is the inmost thing in that national soul." Others
found the Germans naturally aggressive and traced their 
penchant for violence to ancient struggles for survival 
in primeval forests. These rather frightening, unfathom­
able or mystical interpretations of the German character
Qalso appeared in references to their art and literature.
On the more practical side, it seemed that many 
German achievements were won at too great a cost. The 
German unversity may have produced results, but it was 
also elitist and authoritarian. Although few Americans 
were familiar with German educational methods, many did 
have definite opinions about the Germans. Their con­
victions were based on personal observations. While 
Germans were disciplined, stable, hard-working and hon­
est, they were also authoritarian, stubborn, clannish, 
and dogmatic. Positive and negative traits appeared to 
cancel one another out. Many Americans Irelieved that 
the Germans were overly proud of their culture and origins. 
They either did not know or cared little for the theories 
that claimed Germans and Americans shared a common her­
itage. Why, they asked, did Germans retain so strong a
Qloyality to the homeland?
Before the World War, many Americans categorized 
Germans as Prussians. Prussianism evoked a vast array 
of images, most of them negative. Militarism, monarchy, 
and bellicosity were the hallmarks of the Prussian
dominated German Reich. The brash German Kaiser Wilhelm 
II might use the "natural" German penchant for discipline 
and dedication to forge a war machine and attempt to win 
Germany a place in the sun. As an incident with American 
war ships at Manila Bay and a diplomatic confrontation 
at the Algeciras Conference illustrated, Germany's 
national ambitions frequently created international tension. 
As disturbing as these events were to many Americans, some 
citizens admitted that there was a familiar side to the 
Prussian temperment. In some ways the German need for 
world prominence was not so different from American de­
sires to be known and respected throughout the world. To
Americans, the difference was, however, the choice between
10democracy and autocracy.
Wilhelm II was the embodiment of autocracy. Many 
considered him the ultimate symbol of Prussianism. Vain, 
arrogant, anti-democratic, and seldom seen out of uniform, 
the Kaiser seemed to be a strutting peacock whose stock 
in trade was political malapropism. The German monarch 
was the master of the inflammatory statement. Wilhelm 
railed about the yellow peril, harped about Germany's 
need for glory, and bragged about the Fatherland's mil­
itary machine. All too often, the Kaiser's ill advised 
personal diplomacy summoned war clouds. As his personal 
ventures backfired, the Kaiser frequently sought the
aid and comfort of his fellow leaders, the men who best 
understood the burdens of responsibility. The last of 
Germany's monarchs wrote many times to Theodore Roose­
velt.^^
The two men were often compared. While some 
emphasized physical similarities, temperament was the 
real key. Roosevelt considered himself calmer, more 
shrewd, and viewed himself as a moderating influence 
on the volatile Kaiser. In Roosevelt, Wilhelm saw a 
kindred spirit, a man who was not adverse to using the 
big stick. Americans disliked Germany's sabre rattling 
and often characterized Germany as a "warlike," mil­
itaristic, and aggressive nation. Writing in 1902, 
Harvard psychologist Hugo Munsterberg noted that many 
Americans did not like Germans and especially the em­
bodiment of "Germanness." But despite all his troubles 
over the years, the Kaiser still appealed to many Amer­
icans. In 19131 the President of Columbia University, 
Nicholas Murray Butler, stated that "if the Kaiser had 
been born an American Citizen he would have been chosen 
President by his admiring fellow Americans." Butler's 
comment was an overstatement, but it indicated that
Americans had ambivalent feelings about the Kaiser and 
12his subjects.
When German general Friedrich vcn Bernhardi's
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Germany and the Next War (1913) was published in America, 
many Americans concluded that the Germans never seemed 
more menancing. The general glorified war as a social 
necessity and claimed that a strong Germany must seek 
world domination to remain a vital nation. American 
newspapers frequently quoted the work, and, when war 
broke out in 1914, a variety of books sought to explain 
what Bernhardi had prophesized. Many focused on the 
Kaiser who was often depicted as the ideal war leader, 
intelligent, imaginative, and well-informed. His al­
leged abilities made him the ideal symbol of threatening 
German imperialism.^^
Despite the German threat, Americans had no de­
sire to get involved in the war. The vast majority 
supported Woodrow Wilson's neutrality proclamation. Am­
ericans did not want to fight Europe's war, but Germany's 
war policies confirmed many old stereotypes. Books, 
articles, newspaper reports, and eyewitness accounts 
gradually affected American views on the war. The German 
submarine campaign was seen as inhuman, a cruel extension 
of the war that took the lives of innocent women and chil­
dren. Rumors circulated that German-Americans were in­
volved in plots to sabotage American industry and slow 
down shipments to the Allies. When the German military 
attach^ at the German embassy in Washington, Franz von
Papen, was expelled for subversive activities, rumors 
turned into fact. The sinkings continued to repulse Am­
ericans, none more than the Lusitania in 1915* Two years 
later emotions reached a fever pitch with the réintro­
duction of the unrestricted submarine warfare and the 
release of the Zimmermann Telegram. The threat to the 
United States seemed clear. The stage was set for Pres­
ident Wilson's war declaration.^^
Throughout the war, the average American tended 
to blame Germany's government, not its people. In the 
last days of the conflict, the President adopted a sim­
ilar attitude. On October 23» 1918, Wilson told the 
German government that the Allies would conduct peace 
negotiations only with the true representatives of the 
German people not "the military masters or the monarchical 
autocrats." Chancellor Prince Max of Baden, the cabinet, 
and most Reichstag party leaders realized that the Kaiser 
had to abdicate in order to secure an Armistice. The 
Americans wanted the Germans to lay down their arms 
and establish a democracy. The Kaiser vascillated, but 
finally gave in. On November 9» 1918, Philip Scheide- 
mann proclaimed a German republic from the balcony of 
the Reichstag building. Ironically, German republicans 
had to face the victors at Versailles
After the Paris talks ended, American attention
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focused on the domestic debate over treaty ratification. 
President Wilson embarked on an unsuccessful and phys­
ically debilitating crusade for adoption. As the Pres­
ident lay ill in the White House, others promoted his 
cause, but the longer the wait, the less likely it was 
that the treaty would emerge from the Senate. As do­
mestic economic and political problems mounted, the Am­
erican people began to lose interest. They turned their 
attention away from foreign affairs and concentrated on 
domestic difficulties. Shortly after Wilson left office, 
the treaty died a quiet death, and in 1921 the Treaty of 
Berlin officially ended hostilities between the United 
States and Germany.
Americans ultimately forgave the Germans for the 
war, and the period between I919 and I923 was especially 
important. Outrage over war and demands for revenge 
gradually receded and humanitarian impulses began to 
take over. Even before the final decisions at Versailles, 
some American writers hinted that the Allies were being 
vindictive toward the German people. The blockade of 
German ports affected the population, not the Kaiser. 
After Wilson had been roundly condemned and the humil­
iating treaty signed, Germans continued to appeal to 
Americans. Foreign correspondent William McDonald re-
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ported from Berlin that "America is looked to to stand
in the breach and save Germany from its enemies and jgivej
the financial aid which will aid Germany to recover.
1923 was a pivotol year for the young Republic.
When the government fell behind on reparation payments
to France, the French occupied the Ruhr district. The
government followed a policy of passive resistance and
the resulting economic repercussions helped hasten the
18ruinous inflation. Political revolt broke out in
Munich and Hamburg and pessimistic observers predicted
the end of the Republic. As rumors of the imminent
passing of Weimar increased, a new government rallied
under the leadership of Gustav Stresemann. The new
Chancellor did not head the government for long, but his
strong willed policies carried the nation through the
crisis. Adolf Hitler's Munich putsch was suppressed,
the Hamburg Communists were brought to heel, and new
economic policies were formulated. Stresemann stayed
on as Foreign Minister until 1929 and worked to restore
Germany's position as a leader in Europe.
The Weimar government first had to solve Germany’s
economic problems. The reparations and war debts issues
made the task difficult, for the peace treaty stipulated
that Germany had to pay England and France for war dam- 
20ageè. But, only a prosperous nation could fulfill the
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requirements, and France seemed determined to keep Ger­
many weak. The war debts question also muddied the dip­
lomatic waters. The United States insisted that loans 
granted the Allies during the war must be repaid. As 
Calvin Coolidge allegedly said, "They hired the money, 
didn't they?" Although American diplomats repeatedly 
denied that there was any connection between reparations 
and war debts, the English and French claimed that they 
would pay America when Germany paid them. The monetary
issues complicated diplomacy and involved the United
21States in European affairs.
Americans were instrumental in devising programs 
that enabled Germany to meet her reparation payments. 
American confidence in German economic recovery was 
high even during the unsettled pre-1923 era. In 1920, 
the New York Times estimated that over one-half of 
foreign investment in Germany came from the United States. 
After the debacle of the inflationary period, financial 
experts Charles G. Dawes, Owen D. Young, and Henry M. 
Robinson served on the committees that devised the 
schedule of payments and suggested the granting of loans 
to aid German recovery. The Dawes Plan went into effect 
On September 1, 1924 and initially worked well. Later, 
Owen D. Young negotiated a further reduction in repar­
ations and on August 31, 1929, in the presence of an
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American observer, the "final and definitive" Young Plan
went into effect. During the first seven years of the
plans, Germany met her obligations. Confidence in the
German economy remained firm, and American investors
22rushed to purchase the Republic's bonds.
Germany's diplomatic relations with her neigh­
bors also improved in other areas. With the initialing 
of the Locarno agreement in 1925, many Americans concluded 
that Germany had finally re-entered the community of 
nations. Stresemann signed the treaty with Belgium and 
France that guaranteed the national borders established 
at Versailles, and the signatories agreed to negotiate 
peacefully any disputes that might arise. When Germany 
and fourteen other countries signed the American spon­
sored Kellogg-Briand Peace Pact on August 27, 1928, the 
dream of European and world peace seemed possible.
The diplomatic achievements of the twenties did 
not endure. Depression and the rise of Fascism destroyed 
the illusion of world stability. The Great Depression 
that began after 1919 put enormous pressure on the 
western nations. Social critics wondered whether the 
democracies could survive. In the United States, the 
strongest of the democracies, demogogues offered easy 
solutions to complex problems. They played on the fears 
of a frightened and uncertain people, but the republic
Ik
2^was strong enough to withstand, if not solve, the crisis.
The Weimar republicans were not so fortunate. In­
dividual Germans blamed them for their nation's problems. 
Germany's crisis was almost as much spiritual as material. 
Many citizens had never accepted the Republic as legit­
imate and the current difficulties provided them with 
issues to topple the government. In July of 1930* the 
fragile structure of German democracy developed fissures 
that revealed a thinly disguised dictatorship. Presi- 
sent Pual von Hindenburg and Chancellor Heinrich Bru- 
ening invoked Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution and 
ruled in effect without the Reichstag. Though some an­
alysts reasoned that the Chancellor's move was necessary, 
others feared that the Weimar government would not be 
able to solve fundamental social and political problems.
Hitler's coming to power confirmed many precon­
ceptions. Most American journalists reverted to stereo­
types in their attempts to explain the Führer's polit­
ical hold over the German people. Commentators claimed 
that the Nazis were successful because they appealed to 
the German's "natural" instincts. They charged that 
Germany was sterile ground for the growth of democracy.
H. L. Mencken sardonically declared that "The most 
surprising thing about him [HitlerJ it seems to me is 
that his emergence should have been surprising." It was
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another indication that Americans tended to see Germans 
not as individuals, but as members of a specific group. 
Whether based on fantasy or fact, explanations based on 
ethnic stereotypes were often used to explain German 
political developments. In the spring of 1933» Dorothy 
Thompson wrote what many Americans had already sadly 
concluded that the German people had rejected dem­
ocracy in "an overwhelming vote of confidence in auto­
cracy."^^
Contemporary American critics argued that the 
Nazi government would exert a strong influence on. the 
arts in Germany. Hitler had definite ideas on what 
constituted German culture, and it was apparent that 
most modern artists would not be acceptable to the new 
regime. Many American intellectuals had misgivings 
about Weimar culture and their response to post-war 
German artistic developments was often one of skepti­
cism. Modern theories that seemed so popular in Ger­
many appeared potentially destructive to Germany's 
traditional cultural forms. In areas where Germans al­
ready had a weak reputation, e.g., painting, their 
modern canvasses revealed the worst "Teutonic" ten­
dencies. The technique was too often brutal and harsh, 
fine examples of craftsmanship perhaps but lacking the 
inspirational spark of French art. Conversely, the
16
critics frequently bowed to the "obvious" German talent 
in music, and their criticism was usually more temper­
ate. The traditional image remained intact; Germans 
were good musicians and bad painters. The cultural events 
that unfolded between 1919 and 1933 did surprisingly 
little to change the American assessment of German cul­
ture.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Before 1918, the Kaiser was the cultural guardian
of the Reich. He announced that any art that went "be­
yond the laws and limits imposed by Myself" was no longer
art. Wilhelm was convinced that his pronouncement was
the last word on the merits of any opera, painting, or
play. Understandably, many German intellectuals and 
artists found him boorish and conservative. Richard 
Strauss branded Wilhelm a philistine. Gerhard Hauptmann's 
naturalist play the Weavers (189^) caused him problems 
with the government censor who claimed that the play 
contained the seeds of social revolution. Artists were 
no happier with the Kaiser than the politicians, and 
Wilhelm encountered resistance in the cultural world as 
well as the political. On the eve of the war, neither 
group paid much attention to him. Some critics argued 
that much German culture flourished despite the Kaiser’s 
patronage not because of it, and a growing number of
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artists began to protest state interference.^^
Many of the protestors fervently believed that 
defeat in war revealed the moral and intellectual bank­
ruptcy of the old order. The loss affected all levels 
of society, especially revolutionary artists who urged 
their countrymen to reject autocracy. "Working quietly 
in their studios," radical painters presaged the defeat
of Germany. A number of artists felt that they had played
28an important role in toppling the government. With the 
war ended, the way was open for an art that would serve 
all of the people. Gone was the Kaiser with his insipid 
artistic dictatorship. The old generation in general was 
blamed for the calamity of war, and there resulted a lack 
of respect and veneration for the artistic forefathers. 
The "court" intellectuals had failed and those who sur­
vived argued that they must work toward the establishment
2Qof an art for the masses.
In 1918, the November revolutionaries promised 
political and artistic freedom and equated cultural 
with political liberation. Many artists, architects, 
and writers took part in or supported the cause. In 
Bavaria, Expressionist playwright Ernst Toller helped 
establish a short-lived Raterepublik (Soviet Republic). 
Others concentrated more on the politics of art. In­
tellectuals and artists referred to themselves as
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workers and formed councils. The Nation reported that in 
Munich "The Council of Intellectual Workers proposes to 
itself as its object the revolutionizing from top to 
bottom of the mentality of the German people." The 
council was but one indication of modern artistic activ­
ism. Dadaists, Surrealists, and Expressionists predicted 
the eventual acceptance of their ideas, modernist ideas.
In Germany, modernism became a panacea for many 
activist artists. Members of the art community who 
promoted its cause were painter Wassily Kandinsky, 
architect Walter Gropius, composer Arnold Schoenberg, 
dramatist Ernst Toller, and film director Robert Wiene.^^ 
All employed new techniques and novel methods of presen­
ting art and gave modernism its language. They rebelled 
against the representational, the ornate, and the non­
functional. Art must reflect contemporary society. The 
majority of post-war German modernists were collectivist 
in their approach. Some dabbled in communism, but most 
were socialistic in a general sense, usually avoiding 
the commitment of party membership. They emphasized 
co-operative effort, and stated that art must be available 
to the masses. Once the people understood the benefits 
of modern techniques, society and its artists would en­
joy a fuller life.32
Modernists relied on technology not only as a
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means of expression but also as a vehicle of communication. 
In 1918, Dutch architect J. J. P. Oud linked the impor­
tance of "a technical-industrial trend...which seeks to 
give artistic form to the products of technology" with 
artistic objectivity or abstraction. Technology was the 
handmaiden of industrial society and the task of the ar­
tist was to give aesthetic form to the objects of modern 
life. In addition to forging this important component of 
artistic techniques, practical inventions aided in the 
dissemination of information. Film and radio became 
mediums of exchange. Bertolt Brecht's "The Radio as an 
Apparatus of Communication" (1924) was an attempt to ex­
plain the connection between art and t e c h n o l o g y D i s ­
tances were shrinking, and intellectual interchange be­
came increasingly easy. Novelist Lion Feuchtwanger 
announced that an international community of ideas ex­
isted and "London and New York are in every respect much 
less distant ^from Germanyj than they were before the war."
It seemed that each day a new invention helped spread the
34process of modernization.^ Many young artists were in­
trigued with machines and considered them the aesthetic 
manifestation of technology. Ezra Pound wrote that "The 
lesson of the machine is precision, valuable to the 
plastic artist, and to literati." Simplicity, exactness, 
and precision were idealized. There were manifestos on
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mechanical music, the machinery of the stage, and the 
clean orderliness of architectural design. Gropius and 
LeCorhusier planned structures with neoteric materials 
and daring construction methods. Theatre director Erwin 
Piscator used machinery to enhance stage effects. The 
conquest of machines meant a more rewarding life in 
physical and artistic terms. Man was better off be­
cause of new inventions I and many modern artists reasoned 
that the masses not only accepted the machine but realized 
its importance to their lives. They wanted to develop a 
machine aesthetic that the public would come to appre­
c i a t e . The poet and author Franz Werfel spoke en­
couragingly to the young men and women associated with 
these ideas when he announced that " [ourj generation... 
believes its day has come."^^
But modernism also helped intensify generational 
conflict. For each advocate, it sometimes appeared that 
there were dozens of adversaries. The proponents of new 
ideas tended to be youthful,and their proselytizing 
often produced bitter reactions. The average German 
burgher considered them rash, revolutionary, and danger­
ous. Moderates and conservatives charged them with social 
and artistic irresponsibility. To some, their ideas were 
a threat to the existence of society. The artist Georg 
Grosz epitomized the worst tendencies of art's new
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generation. His political cartoons were grotesque and 
amoral. If the modernists were to succeed, their suc­
cession guard would not go uncontested. German culture 
rested upon a tradition of dedicated thinkers and artists; 
the new generation, the conservatives argued, seemed to 
forget their responsibility to society and their il­
lustrious forebears.
The defenders of German tradition ranged from the 
celebrated to the obscure. They used a variety of in­
tellectual approaches to make their points. Oswald 
Spengler issued the most foreboding interpretation of 
German and western civilization. An unknown school­
master before the war, Spengler became the era's fore­
most prophet of doom. In Decline of the West (I918), 
he chronicled the impending collapse of civilization, 
an eventuality that would ensure that other nations 
would join Germany in defeat. His pedantic treatise 
worried more moderate conservative thinkers who claimed 
that Spengler misinterpreted the course of history and 
did disservice to traditional v a l u e s . Concerned with 
the popularity of Decline of the West, Thomas Mann re­
buked its author and offered a calmer viewpoint. Many 
critics argued that Mann was a more responsible thinker 
whose concern for the future rested upon strong human­
itarian impulses. The author of Buddenbrooks (I9OO)
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told German youth "though people may say that the nine­
teenth century ideas are dying, let them take care not
knto throw out the hahy with the hath."
Many Germans passionately wanted to believe that 
the nation's youth did not follow radicals or revolu­
tionaries. Surely, they hoped, most youths believed in 
the echt German values. Enjoying nature, studying the 
German classics, dedication to country, these were the 
traditions they revered. Lion Feuchtwanger observed 
that foreigners who thou^t Berlin was Germany should 
look to the provinces where values remained unchanged. 
Underneath the outward raucousness of the Weimar social 
scene, the argument went, a quiet majority lived life 
much as they had before. Too often, however, there was 
a hollowness in these self-assured statements and, as 
Feuchtwanger concluded, "there was a strong national
kidesire for some sort of order and organization." As 
the republic entered its second decade, it became in­
creasingly difficult for the government to satisfy these 
needs.
Intellectuals were troubled. Both modernists 
and traditionalists wanted to set the standards for 
society, to provide a sense of direction where the gov­
ernment had failed. They sought continuity but differed 
on which forms society should adopt. Some foreign
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observers perceived a connection between the radicals 
and their artistic precursors. In 1921, A. W. G. Ran­
dall, a frequent contributor to international literary 
journals, argued that modern German novelists (whether 
radical or conservative) had a good deal in common with 
the writers of the pre-war generation. He stressed the 
idea that current movements had their basis in pre-191^ 
artistic experimentation. Even the controversial Grosz 
some said found inspiration in traditional culture.
Count Harry Kessler wrote that "He [GroszJ wants to be­
come the German Hogarth, deliberately realistic and 
didactic..."' This was small confort to those who 
objected to Grosz and others like him. Although they 
looked hard for signs of encouragement, the traditional­
ists often concluded that their enemies seemed to have 
the upper hand. Instead of seeking compromise and 
accommodation between old and new, the true believers 
seemed unwilling to bend. They equated compromise with 
capitulation. Neither side freely admitted that they 
often borrowed from one another.
German traditionalists were especially dis­
pleased with the younger generation's growing admiration 
for the United States. One report traced "the nervous 
condition" of Germany's youth "to American influences." 
Gerhard Huebner, a German professor of English literature,
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noted that most of his fellow intellectuals thought of 
America as "exclusively utilitarian and materialistic....^^ 
They believed that America was the home of a soulless tech­
nology. Her "factories" poured out identical automobiles, 
radios, and motion pictures, the drab devices of "popular 
culture." America's heroes were not artists or intellect­
uals but inventors and entrepreneurs. Henry Ford in­
trigued the Germans because he was both. The Dearborn 
genius was a demigod to many modernists, a demon to their 
foes. Ford's autobiography sold over two hundred thou­
sand copies in Germany between 1924 and 1929. creating 
cause for great alarm on the popularity of American 
methods. In 1928, Gustavus Myer capitalized on the Am­
erican craze in his History of the Great American For­
tunes . When Bertholt Brecht wrote The Rise and Fall of 
the City of Mahagonny (1929), the story of a mythical 
city located somewhere between Alaska and Florida, it was
but one more indication of the growing preoccupation with
A • 44America.
Many German intellectuals argued that all the 
American inspired jazz music and wild dancing was just 
a passing fad. Richard Strauss smugly declared that 
"America has no culture. Culture will always come from 
Europe." After turning down an offer to write a book on 
American literature. Dr. Max J. Wolff told the Berliner
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Tageblatt that it would have "been an impossible task. 
American writers were incapable of capturing the essence 
of their nation and remained "to the last merely Eur­
opeans transplanted to America." In matters dealing 
with the arts, the Americans were imitative, mere po­
seurs. Whatever talent they did possess, lay in other 
areas, the practical, utilitarian, or technocratic.^^
The old line German intellectual asked what these qual­
ities had to do with art, music, or poetry. When the 
modernist artist answered that those were precisely
the characteristics that were most important in the
U6development of a modern culture, their elders despaired.
The conservative philosopher Count Hermann 
Keyserling was perhaps the most prolific if not the 
most profound European critic of American culture. Well- 
known in the United States as a touring speaker and 
author of philosophical treatises, Keyserling concluded 
that Americans "have no sense of beauty. Utility is 
everything. Never has there been a race on earth which 
took so little advantage of the natural beauties of the 
country it peopled and which thought so little of aes­
thetic values as aims...." The Count was appalled that 
any European could take American popular culture seri­
ously, and he repeated the European theory that democ­
racy was inimical to the development of the higher arts;
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the natural leveling process led to mediocrity. Stan­
dardization and the worship of the pragmatic led Amer­
icans to a culturally debilitating "like mindedness."
After meeting John Dewey, the German philosopher commented 
that "he made practically no impression on me. Nor did 
his philosophy mean anything to me; it has never meant 
anything to Europeans, nor is it likely ever to mean any­
thing to them in the future. In his many books,
Keyserling reached the same conclusion about the Amer­
ican experience in general and her arts in particular.
When America was the topic, Germans were of many 
minds. German intellectuals began with the same assump­
tions about the essential characteristics of Americans 
but arrived at different conclusions. On one side, 
precision, efficiency, and machine technology were 
usually considered admirable, valid expressions of modern 
art. On the other, these "American traits" raised the 
spectre of an unhappy sterile society, one destructive 
to traditional culture. In the New World, the attempt 
to chart the course of the arts resulted in similar
intellectual battles.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Keyserling's views carried intellectual weight 
with many unsophisticated Americans partly because he 
was a European, and partly because of America's cultural 
self doubts. What he wrote struck a painful nerve.
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Many critics lamented that America's achievements in 
the arts failed to equal her material successes. This 
was disturbing because of the accepted idea that the 
arts most clearly expressed the accomplishments of civ­
ilization. Majority opinion followed historian John 
Fiske's theory of the "transit of civilization." Ac­
cording to the experts, culture came from Europe. Am­
ericans assimilated, distilled, and placed their stamp 
upon it, but despite their best efforts, American
painters, architects, musicians, and dramatists seemed
kQinferior to their European counterparts.
Before 19OO, most intellectuals believed that 
Americans were second class citizens in the cultural 
world. It did not mean that all intellectuals and 
artists resigned themselves to the status of cultural 
inferiority. Many sought solutions. The nation's 
talented (and many more untalented) felt obliged to 
visit the fount of culture. Through exposure to Euro­
pean influences, they hoped to gain artistic skills, 
escape parochialism, and become part of an established 
tradition. But, some were dissatisfied with this ap­
proach. The goal was not to imitate, but to create and 
originate. Although difficult enough, it was not simply 
matter of producing great art. American artists were 
urged to fashion a republican art that reflected Amer-
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ican values and could withstand critical scrutiny,
Within this framework of hope and aspiration, 
Americans greeted the new century. Artists joined re­
formers and set their goals high. The effort to change 
permeated all aspects of the nation's intellectual life.^^ 
Artist Robert Henri stressed realism dealing with modern 
and democratic ideas, while photographer Alfred Stieg- 
litz promoted modernism, technical proficiency, and 
abstract experimentation. Many argued that it seemed 
that the arts were more important than ever and were 
finally on the verge of assuming their proper status in 
America. When the Armory Show opened in New York in 
19131 the organizers, Walt Kuhn and Arthur B. Davis, 
supposed that they were riding a wave of art appreci­
ation that was not about to crest.
Despite all the debate, these doings scarcely 
affected the public, the art academies, or the museums. 
Even before the World War, many artists and intellect­
uals were disturbed. Kenyon Cox, the traditionalist 
muralist critic, inveighed against modern ideas that 
threatened established painterly technique. Cox and 
his fellow traditionalists preached from their academic 
strongholds that modernism was a threat to beauty and 
cultural unity. They charged that it destroyed aesthetic 
forms, and modernists seemingly disregarded all the
2 9
lessons of the past. New theories that so interested 
young activists scarcely penetrated the academic studios.
Conservative criticisms were but pinpricks com­
pared to the shock of war.^^ The war profoundly in­
fluenced young writers such as Randolph Bourne and Van 
Wyck Brooks. Bourne became infamous for his attacks on 
intellectuals who supported American participation in 
Europe's fight. His bitter literary assaults reflected 
a deep-seated disappointment in the United States. 
Through all the miseries, however, Bourne retained a 
fundamental faith in democracy and refused to reject 
entirely the ideal of progress; nonetheless, a small 
post-war group of intellectuals emphasized their dis­
illusionment with America. Unlike Bourne, who died 
shortly after the Armistice, Brooks wrote into the 
twenties and beyond. As a prophet of modernism, he 
challenged fundamental American assumptions about life. 
In The Wine of the Puritans (1915)» he wrote that Am­
ericans "never think what life is we are continually
intent on what life brings." Brooks counselled Amer­
icans to reject materialism and develop a "European 
sense of art."^^ But the war brought into question 
the future of European culture, and what role America 
might play in the post-war decade.
After the war, Harold E. Stearns invited Brooks
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and twenty-nine other American authors to comment on the 
nation’s cultural condition. In Civilization in the 
United States (1922), Stearns seemed disconsolate, main­
taining that "we have no heritage or tradition to which 
to cling except those that have already withered and 
turned to dust."^-^ His essay was not, however, a 
nihilistic tract. Although Stearns and the others 
criticized America, they were not prepared to write off 
the future. Stearns asked "Has not the magic of America 
been hidden under a fog of ugliness by those who never 
really loved it, who never knew our natural gaiety and 
high spirits and eagerness for knowledge? They have the
upper hand now but who would dare to prophesy that they
can keep it?" Brooks' article, "The Literary Life," ex­
amined the dilemma of the American author. How, he 
wondered, could one display genius and satisfy "the mob?" 
Republican prosperity seemed shallow to him, but he re­
fused to submit to current trends. "As for us, weak as 
many of us are, ignorant, isolated, all too easily sat­
isfied, and scarcely as yet immune from the solicitation 
of the mob, we still have the advantage, that an age of 
reaction is an age that stirs the few to consciousness 
of t h e m s e l v e s . I n  finding themselves, the intellect­
uals implied that they might help the nation find itself.
Some fled America in search of self and relevant
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values. They called themselves "the lost generation." 
Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald and Floyd Dell 
used the phrase. It was useful to them, for it de­
scribed their disillusionment and pursuit of existential
tinmeaning.^' Nihilism and alienation were themes that ran 
through their prose and their critical success (before 
and after the twenties) helped stamp an indelible im­
pression on the post-war d e c a d e . B u t  these writers 
did not capture the minds of the masses. Most of their 
contemporaries did not read them and found Zane Grey,
Edgar Rice Burroughs, or Douglas Fairbanks more inter­
esting.
H. L. Mencken was not surprised, nor was Sinclair 
Lewis. Mencken's vivisection of American society was 
often brutal. As the era's acknowledged phrase maker, 
he wrote about the "boobification of the American people," 
and the petty pretensions of the "booboisie." The short­
comings of democracy were his favorite subjects, but 
whether Mencken was a nihilistic cynic or a defender of 
disappearing traditions, he had a large following, a 
group that considered itself especially civilized be­
cause they agreed with the Baltimore sage's obser­
vations.^^ Lewis was just as devastating in his satire. 
In Main Street (1920), the citizens of Gopher Prairie 
have all the wrong motivations. In order to get ahead,
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they cheat their neighbors and dupe ignorant farmers.
With the publication of Babbitt (1922), he reached a 
critical apex. George F. Babbitt was morally inconsis­
tent, completely bourgeois, and without self-awareness.
Most readers concluded that Babbitt typified the American 
middle class, and many Europeans believed that the Lewis 
character was the embodiment of the average American.
Mencken and Lewis exposed the foibles of the people and 
helped define social issues.
The conservative philosophers who preached the 
New Humanism were also highly critical of American society. 
They developed their ideology long before the war and 
honed their arguments during the twenties. Paul Elmer 
More and Irving Babbitt, the leading exponents of the 
movement, were essentially literary critics who expanded 
their studies into the fields of philosophy and social 
comment. They held that the industrial and urban mass 
society of the modern age was destroying America. Tech­
nology was a primary problem facing all of humanity and, 
they concluded, the resultant complication of life could 
only be dealt with if Americans rededicated themselves to 
traditional values. Babbitt and More stressed the sanc­
tity of individual freedom which they believed could not
6lbe preserved in a technocratic machine dominated society.
In 1925» conservative art critic Lloyd Goodrich
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drew a parallel between jazz music and the machine.
Just as jazz bands sounded out incessant rhythms, so 
did great machines keep time with dulling regularity.
Modern man never had a chance to rest, to contemplate 
the finer experiences in life. Goodrich concluded that 
"We have lost all repose... everything is jazz."^^ Drama 
and art expert Sheldon Cheney was convinced that the 
mechanization of society influenced life on all levels.
"The conquest of mechanics," he argued, "affected life 
and influenced culture more than changing political in­
stitutions, more than the crumbling of the religions of 
faith, and more than the spread of the scientific spirit...." 
While Goodrich was maudlin, and Cheney somewhat detached, 
the editor of Creative Art chose action. He urged artists 
to accept the machine as a manifestation of modern society 
and admit that "the machine had come to stay, and this 
being so, it must be controlled and made to give us 
beauty.
The question remained, however, whether America 
could be brought to develop an aesthetic sense. The 
traditionalist and expatriate writers both depicted a 
society that was venal, frivolous, and valueless. Con­
temporaries gave the era its own folklore; it was the 
jazz age, and the flapper reigned supreme. Flaming 
youth seemed hell bent on pleasure. Awash in gin, they
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hurtled themselves in automobiles from one party to the 
next. Never had Americans seemed so materialistic.
Mass advertising pushed everything from radios and phono­
graphs to mail order careers. Voracious consumers rushed 
to purchase "the latest thing." The average American's
life was as predictable as the giant machines he manip-
ALlulated.
These criticisms had little effect on the popu­
lation. Most Americans (if they were aware of the 
social critiques at all) believed that the comments were 
directed at someone else. Everyone was not caught up in 
jazz, nor did citizens ponder their fate in light of de­
humanizing technology. In college, the vocational 
fields were overcrowded, and the goals of youth differed 
little from those of their parents. Although the Amer­
ican young appeared unconventional, there was no over­
all desire to reorder priorities. Youth continued to 
embrace the business ethnic and the American system. 
Society was changing, but also resisting change. Ob­
servers who saw social revolution all around them 
seemed somehow uninformed in many particulars.^^
In the twenties, some of the best known Amer­
icans were those who knew how to express traditional 
values within the framework of modern communication. 
Evangelists Aimee Semple McPherson and Billy Sunday
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were experts at it. Although their sermons stressed 
fundamentalist values, they used the techniques of mass 
entertainment to attract the f a i t h f u l . S o m e  aesthetes 
and critics argued that the arts required the same kind 
of promotion.
Whether traditionalist or modernist, technology 
was used to promote viewpoints. In 1928, old guard art 
critic Forbes Watson observed that the nation had grown 
"keenly aware of art." He attributed the public's art 
consciousness to a vast new communications network.
Just as machines created prosperity, Watson argued, 
they could be used to foster aesthetic appreciation.^^ 
Critics and artists tried new ways to mold national 
artistic tastes. Differences between rival camps were 
as pronounced as in the past, but aesthetic battles 
were waged on a broader front. The great cultural fig­
ures of history had long contended that "art reflects 
life." As in the past, the warring groups of the 
twenties disagreed not only about the meaning of life,
Z  Obut also its artistic expression.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
During the Weimar period, American and German 
intellectuals renewed cultural contacts. The war pro­
duced a cultural embargo, but with the Armistice signed, 
intellectual curiosity replaced wartime hatreds. Amer­
ican traditionalists argued that neither war nor
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revolution could shake the foundations of German culture. 
They evaluated Weimar culture according to the stan­
dards of the past. They expected the Germans to excel 
in certain areas, and they believed that post-war Ger­
many would withstand the encroachments of modernism. As 
a German correspondent surmised in 1929» there was an 
affinity between Germany and the United States, and 
"that affinity is to be found in a common struggle 
against materialistic and machine civilization and in 
a belief in the dominance of spirit over reason... ."̂ 9 
Not surprisingly, modernists offered a different inter­
pretation. They also anticipated German excellence, 
but looked to the younger generation, and a few of youth's 
pre-war cultural heroes such as Arnold Schoenberg and 
Wassily Kandinsky. These Americans believed that Ger­
mans were, by nature, disciplined, orderly, exact, and 
precise, and these traits were ideally suited to serve 
the new art forms of the machine age.
Both sides tended to stereotype Germans, and, 
from their respective vantage points, American intell­
ectuals and artists expected German culture to flourish 
in the post-war decade. In music, the Germans were pre­
eminent. In drama, Joseph Wood Krutch noted that the 
Germans maintained excellent acting and directorial 
skills while developing new methods. Film reviewer
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Robert Benchley reported that the Germans blended per­
fectly the dramatic and technical elements of cinema 
70production/ While tradition favored Germans in these 
areas, it tended to work against them in painting and 
architecture. Americans expected less but were still 
interested, and in Walter Gropius and Ludwig Mies van 
der Rohe, the nation's modernists discovered artists 
whose banner they followed long after the passing of 
the Weimar Republic. With varying degrees of expectation, 
each field produced its share of triumphs and failures. 
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"You will, for one thing, almost instantly discover that 
this new effort of the Germans to secure a place in the 
sun is only our own problem all over again, for we, too, 
have been barred from world recognition in the congress 
of arts and any effort of another nation to seek a new
path up Parnassus is bound to be interesting to us--
is bound to suggest ideas to us."
Henry McBride (1931)
CHAPTER II 
THE AMERICAN REACTION TO GERMAN 
PAINTING AND ARCHITECTURE 
In 1928, Forbes Watson wrote that Americans were
more than ever before "keenly aware of art." He claimed 
that art was now playing a significant role in the lives 
of average citizens. Watson expected, many gratifying re­
turns from this satisfying state of affairs. The nation's 
artists had labored too long in the shadow of the more 
famous Europeans, and the period of feeling "inferi­
ority over art" was about to pass. The republic was 
primed to bring art to the people: "The artist is sur­
rounded on every side by the workings of a vast demo­
cratic system of education which...is making idealistic 
efforts to democratize esthetic appreciation."^
Painting and architecture were the classic 
visual arts. These two primary expressions of national 
culture had much in common. Their importance required 
no defense. Art and architecture gave intellectuals 
visual proof of the nation’s vitality. But the two 
cultural forms were not always easily understood. Art 
had its "isms" and architecture its aphorisms. Modernity
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further complicated an already complex cultural land­
scape as warring critics attempted to lead the demo­
cratic masses toward greater cultural awareness.
After victory in 1918, a professional critical
community was prepared to guide the novice in artistic 
2matters. New York was the nation's unquestioned art 
capital, and many influential critics wrote for the city's 
leading newspapers. Henry McBride's columns were in the 
Sun, Royal Cortissoz's in the Herald Tribune, and Eliza­
beth L. Cary reported for the Times. Their viewpoints 
were discussed in leading art journals such as Arts, Art 
News, and Creative Art. The interpretive political 
journals also kept pace with developments as The Nation, 
The New Republic. and Living Age featured articles on 
art and helped introduce the country to regional art 
centers in Pittsburgh, Chicago and San Francisco. Al­
though concentrating on architecture, Lewis Mumford's 
articles often linked new ideas in building with modern 
art.3 Even the staid professional journals, Architec­
tural Record, American Architect, and Architectural 
Forum. began to reflect the disagreements between the
kmore open-minded architects and the old guard. News­
papers and the standard publications of informed opinion
also discussed architectural ideas in the twenties.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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In 1919» the United States seemed ready to match 
its economic successes with artistic ones, but the study 
of German art did not seem a logical starting point. 
Shortly before his death in the same year, Kenyon Cox 
dismissed almost all the work German painters had com­
mitted to canvass over the previous four hundred years. 
"Whenever the sublime, the beautiful, or even the taste­
ful is attempted, German art is stillborn. It is diffi­
cult to tell which is more fatal to it, the lack of in­
spiration or the lack of taste, and still more difficult 
to tell which is more distressing." His blanket con­
demnation included German painting of the early twentieth 
century. To Cox, the Germans were almost genetically 
incapable of producing great art. His indictment was 
all inclusive and went beyond condemning the art of a 
defeated e n e m y . A t  the time, the assessment did not 
create much of a stir, for German art did not have the 
appeal of the French or the veneration given the English. 
Nevertheless, within a few years after the war, German 
art acquired a number of American devotees.
The American interest was not totally without 
precedent. Albrecht Durer and Hans Holbein were iden­
tified with the artistic glories of the seventeenth 
century.̂  German artists also achieved some notoriety 
in the nineteenth century. Between 1849 and the Civil
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War, the Düsseldorf School was popular in the United 
States. Its artists were polished craftsmen whose 
scientific technique epitomized German skill. Their 
idealized historical subject matter appealed to the Amer­
ican public and attracted native artists. A Düsseldorf 
gallery was opened in New York where the public marveled 
at the meticulous detail of the German paintings. Emmun- 
uel Leutze, whose Washington Crossing the Delaware (I850) 
became one of America's most famous art works, studied 
at the Düsseldorf Academy. Through Düsseldorf, Amer­
icans came into contact with the Old World, escaped 
provincialism, and became familiar with new professional 
standards in art.̂
Munich was seen in much the same light later in 
the century. In the seventies and eighties, the Bavar­
ian capital became a cosmopolitan art center. Munich 
realism owed its heritage to the seventeenth century 
Spanish and Dutch masters and to some contemporary 
French influences. Wilhelm Leibl was perhaps the most 
famous Munich painter. His broad brush strokes and 
subtle use of light and dark tones gave a rich, "modern" 
look to realistic subject matter. As the reputation of 
Munich grew, its Academy attracted many young Americans 
who found Paris unrewarding. Frank Duveneck enrolled 
as a student of Wilhelm von Dietz. William Merritt Chase
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also studied in Munich. But Munich did not maintain its 
position because the style did not permit the growth 
and variety of French Impressionism. The Academy's art 
was in vogue for a few years, but the school's appeal 
faded.®
In America, the attraction of Munich gave way to 
indifference toward German painting. During the reign 
of Wilhelm II (I89O-I9I8), German art was virtually un­
known in America, so great was the dominance of succeed­
ing "Paris schools." German Expressionism was the most 
significant movement of the pre-war era in Central Europe. 
Expressionism defied easy definition. Its proponents 
reacted strongly against the art academies and the gen­
eral state of soceity. They wished to startle the self- 
satisfied middle class and Germany's authoritarian govern­
ment. They rebelled against the falsities of intellect- 
ualism and bourgeoise life. In the search for artistic 
meaning, they emphasized a return to beginnings and much 
of their work exhibited primitive African and Chinese 
influences. In the United States, neither of its leading 
schools. Die Brucke (1905) nor Die Blaue Reiter (I9II), 
created much excitement. Expressionism, however, did 
influence one important American artist. With the back­
ing of Alfred Stieglitz, Marsden Hartley went to Berlin 
and met Wassily Kandinsky and other members of the Blaue
6 4
Reiter. Expressionism's intense emotionalism appealed 
to Hartley and some of his finest abstract works were 
created in Berlin before the war. But only Kandinsky 
and Franz Marc were represented at the Armory Show in 
1913. And America's incomplete knowledge of the Ex­
pressionists led artists Walt Kuhn and Arthur B . Davies 
to conclude that most of them were simply imitators of 
the Frency Fauves.^ Until after 1919, the war's cul­
tural embargo effectively ended further debate.
With the war ended, the negative images persisted. 
Old concepts remained intact, and Kenyon Cox was not 
alone. George Wyer claimed in the International Studio 
that German art was "fabricated to please the German 
mind" which was "unimaginative," materialistic, and 
conditioned to "authoritarianism and military expediency." 
These traits resulted in the Germans converting them­
selves "into the most unoriginal nation in the world." 
Wartime prejudices aside, many critics continued in this 
vein well into the Weimar period. Lloyd Goodrich, a 
traditionalist who commented regularly on New York ex­
hibits for Arts, placed Weimar's art firmly within the 
accepted stereotype. The Germans loved "concrete fact 
and money detail," their brand of realism revealed 
"emptiness to the point of caricature, ^and aJ freedom 
from any fear of the ugly." In surveying contemporary
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art for Americans, Forbes Watson predicted a bleak future
for German painting in the United States "largely because
our eyes are so trained to the Paris product."^® But
German art had its defenders, and it became their task
to show the public that the doubters were wrong.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
American observers were not sure what to make of 
Germany's November 1918 Revolution. During the war, the 
American public tended to see the Germans as a benighted 
people who were the dupes of "Kaiserism." The old sep­
aration of attitudes between the government and the people 
it ruled remained. As the Kaiser and the aristocracy he 
represented fell, the German people seemed on the verge 
of accepting democracy. The reports of Communist activity 
were disconcerting, but events moved rapidly and uprisings 
in Berlin and Munich were soon brought under control. Al­
though many cynics continued to vent their hostility, 
Americans grew increasingly interested in democracy in 
Germany. Much had happened in the first year after the
war, and artists and intellectuals were frequently at the
11center of events.
In October of 1919, Cesar Searchinger, freelance 
journalist for many American publications, reported to 
the New York Evening Post that "Art has influenced the rev­
olution, more perhaps than the revolution has influenced 
art, for pacifistic canvasses grew to maturity in the quiet
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of many a studio in the days of November." In the pre­
ceding months, artists issued a series of political and 
social manifestos. For a few glorious moments, Germany's
artists seemed capable of uniting social justice and 
12individualism. Americans commented on the euphoria but 
did not concentrate on art's political implications. Most 
tried to place artistic developments within a traditional 
framework. The Weimar Republic was the government but not 
the soul of Germany. In 1922, Ludwig Lewisohn wrote that 
"The hungry and distracted republic of today has little 
left in common with the empire of 18?1 except precisely 
that preoccupation, that impassioned desire to comprehend 
and reshape through thought or art both man and nature. 
Lewisohn and many other Americans hoped for a new Germany, 
one that would retain only that which was exemplary in the 
old.
Between 1919 and 1923, critics prepared the way 
not only for German art but for art in general as a cul­
tural force. Art was described as a cultural bridge, an 
aesthetic device to bring nations together. A. W. Walkely, 
a frequent contributor to British and American art jour­
nals, argued that art was a liberator. The painter 
emphasized common human ideals and spoke "to all mankind, 
to the whole universe even...." The conditions of modern 
life also dictated that there should be a fusion of concepts
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and a growing committment to the world's community of 
ideas. Art would now have a special role in showing 
and interpreting complex contemporary life. Lewis Mum- 
ford reasoned that "So far as there is life at all in 
jour^ mechanical civilization, modern art expresses it; 
and until we develop something better in society we would 
do well to make the most of it." "To make the most of 
it," international co-operation was essential.
Nonetheless, modern art was unpopular in many 
quarters. The conservative critics and the democratic 
masses still demanded the assurances of representational 
painting. One disgruntled New York Times subscriber 
condemned modernism's meaningless abstractions and objected 
to "the flood of foreign art propaganda on American 
s h o r e s . I n  this setting, the Expressionism of Weimar 
hardly seemed likely to suit the artistic palates of Am­
ericans. Two men, one an exile and the other a respected 
authority on American culture, confronted the situation 
and attempted to educate the public and defeat the con­
servatives.^^
Herman George Scheffauer was an American writer 
who worked in Berlin from 1915 until his death in 192?.
He was familiar with German art movements and was one of 
the few Americans in Germany in touch with current trends. 
He published with American periodicals such as Freeman
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and Dial and authored over thirty books. In 1924, he
wrote The New Vision in the German Arts, which critized
American society and extolled the virtues of Germany's
17republican art. '
Scheffauer maintained that America was a victim of 
the machine age. American art had "a normalcy about as 
rigid, dead, and uniform as the interchangeable parts of 
our automobiles." Expressionism, he claimed, could pro­
vide Americans with an artistic theory that offered an 
alternative to cultural sterility. He was only partially 
successful in his attempt to make Expressionism intell­
igible, admitting, as many had before him, that there was 
no acceptable definition. This fundamental dilemma did 
not shake his resolve, and he steadfastly pursued the idea 
that Expressionism had struck a new artistic vein.
Scheffauer de-emphasized the complexities of the movement
18and stressed its vitality and activism.
One of the primary purposes of The New Vision was 
to introduce English readers to Expressionist artists. 
Although Scheffauer discussed architects, playwrights, 
and poets, painters were his favorites. It was their 
early work that established the movement as a living 
force. He especially admired Kandinsky, Marc, Paul 
Campendonck, and Paul Klee. He repected George Grosz for 
his courage and integrity. Grosz's political cartoons
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illustrated the power art exerted on society. The out­
standing common trait of the Expressionists was their 
intense individuality. Scheffauer contended that the 
movement had a great deal to offer America's art and 
its artists. He reasoned that the intensity, intellect­
ual ism, and individualism "which characterizes the German 
soul, can only be of inestimable service to those forces 
full of promise which are struggling for artistic liberty 
and recognition in the America of today.
Sheldon Cheney was not as impassioned as Schef­
fauer, but agreed that Expressionism was a vital movement 
in modern art. Cheney was a leading writer on culture 
and contributed many books and articles on art, theatre, 
film, and architecture. A Primer of Modern Art (1924) 
was an effort to introduce the layman to contemporary 
art. To Cheney, Expressionism was the dominant school 
in Central Europe, perhaps the entire continent. He 
admired the bold, intense feeling evident in the work 
of its painters. The canvasses of Oskar Kokoschka and 
Campendonck were already hanging in the museums of 
Austria and Germany, and he hoped that their paintings 
would soon be on display in the United States. Cheney
also wrote that Expressionist influences were evident in
20American artist Albert Block's figure paintings.
The art of Kokoschka was particularly noteworthy.
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Cheney maintained that he was "the most significant 
figure in mid-European art, ranking in importance with 
Picasso and Matisse." Although Kokoschka was not a 
native German, Cheney thought that he represented the 
main currents in Expressionism. "There are few things 
in this hook which will so repay study as Kokoschka for 
intensity, for directness, for rugged form." Cheney 
urged the American public to become familiar with Express­
ionism. He emphasized the richness of visual reward for
21those who attempted to understand them.
Ironically, these two efforts to promote German 
art in America came when Expressionism was losing its 
impetus. In his review of the two works for Arts, Lloyd 
Goodrich was highly critical. Scheffauer's book was 
relegated to the back shelf as "interesting," but too 
one sided. The New Vision was little more than a "re­
ligious tract." Goodrich asked "should we free ourselves 
from the British and the 'seductive poison of Paris' in 
order to become slaves of the Bombast of Berlin?" He 
found the Primer good in many respects, but Cheney's 
"strong penchant for the German Expressionists" mis­
guided. Goodrich believed that "German art has always 
been the most conscientious, but not the most interesting 
in the world, and that it shows no sign of any change in 
this essential, therfore we cannot share his enthusiasm."
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German painters, he emphasized, iwere always predictable,
creating shadowy moods of Teutonic brooding. Their art
may have been satisfying to Germans but hardly provided
22universal appeal.
Goodrich's opinions were printed just after the 
Germans had their first all-Expressionist exhibit in 
the United States. On October 7» 1923, New York's 
Anderson Galleries displayed the paintings of Emil 
Nolde, Arthur Degner, George Grosz, Max Pechstein, and 
Karl Schmidt-Rottluff. Elizabeth L. Cary's review was 
typical. She was restrained and fundamentally unim­
pressed, reporting that Grosz's paintings were "an 
unpleasant surprise," and Schmidt-Rottluff's monotonous. 
Throughout the twenties, other critics generally cate­
gorized the Germans in similar terms. It seemed that 
a Germanic name on the canvass insured a predictable 
critical reaction. The reviewers wrote that their 
paintings were plain, ugly, and matter-of-fact, tech­
nically proficient but drab and lifeless, a throw back 
to Germany's pre-historic forests and crude pictures 
etched on cave walls. When German art was shown in 
America, the majority of it failed to impress the ex­
perts, but individual critics usually discovered one 
or two artists in each exhibit whom they promoted.
Perhaps there were more unknown artists of
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merit in Germany. Weimar's artistic achievements in 
other fields helped sustain interest in German painting, 
and even skeptical critics were sometimes willing to 
admit that new German painters deserved American at­
tention. In 1928, the New York Times stated that there 
was "a general feeling that interesting things were 
going on ĵ in Germany j  about which we know almost nothing 
at first hand." This "feeling" sustained the enthusiasts,
and gave German artists a chance for exhibits in the new 
oh,world.
But the exhibits were never numerous, and be­
fore 1931 the growth in interest was painfully slow.
Ruth Greer Harris reported in Arts that the only way to 
see Kokoschka in the United States was in Paul Westheim's 
lavishly illustrated Oskar Kokoschka (1923). Margaret 
Bruning, an art critic for the New York Evening Post, 
claimed that the ambitious Carnegie International Art 
Exhibit failed to give an adequate sampling of either 
Germany or other European c o u n t r i e s . E v e n  Elizabeth 
L. Cary admitted that "far too little German art gets 
to the United States." The few supporters of Germany 
faced an uphill battle, for demand for it was tradit­
ionally limited and exhibitors not prone to give space 
to German canvasses at the expense of the French. Karl 
Hofer, a German artist and representative at the 1927
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Carnegie, told Forbes Watson that the Carnegie presented 
"a limited and one-sided story of Germany's contemporary 
achievements in art." Watson doubted that it made much 
difference. He reasoned that "the normal American, when 
he considers the purchase ^or viewingJof a painting, 
turns to those pictures most opposed to the spirit of 
the life that he is leading." Why, he implied, would 
Americans want paintings that suggested the inner psych­
ological torment of modem society or realistic pictures 
that used machines as central motifs? If Watson was
correct, German modernists' attempt to reflect the times
26worked against their acceptance in the United States.
Wassily Kandinsky was a possible exception. Art 
Digest announced that "Kandinsky's works have been ac­
quired rather extensively in this country." He and 
Paul Klee were among the few Expressionists well known 
in the United States. Kandinsky's Improvisation No. 27 
(1912) was one of two Expressionist canvasses at the 
Armory Show. Katherine Dreier's Société Anonyme de­
veloped ties with him and showed his work on a number 
of occasions before 1933. As a founder of the Blaue 
Reiter group and a member of the Blue Four, he was iden­
tified as "a scientific painter and abstract artist" who 
used colors "as though they were painted music." Henry 
McBride, no friend of the Expressionist school, acknow-
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ledged that "Kandinsky has been a constantly increasing 
influence upon artists of the modern school, and all 
those who deal in abstract art yield him high praise."
But Kandinsky was so introverted that even his supporters 
conceded that his art would "probably never reach univ­
ersal appeal." For like music, "it is concerned directly 
with the significance it wishes to express, being a novel 
language that few have learned to decipher." It seemed 
that only experts were capable of understanding him.
Kandinsky's paintings were exhibited throughout 
the country, first in New York, then in Chicago, and 
finally on the west coast. While laymen were often 
bewildered, the conservative critics were seldom at a 
loss for words. Royal Cortissoz, the archconservative 
of the New York Herald Tribune. commented that "Kandin­
sky* s paintings are constituted of weird lines and circles, 
zigzags, queer indefinable twists of form, and bewild­
erments of color. If these obfuscating diagrams are 
painted music, then give me plain jazz." The San Fran­
cisco News critic wrote that his exhibit proved that 
the west coast got "what Europe and the eastern cities 
reject. After our eastern cities have picked it over, the 
suckers of the west are the last hope." He went on to
claim that Kandinsky's "design and color are ambiguous
28and unscientific." If nothing else, Kandinsky was
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controversial but friend and foe alike doubted whether 
he would ever be popular in America.
His colleague Paul Klee was less well known, but 
his American reception parallelled that of Kandinsky.
Klee appeared to be the only other Expressionist who was 
relatively familiar to Americans. Many considered him 
easier to appreciate, but he too suffered from problems 
of viewer comprehension. Museum of Modern Art curator 
Alfred H. Barr Jr. wrote that he was "one of the most 
interesting of the living painters." However, Ralph 
Flint advised that "one had best have a nimble mind, 
keen insight, some wit, and intellectual point of view, 
a feeling of superiority, and a profound conviction that 
representational art is dead." This seemed to eliminate 
the vast majority of Americans from the inner circle of 
Klee admirers.
Expressionism also lost its following in Germany 
where a new realism began to dominate the work of artists, 
playwrights, and film directors. Toward the end of the 
inflationary period, Otto Dix and George Grosz were 
among a group of artists who were identified with Die 
Heue Sachlichkeit. Initially, Grosz thought little of 
the movement. In 1922, Grosz declared that "the so- 
called new objectivity is worthless for us today," but 
by 19251 his portrait of Max Hermann-Neisse (1925) was
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a part of the all-Neue Sachlichkeit showing in Mannheim. 
Grosz's work had notably softened from his paintings and 
drawings of the early twenties, and he began to move in 
the circle of artists who identified themselves with the 
new movement. Although Expressionism continued to in­
fluence his style, German and American critics referred 
to him as a proponent of the new school.
America influenced the ideas of the two young 
artists, particularly Grosz. Grosz's earliest post-war 
sketches depicted prize fights and skyscrapers. Jazz 
music also intrigued him. In 1920, one disapproving 
German critic called him "the German-American Grosz." 
Marsden Hartley chided him for his child-like fascination 
with America; nevertheless, Grosz kept his illusions, and 
his political preference for communism. This seeming in­
congruity did not bother Grosz. A cultural eclecticism 
which many critics contended was a feature of American 
life also seemed to be at work in Germany where young 
artists incorporated cultural influences from the east 
and the west. Although many German intellectuals rid­
iculed the "land of the charge account," America continued 
to exert an influence.
It was not until the mid-twenties that references 
to the New Objectivity began to appear in American pub­
lications . The movement was viewed as a counter trend
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to Expressionism. Rom Landau wrote that Expressionism 
overemphasized "the importance of personal feeling" and 
neglected "the values of reality." Alfred H. Barr Jr. 
stated that the new realism was the artist’s response 
to changes in society. The Germans were now "more con­
cerned with subject matter whether real or fantastic." 
French essayist George Waldemar was highly critical of 
the movement because "The Neue Sachlichkeit is American­
ism. It is the cult of use, of the object for its own 
sake. It is the cult of functional work, or professional 
conscience and utility." Waldemar would probably have 
agreed with Barr’s conclusion the "In America,...the New 
Objectivity had spread with amazing speed, in large part 
because the formal, abstract qualities of much fashionable 
French painting are essentially foreign to American art, 
which is naturally more naive and realistic." Barr be­
lieved that the influence of the German movement was 
clearly evident in the work of Reginald Marsh, Charles 
Burchfield, and Edward Hopper.
It was finally plausible to predict success for 
German art in America; but, on another level, it gave 
almost everyone an opportunity to stereotype the New 
Objectivity. The realistic canvasses were character­
istically German. Lloyd Goodrich stated that Grosz and 
Dix had "gotten back to realities, to things that can be
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expressed in plastic terms, and they seem closer to the 
racial tradition than their predecessors." Forbes Watson 
reviewed the earliest examples of the New Objectivity in 
1927 and concluded that they were "so German, so mascu­
line, so unfashionable, and often in such appalling taste
ok It seemed that the realism was exactly what many 
Americans expected from the Germans.
George Grosz was the first of the modern German 
realists to be recognized in the United States. Grosz's 
early fascination with America now included an admiration 
for its recent accomplishments. America's great machines, 
new technology, and mechanical ingenuity created images 
that surfaced in his work. But the nation's critics 
seldom mentioned his opinions about their country. In­
stead, they wrote of his "grotesque cartoons" or "ex­
tremist political attitude" and shocking paintings. The 
Museum of Modern Art purchased his drawings. The J. B. 
Neumann Galleries' brochure on his exhibit referred to 
him as "the great German artist, George Grosz...," but 
there was a lack of respect for his work in the art 
world.
Most critics were more impressed with Otto Dix.
In a review of modern art in Germany, Rom Landau argued 
that Grosz was initially the leader of the New Objec­
tivity, but Dix had replaced him. Barr believed that
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Dix was "the painter whose heritage was most easily 
traced back to Dürer and Holbein." To Americans who 
were "devoted to contemporary French painting or its 
American imitation," Barr advised that "they will feel 
their prejudice against German painting strengthened by 
the work of Otto Dix. It seems so coarse and ruthless...." 
These artistic traits made his work not only modern but 
quintessentially German. In 1931* Barr purchased Dix's 
portrait of Dr. Meyer-Hermann for the Museum of Modern 
Art. Dix was recognized as a leading exponent of a mod­
ern school. The painting was a symbol of what the New 
Objectivity was like. The good doctor sitting in front 
of the instruments of contemporary science displayed a 
mordant realism and sense of modern technology in a 
starkly matter-of-fact setting.
There was no place for the Neue Sachlichkeit in 
Kilter's Germany. The modern realists may have had their 
roots deep in the German past but the Führer did not see 
the connection, nor did he tolerate their political be­
liefs. George Grosz sought sanctuary in the United 
States. His attempt to secure a position at the Art 
Students League caused a greater sensation than his 
drawings. John Sloan, the director of the League, of­
fered him a post on the faculty. Because of his politics, 
Grosz's appointment came into question. The board members
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who opposed Grosz did so because he was "an unhealthy
37influence on American youth....Sloan, however, re­
fused to compromise. He argued that Grosz was more than 
qualified to teach, stating that "We've never had any 
academic training in this country except by proxy. Aca­
demic training sticks out in Grosz's work."^® Grosz 
finally received the position but he was hired more for 
his academic training than the nature of his art work.^9 
Those who opposed his appointment, C. J. Bulliet reported, 
were quite happy to read the bad reviews of Grosz's Amer­
ican work.
And modernism in Germany fared little better than 
Grosz did in the United States. As late as 1930, Flor­
ence Turkel-Deri, Art News'correspondent in Berlin, pre­
dicted closer artistic ties between America and Germany. 
"America draws away from traditionalism, while in Germany 
the wildness of post-war conditions undergoes a healthy 
process of clarification. It is plain that increased 
understanding between the two nations in matters artistic 
is hereby bound to result." She overestimated America's 
enthusiasm for modern painting and, like so many others, 
failed to foresee a new kind of wildness that was soon to 
befall Germany. When Hitler came to power, such pre­
dictions later embarassed their authors. Aryanism and 
intense nationalism destroyed modernism and limited cultural
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contact between Germany and other nations. In 1933» C.
J. Bulliet surmised that "Hiter now has the weird joy of 
wiping out the modernism that he couldn't attain to.
It's an unhallowed glee that many an 'old hat' American 
can appreciate- and envy."
The American critical community also resisted 
change. Despite its openmindedness or lack of it, the 
critics continued to rely on traditional reference points. 
They found it difficult to discard the idea of national 
schools of painting. Even abstract art supposedly had 
traits that were German or American. The attempt to 
break down national lines was neither effective nor 
particularly desirable. The critics had to have ways of 
cataloging the art of the world, and in painting, this 
worked against the objective analysis of German and Amer­
ican art.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Architecture was an engineering science as well
as an art form, and American ingenuity and engineering 
marvels helped draw attention to the United States. The 
European tradition was predominant in the architecture 
of the western world, but in the later part of the nine­
teenth century the work of H. H. Richardson and Louis 
Sullivan became known in Europe. Richardson's neo- 
Romanesque buildings were more than the recapitulation 
of an historical style. His structures reflected America's
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new sense of power. He was a reformer whose progressive 
vision placed him above the petty debates over architec­
tural style. Sullivan was the great innovator. He and 
his engineering partner pioneered in steel frame con­
struction and eschewed the restraints of historicism. 
With these men, American architecture achieved inter-
lipnational standing.
Sullivan’s pupil, Frank Lloyd Wright, continued 
the young tradition. In 1910, Wright co-operated with 
the Wasmuth Verlag on the publication of a monograph on 
his architectural ideas. Wright's work influenced the 
thinking of Walter Gropius and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. 
The American's adoption of the machine as a partner 
rather than an adversary in building appealed to pro­
gressive architects throughout Germany. Before the war, 
they acknowledged his contributions in word and archi­
tectural application. Wright, the master builder, 
probably had as many followers in Germany as he did in 
the United States.
Although German architects acknowledged the work 
of American architects, most American architects still 
looked to France. An Ecole des Beaux-Arts degree from 
Paris was the surest way to gain admittance to the best
architectural firms, and American schools adopted the
lih,school's curriculum. The system favored strict
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academic training and instilled reverence for historical 
style and continuity. The American graduates were usually 
resistant to change, hut, in the twenties, an almost im­
perceptible shift in attitudes began to take place. Stu­
dents questioned basic assumptions and asked what relation-
Licship classical form had to current architectural problems.  ̂
Contemporaty architecture was not necessarily modern 
architecture. Modernists rejected blind allegiance to his- 
toricism. They considered themselves brave, new proponents 
of an architecture that used the advances of technology. 
Pre-stressed concrete and other neoteric materials were 
the substances of their artistic expression. Some wanted 
to strip buildings bare of "needless" ornamentation, giv­
ing structures clean lines and the look of efficiency, 
and of modernity and the machine age. But the most pop­
ular fin de siècle firm, McKim, Mead, and White, built in 
the neo-classical style, and many architects imitated them. 
Modernism inflamed the passions of American architects.
In the post-war decade, its defenders and detractors de­
vised m a x i m s . T h e s e  "truths" of architecture sustained 
the individual and defined the issues. Lewis Mumford was 
calm and reflective. In 1928, he wrote "Modernism, it 
seems to me, is an attempt to use as a form something that 
has come down to us as a fact. The fact is the increasing 
complication of living, and the increasing simplification
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of the products." Mumford argued that architects must 
be trained in the use of new materials and they must a- 
dopt forms appropriate to the machine age. Most archi­
tects resisted these ideas. One contemporary designer, 
Arnold McLean, called modernism, "an infection." He hoped 
that it would "like a boil lanced, lead to healthfulness 
when its erratic course is run...." The traditionalists 
stated that any contemporary building was modern archi­
tecture, for the architect used current construction 
techniques and contemporary materials. A Western Archi­
tect editorial concluded that Stanford White's work was 
"really modern and fits into recent trends in art despite 
its classical heritage." The traditionalists had two 
comfortable realities that nourished them. They were in
the majority and they were the architects who got the big 
A?commissions.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
In Sticks and Stones (1924), Lewis Mumford attempted
to "evaluate architecture in America in terms of our civil­
ization." Unlike the majority of writers on architecture, 
he showed the relationship between change in society and 
architecture. He charged that the contemporary American 
architect encountered important issues that he failed to 
confront. Designers had given way to engineers, and 
architects merely constructed facades. Mumford argued 
that the machine age had blotted out the "elements of
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personality and individual choice...and blotted out the 
architect, who inherited these qualities from the carpenter 
builder." The architect was no longer a craftsman but sim- 
pley one element in a gigantic, impersonal building enter­
prise . Mumford called for a return to individual skills 
and a modern architecture that "does not merely respect 
the machine, |butjrespects the people who use it."^®
Most American architects continued as they had in 
the past and were ignorant of the German architects who 
addressed a number of the issues Mumford identified. Many 
Americans who supported modern architecture seemed naive 
and tended to make open-ended statements that indicated 
uncertainty. One builder wrote "Whatever we may think of 
modern architecture, it is a sign of abundant life. Under 
its ferment is a mass movement...the response of society." 
Herbert Croly wrote that Americans had a history of "tim­
idity and imitativeness" when dealing with architecture.
In an age in which pundits predicted unprecedented pros­
perity, most American designers seriously doubted whether 
the "excessive abstractness" of modern architecture could
iiOsatisfactorily reflect America's material success. ^
Germany's situation was different. Housing short­
ages and a lack of building funds plauged Weimar's leaders. 
The Bauhaus was established to help solve the architec­
tural problems facing the new republic. Walter Gropius
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was the school's director and its guiding spirit, and be­
lieved that the arts should serve society. He announced 
that the aim of the school was to "conceive, and create 
the new structures of the future, which will embrace 
architecture, and sculpture, and painting in one unity and 
which one day rise toward heaven from the hands of a mil­
lion workers like the crystal symbol of a new faith." The 
aura of modernism and the rejection of tradition seemed to 
radiate from within the new glass and steel buildings of 
the Bauhaus school, but its educational programs did not 
always reflect the external image of modernity. The school 
had masters, journeymen, and apprentices, not teachers 
and pupils. This despite the fact that many of its 
supporters claimed a desire to break with the past. Gropius 
seemed able to accept contradictions between old and new, 
and he worked toward integration and the creation of a 
modern system founded upon efficiency.
By mid-decade, word of the Bauhaus and its methods 
reached the United States, but American schools did not 
rush to incorporate the programs of the Bauhaus into their 
curriculums. There was something hopelessly idealistic, 
and, more distastefully, socialistic about its architec­
tural goals. Most American builders were more pragmatic. 
They wanted to see the structures that the Germans built. 
Given the state of the German economy, this was not
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possible until the post-1925 period. Modern ideas failed 
to move the nation's architects, and the progressive Ger­
man architect Bruno Taut stated that "Across the ocean, in 
the United States of America, the champions of modern 
architecture are obviously...isolated.
In Modern Architecture (1929), Taut wrote that 
Frank Lloyd Wright was a "heroic figure," and "known by 
repute to the average architect in Europe," although he 
"was by no means held in such esteem in the United States." 
Wright inspired many prominent German modernists. His 
imaginative use of materials and his utilitarian yet 
artistic methods produced buildings that blended perfectly 
with the environment. Nature and building blended to 
create an aesthetic and scientific entity. Perhaps most 
important, as architecture historian Fiske Kimball noted 
in 1928, "From the beginning, ^WrightJ welcomed the machine 
as the tool of modernity...." They had a special appeal to 
the Europeans.
While Taut, Mies, and Gropius acknowledged a debt 
of gratitude to Wright, they had criticisms. Taut made 
his position clear. Wright was too individualistic.
(Wright countered with the charge that the Europeans were 
"socialistic. ) Taut bemoaned the lack of "collectivist 
architecture in America," and the "highly capitalistic 
condition" that worked against modernist architects. He
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wrote that "In describing the fate of modern architecture 
and modern architects to the present, the ubiquitous 
thread of collective or co-operative work seems inter­
woven throughout the whole fabric." The Germans employed 
Wright's concepts, but they Europeanized them. "The 
delirium of individualism" infected the Americans. Taut 
was compelled to write off the United States, for "How­
ever great our respect for the technical achievements of 
America and her enterprise, it appears as if in matters of 
art there may soon cease to be any connecting bridge." He 
continued that while "technical resources conquer distances 
and lessen it, yet the spiritual distances between Europe 
and America gets greater and greater." American architects 
ignored Wright, the collectivist spirit, and remained ab­
surdly attached to outdated historical styles. Taut con­
cluded that "America, the land of Whitman, is deliberately 
declining in the ruins of Europe.
Taut painted a bleak picture which failed to move 
America's academic architects. Many conservatives did not 
care for his kind of criticism or for his plans for the 
future. Philip Sterner, a practicing architect, wondered 
"whether domestic work would gain at all in sincerity or 
honesty if it were suddenly to be given into the hands of 
theoreticians who are at work in Europe...and if it is true 
our architects are slaves to tradition of a style, they are
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not like their European cousins, slaves to the mechanistic 
idea." After a visit to Germany, Joseph Hoerner wrote 
that Gropius' houses were "devoid of any element of charm 
which will cause them to endure as monuments of our age."^^
Nancy Ross, an American living in Germany, lent 
further comfort to the anti-modernists. She reported 
that Germany's contribution to modern architecture was 
"understood by very few Germans and scorned by the many 
who engrave sentimental mottoes over their high eaved 
doors." After Kilter came to power, George N. Nelson, 
who did a series of articles for Pencil Points on Euro­
pean architects, declared that "you can tell how good a 
German your neighbor is by the pitch of his roof." The 
observation had obvious political connotations but also 
illustrated the aesthetic and social preferences of many 
Germans. Even a friendly critic like Herman George 
Scheffauer admitted that "the cold, angular, cubistic 
forms do not appeal to the populace which after all, 
still loves the traditional and the pretty.
Others considered the new architecture a natural 
outgrowth of the German character. Mass housing projects 
were an indication of the German preference for "logic 
and simplicity." Virginia Pope argued that the stark, 
abstract appearance of the apartments showed that the 
German architect was "governed by a thoroughly Teutonic
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spirit.” Herbert von Oelsen, the editor of Die Pyramide.
wrote in Survey Graphie that "German post-war architecture
was defined by concrete need, but much more by the abstract
demand of the native character." For the contemporary
seeking explanations, one could have it either way.^^ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
American architects were more interested in the 
reactions of businessmen than in the perceptions of the 
German burgher. What did the board of directors think; 
more importantly, what did they want? American businesses 
wanted their buildings solid, sound, properly decorated, 
and practical. Because the business community had an 
established aesthetic, the question of "architectural 
beauty" also had a practical side to it. These two issues, 
the practical and the aesthetic, formed the nucleus of a 
debate over modern architecture in America.
Corporations were interested in the "look" of a 
building. Architectural ornamentation created an image 
for the company. The more decoration, the more successful 
the company. When Gropius, Mies, or Wright contended that 
there was "no conflict between beauty and efficiency," it 
made little difference. Most business leaders had never 
heard of them anyway. When the question of architectural 
application arose, the average businessman did not want 
any surprises. While it seemed that many companies would
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appreciate modern concepts of efficiency, the majority of 
architects and "businessmen clung to what they knew best.
Many builders were ready to satisfy these demands, and 
they were even confident enough to claim that American 
methods were well suited to European needs.
Europeans needed only to emulate American tech­
niques to solve their rebuilding problems. The skyscraper 
was America's most noteworthy contribution to architecture. 
In 1921, the American Architect predicted that Europe "will 
adopt the skyscraper. Our national expertise, and practical 
grasp of the business of architecture will help war torn 
Europe to rebuild." The journal reported that architects 
in Berlin and Munich were preparing plans and studying 
"the probable effects of the high buildings, crowded 
streets, and congested business and residential centers."
The American Architect reported this statement in all 
seriousness, and did not comment on the liklihood that 
the Germans had already decided that Wolkenkratzer ("sky 
scratchers") were not for them. Herman George Scheffauer 
concluded that "The skyscraper has found no friends in 
European cities.
An American building craze did not sweep Europe. 
Martin Wagner, Berlin’s city planner, called skyscrapers 
"unhealthy... it is believed that tall structures would 
not allow dwellers on the lower floors sufficient light or
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air necessary for health." Ernst May, who built public 
housing projects in Frankfurt, designed complexes that 
provided for open spaces, gardens, and the separation of 
vehicular and pedestrian t r a f f i c . M a y ,  Gropius, Otto 
Haesler, Mies, Wanger, and Bruno Taut were interested in 
improving life in the cities. Placing man in the dark­
ened shadows, away from the sunlight had to be avoided 
at all costs.
Since the nuts and bolts of construction was the 
issue that most interested the American architect, the 
apartment projects of Berlin, Frankfurt and Kassel re­
ceived more attention than the abstract social theories 
that many Germans promoted. The community projects^^ 
were large enterprises, and the architect was the city 
planner, engineer, and builder. Every detail had to be 
taken into consideration. The design goal was to make 
each dwelling economical and comfortable. Traditional­
ist architects built many of the projects, but the mod­
ernist efforts were the most controversial. As sites 
approached completion, American journals printed numer­
ous articles on the development of mass housing in Ger-
62many.
One writer predicted that Berlin was the city 
most likely to become a utopia in Europe. A "modern 
consciousness" was at work in the capital, and its
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citizens looked forward to living in comfortable, modern 
housing. In New York, the Times * Miriam Beard reported 
that "facades are coming down in Berlin, like our brown- 
stone fronts...The age makes itself felt." In 1924, 
Martin Wagner studied industrial building in the United 
States and returned to Berlin to coordinate housing con­
struction. Bruno Taut's Zehlendorf complex was typical 
of the results. There was plenty of space and light, 
the buildings had flat roofs, and were but two stories
high.
In Kassel, Haesler's apartments were models of 
"economy in planning." The Architectural Record praised 
the successful application of new ideas, "Not only is 
the frank expression of the solution aesthetically sat­
isfying but the resulting economics, all done without 
the substitution of inferior materials or construction 
methods, indicate the potentialities of more efficient 
planning." Catherine Bauer, who studied in Berlin in 
1930, commented that everyone did not have a separate 
dwelling, but Haesler's "realistic planning can make for 
quality life." Roger Gilman recommended that American 
architects should "acquaint themselves with a movement 
so intense." He argues that builders should turn to
"scientific processes" in order to solve the building
64problems of the future.
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The Great Depression convinced many American 
architects that German methods could work in the United 
States. Before the crash, Joseph Hoerner stated that 
"our chief interest is not in the residential architecture 
of Germany, for we Americans require vastly more than 
efficiency in a house." By 1931» a change in viewpoint 
became evident. When Gropius wrote "The Small House of 
Today" for Arch ite ctural Record, the editor prefaced the 
article with the statement that "many of the things de­
scribed are readily adaptable to this c o u n t r y . T h e  
commissions from business were drying up, and architects 
had no work. The depression challenged American values 
and led architects and social thinkers to conclude that 
perhaps Americans would have to accept a different life 
style. Catherine Bauer believed that "private enter­
prise cannot be counted on" to meet the housing needs of 
the nation. Writing a few years later, George N. Nelson 
credited the Germans with anticipating "the standardized 
units which is the subject of so much experimenting in 
American architecture t o d a y . G e r m a n  theories had made 
inroads, but only after many of its best modern architects
had ceased to be a factor in Hitler's Germany.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
As important as the subject of public housing be­
came, it was but one facet of an architectural movement 
sweeping Germany and the rest of E u r o p e . I n  1932,
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Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson explained the 
stylistic, technical, and social principles of the new 
architecture. They also gave it a name. In The Inter­
national Style; Architecture Since 1922, they identified 
three major attributes of the new wave. The internation­
alists emphasized the importance of space, the omission 
of mass, and dependence on the intrinsic elegance of 
materials. The Europeans stressed the primacy of order­
liness and regularity. A good deal of what Hitchcock 
and Johnson wrote dealt with the aesthetic image that 
the Europeans created. The two Americans enthusiastically 
proclaimed that "the International Style already exists 
in the present, it is not merely something the future 
may hold."^®
They did not expect most American architects to 
embrace the International Style, but they predicted that 
there were those who would listen. "Commercially suc­
cessful" architects unfamiliar with its principles would 
be opposed. And although they did not single out in­
dividuals Hitchcock and Johnson noted that "American 
nationals will also oppose the Style, as another Euro­
pean invasion."^9 They dismissed these individuals, for 
the movement was too rich to ignore. "Most American 
functionalists have much to learn from the leaders of 
the International Style, even if they cannot accept
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sincerely the discipline these leaders have brought into
being." Hitchcock and Johnson defended some American
architects who had already assimilated some elements of
the style. Raymond Hood's Daily News Building (1928)
and his McGraw Hill Building (1931) revealed evidence of
internationalist influence. Hitchcock and Johnson a-
waited a new age, one in which architecture was more than
mere building. "Those who have buried architecture,
whether from a thwarted desire to continue the past or
from an over anxiety to modify and hurry on the future,
70have been premature: We have an architecture still."'
The growing recognition of the Bauhaus architects 
was another indication of the currency of modern ideas. 
Under Mies,^^ the school continued a reputation for ex­
cellence. One report claimed that "the Bauhaus experi­
ment, however intermittent, is probably one of the most 
important original movements in the hisotry of fine arts 
during the course of this centure." By 1930 many Ameri­
cans became interested in the school"s work, and when the 
school came under attack in Germany, most ovservers 
rushed to defend it. Douglas Haskell's article surmised 
that "At a time when the Beaux-Arts in Paris survives by 
virture only of the sentimental support accorded by its 
American 'old boys,' the Bauhaus has come to occupy a 
position similar to that held by the Beaux-Arts in its
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palmiest days; The center of enthusiasm, of the greatest 
designing gifts, of the active molding ideas of its time." 
Rather belatedly in 1933» the American Magazine of Art 
announced that "The Bauhaus today is the unquestioned 
center of progressive architectural thought in the world.
Just as Americans took greater notice of modern
theories emanating from Europe those principles became
politically volatile in Germany. Hitler fancied himself
an architectural expert. He even included architecture
in the twenty-five point program of the Nazi Party. The
Führer's preferences were well known. His taste ran to
the gigantic, the monumental, and he prefered the work of
Paul Troost, Werner March, and Albert Speer to that of
Mies or Gropius. Hitler believed that internationalism
devitalized architecture and robbed it of its national or
Aryan qualities. The modernists architects with their
collectivist political ideologies scarcely fit into the
coming culture of the Nazi period. A few buildings in
the modern style were built under Hitler, but the symbols
of Nazi civilization were Troost's House of German Art
(1937) and March's Olympic Statium (1936).?^ 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
In 1929, William Gaunt wrote of the arts in Ger­
many that "I have given so much space to architecture 
because it seems to me the main artistic activity in 
modern Germany. The other arts seem to fall into line
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■behind it and obediently contribute to it." Gropius
would have been gratified, but went one step further.
Architecture also contributed to the other arts. Since
he was an architect, he believed that his art was the
most important. He pictured the architect as the grand
co-ordinator, for buildings housed art. When he designed
an overall plan for a community, he included a theatre,
a motion picture house, and a concert hall. One could
7knot separate art from daily existence. '
American architect Claude C . Bragdon argued that 
his nation's performing artists deserved the same kind of 
co-operation from their architects. He complained that 
"there has been no intention of consciousness upon the 
fundamental physical problems of the theatre from any 
other point than that of monetary gain." Gropius offered 
alternatives. He believed that in planning centers for 
the performing arts, the architect had a responsibility 
to the artist as well as the audience. In a piece for 
Drama, he stated that theatres must be designed so per­
formers could fully realize their art, and spectators 
should be brought into "the midst of stage events." The 
science of building, he proclaimed, must serve all of 
the arts.^^
While German painting failed to make great in­
roads in America during the twenties, German architecture 
showed the first signs of being at the heart of a signifi­
9 8
cant movement. Germany's modern artists confronted an 
inherited American skepticism about their talents and 
ultimately failed to overcome the shackles of the tradi­
tional image. Although a few supportive critics fought 
valiantly for the German painters' cause, German art did 
not gain a sizeable audience. In architecture, the re­
spect Americans accorded Germany's technical skills 
helped to bring the International Style to the attention 
of architects and the public. The waning years of the 
Weimar Republic served as a preparatory period for the 
acceptance of modern architecture in the United States. 
In exile, Gropius and Mies became the standard bearers 
of a new architecture. Their modern compositions in 
glass and steel brought them almost as much fame as Ger­
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"There are indeed only two kinds of music. German music and bad music."
H. L. Menken (1926)
CHAPTER III 
AMERICA AND THE GERMAN MUSICAL TRADITION 
In 1919» music critic John N. Burke, a senior
member of Musical Quarterly's staff, insisted that music 
could rejuvenate the nation. In order to re-establish 
the tranquility of western civilization, music must re­
assert itself "and assume again its essentially demo­
cratic nature." Many intellectuals believed with Burke 
that music should play a more important role in the lives 
of Americans. As a representative letter to the editor 
of Musical America declared, "America must foster the 
arts, we cannot be simply a commercial-people."̂
In the nineteenth century, commercial or "popular" 
music was the listening fare of most Americans. For the 
average citizen, the songs of Stephen Foster (1826-1864) 
had more appeal than the concertos of Edward MacDowell 
(I86I-19O8). Many critics stated bluntly that commer­
cialism dominated the nation's musical life. The working 
man preferred the music hall and the minstrel show to a 
symphoiQT or recital. The musical experts spent much 
of their time explaining why American tastes ran to the 
"cruder" forms of musical expression. In composition,
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performance, and appreciation, Americans, they contended,
were naive. The public liked big shows and extravaganzas
that satisfied the common man's "insatiable appetite for
2the sensational.
The critical community frequently commented on the 
importance of expanding serious music's audience. In 
1926, George Elliot Simpson, a Yale professor of music 
who wrote a series of articles on American music for 
Musical Courier, stressed the variety of Americ's mus­
ical experience and emphasized the necessity of promoting 
serious music. Achievement within the classical tradition 
was the surest sign of a nation's musical maturity, he 
claimed. Intellectuals sometimes doubted the ability of 
the masses to appreciate classical music, but usually 
committed themselves to the cause, for it was their live­
lihood as well as the composers' and musicians'. More 
significantly, the believed that music was essentially 
universal and democratic in nature. Looking back to pre­
vious generations, they acknowledged a debt of gratitude 
to German professionals who were instrumental in estab- 
lishing a solid foundation upon which to build.^
Germans helped form Boston's first full-time 
symphony orchestra. And after the Civil War, the German 
born Theodore Thomas became a central force in the musical 
development of New York and the nation. In 1848 and 1853*
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German orchestras toured New York, Philadelphia, Balti­
more, Washington, and Boston. Many of the musicians 
chose to remain in America rather than return to politi­
cally unstable Europe. They formed the nucleus of many 
young American orchestras. Theodore Thomas and Leopold 
Damrosch (also from Germany) took their musicians into 
the interior of the country. Just as the republic ex­
panded from east to west, music followed the same pattern. 
The efforts of these two men inspired communities to form 
their own organizations. Chicago was an early convert, 
and St. Louis (with its large German-American population), 
Cincinnati, Pittsburg, and Los Angeles quickly followed. 
While Boston, New York, and Philadelphia maintained and 
embellished their reputations, the new orchestras set
similarily high goals and served as outposts of musical
kculture.
The symphonic music the groups played was pre­
dominantly German, and in opera, the Italians were the 
great favorites. Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven dominated 
the concert programs. Italian operas were in constant 
demand, but German composers (sometimes using Italian 
librettos) such as Mozart were also frequently performed.^ 
It seemed German trained and German born musicians were in 
the vanguard of every effort to carry the music of the 
masters to American audiences. They were the bearers
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of the German tradition and promoted the cause of modern 
German music. Theodore Thomas played Wagner "even if 
only one liked it." Leopold Damrosch was equally active 
in both areas.^ Although German music was most often 
performed, the musicians, conductors, and composers 
realized that all music must receive a fair hearing, 
especially American, and that all must work toward in­
creasing the acceptance of classical music throughout 
the nation.
In the twenties, musicians, composers and critics 
used a variety of forums to bring music to the people. 
The nation's major cities served as centers for infor­
mation. A host of professionals contributed articles 
and granted interviews to a variety of publications. 
Articles and essays fell into three basic categories.
The more sophisticated national journals such as The 
Nation and The New Republic had respected authorities 
who wrote periodically about music in the United States 
and Europe. Living Age. Literary Digest and similar 
publications followed the same practice albeit on a 
somewhat lower intellectual level. Musical America and 
Musical Courier were important weeklies that covered 
musical events all over the globe through a network of 
foreign correspondents. These newspapers did not have 
as diversified an audience as the other journals and
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addressed primarily those who followed closely the pro­
gress of music in America. The more scholarly journals 
such as Musical Quarterly. Etude, and especially Modern 
Music (a New York based publication of the League of Com­
posers) reflected the interests of the serious musician. 
Articles in them were frequently quoted in other publi­
cations. Many contributors appeared in more than one 
category of printed matter. Metropolitan newspaper 
critics continued to be important and their opinions 
often found their way into national magazines.
While the object was to capture the attention of 
the general public, musicians and composers realized that 
they had to work closely with those who had supported 
music in the past. Traditionally, the wealthy were 
music's most influential friends. Rich patrons were in­
dispensable. They had generously subsidized the New 
York Philharmonic and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, 
the first two organizations so favored in the United 
States. The affluent dominated symphony and opera boards, 
choral societies, and chamber music organizations. The 
pronouncements of Mrs. E . H. Harriman, president of the
■7American Orchestral Society, received instant notice. 
Music directors and impresarios understood that it was 
part of their job to satisfy the desires of the rich and 
well-born. The patrons formed a hub around which the
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rest of the musical world revolved. The question which 
occupied musicians and intellectuals was how large the 
musical wheel would "become.
But in the face of this inherited elitist ideal, 
music offered something for all society. In addition 
to aesthetic properties, it possessed utilitarian qual­
ities. Redfern Mason, Commonweal *s resident music ex­
pert, informed his readers that "Eventually we shall be 
able to bring the business-like American to recognize 
that music...pays as advertising, pays as education, 
pays as a deterrent from crime, and pays as a character 
builder...." The professional journal Etude announced to 
musicians that "Your greatest obligation...is to let the 
world know how music, more than anything else sustains 
faith, fortifies courage, promotes initiative, and ener­
gizes work." As the editors of Etude made clear in 1933» 
listening to and understanding music was a wholesome 
activity, in harmony with American values, and the gen-
Qeral desire for a cultural democracy.
Partly for this reason, the artistic trends of 
the twenties were vexing to many members of the musical 
establishment. Modern music presented problems. Its 
apparent coarseness seemed to represent not a healthy 
democratic charcter, but "musical anarchism." Americans 
were not noted for their receptiveness to new music.^
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In earlier times, audiences expected orchestras to include 
popular tunes with its standard repertoire, mixing the 
"serious with the sensational.” It took a long time to 
build a following and audiences had to be introduced 
gradually to new symphonic works. In 1920, Richard Wagner 
was still too modern for many Americans. The conductor 
who performed modern music took a chance, for the serious 
music public was often opinionated and wanted familiar 
works that they had come to love. This was particularly 
true of patrons. Also, the more complex the music (as 
modern scores frequently were), the more difficult it 
was for marginal orchestras to perform. Many practicing 
musicians disliked promoting and performing unpopular 
modern works. It was a risky business to support modern 
music if this threatened musicians' security and the 
possibilities of enlarging audiences. Before Americans 
could enjoy full artistic expression, they had to es­
tablish an unassailable idea that music had many valid 
forms, each contributing to a general tradition of 
support.
Developments in Weimar Germany were of special 
interest to Americans. Despite political and social
tensions and economic uncertainties, Germany supported
11a flourishing musical life. Weimar's success in the 
subsidizing, staging, performing, and conducting over-
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shadowed Central European influences in the realm of new 
musical composition, America's musicians, critics, and 
patrons looked to Germany in order to emulate its success 
in making serious music a vital force in the nation's 
life. While the productions of the modern works of 
Schoenberg and others did occur and receive critical re­
view, fundamental concerns centered on creating an en­
vironment which would lead to the advancement of Amer­
ican orchestras, musicians, and composers.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
After the war serious music prospered in America. 
Looking back on the twenties, musicologist David Ewen 
fondly recalled a resplendent era. While opera retained 
its popularity, the singers had to share the limelight 
with orchestras, and, above all conductors. In spite of 
the World War, the German-Austrian musical tradition re­
mained firmly entrenched in the United States. The music 
of Mozart, Beethoven, and Brahms overcame brief and ir­
rational war-time prejudices. Veteran's groups and anti- 
German polemicists were defeated in their drive to suppress 
German music. By mid-decade, the 1919-20 period was a 
dim memory. H. L. Mencken summarized the prevalent 
attitude when he declared German music to be superior 
to all other kinds.
With their German training, American orchestras 
were primed to assume new musical heights. Metropolitan
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orchestras in New York, Philadelphia, and Boston already- 
compared favorably to European counterparts. Thanks to 
the critics, and to tours, their musical expertise was 
a well known source of civic and national pride. The 
growth of American orchestras in the twenties persuaded 
many critics that a golden age was in the making. The 
nation displayed "solidity, permanence, and wide diffusion 
in its organized musical life," both for listeners and 
performers. The German tradition had served American 
music lovers well in the past. There was a natural 
tendency to follow the path of previous musical suc­
cess, typifed in several fine civic institutions, and 
attempt to emulate German methods on a broad national 
scale.
As the desire for German music increased, audience 
attention focused on the podium. Conductors were lion­
ized, and became the stars of the concert hall. As with 
stars in the cinema, politics, and other public sectors, 
the name of the maestro was often more important than 
what he did. Symphony boards increasingly sought out 
Weimar's most notable music directors in order to satisfy 
a growing public's musical appetite. Throught the twen­
ties the giants of German conducting came to the United 
States. Bruno Walter, Wilhelm Furtwaengler, Otto 
Klemperer, and Erich Kleiber regularly included America
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4 uon their artistic itineraries.
The Central Europeans fit rather easily into the 
American system. They had internation reputations and the 
aura of musical authenticity. Encounters between German 
conductors and American orchestras yielded mutually bene­
ficial results. The conductors were part of a growth 
process. Their presence served to increase interest in 
serious music while contributing to the proficiency of 
American ensembles. To the Europeans, America was a 
haven for performance in the economically troubled early 
part of the decade and later an indication of one's pro­
fessional standing. As one reviewer proudly stated, 
"Indeed, it is one of the ambitions of every great 
European conductor to lead at some time one of pour great 
orchestras.
The goal of many of the newer symphony organiz­
ations was to acquire the services of a German musician. 
The titans of the podium, such as Walter, normally 
visited and returned to the homeland. But other talented 
practioners of the German tradition remained in the United 
States to impart their wisdom to American orchestras.
Felix Weingarten stated that he preferred to live in 
America, and Fritz Reiner was credited with revitalizing 
the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, while the older Fred­
erick Stock was a fixture in Chicago. The young
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Hungarian conductor Eugene Ormandy observed that the
combination of American resources and European training
léproduced musical experiences of surpassing quality.
The orchestral boom produced two major reactions. 
Americans consistently sought out German artists while 
simultaneously developing a twinge of nationalistic 
artistic vanity. The popular Czech soprano Maria Jer- 
itza summarized what many American critics accepted. She 
told an interviewer that "Contact between America and 
Europe is growing closer all the time and today there 
is a regular exchange, chiefly in artistic production, 
which is refining the taste of the American public and is 
giving new ideas to huge masses of people." This com­
bined with a growing sense of pride in America's accom­
plishments. Arthur M. Abell of Musical Courier reasoned 
that in the world of orchestras America had reversed 
roles with Europe. European orchestras "must now be 
measured against American standards." Thus, the Berlin 
Philharmonic became as good as the symphony orchestras 
of New York. While clamoring for German artists, some 
Americans actually reached a point where notable German 
conductors were no longer sophisticated enough for Amer­
ican audiences.
Henrietta Malkiel, well known booster of America's 
"musical independence," reported that New York had re­
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placed Berlin as the musical capital of the world. She 
saw this as a significant first step in America's musical 
maturation. But is was only a first step, for New York 
was not the nation. Elizabeth Armstrong, a reporter for 
Musical America, was also interested in the spread of 
musical culture in America and believed that the United 
States had to train musicians in order to bring music to 
the hinterlands. She clarified the long range objectives 
and wrote that Americans should strive to create a mus­
ical environment similar to Germnay's where "the most
1 Awonderful tradition was an orchestra in every town." 
Americans needed only to nurture native talents.
A rather ironic set of circumstances faced the 
aspiring American musician. Interest in serious music 
was on the upswing, but opportunities for performance 
and education were limited. So many Europeans had im­
planted themselves in the United States that the young 
artist frequently had difficulty trying to perfect his 
skills. Openings in music academies and chances for 
engagements were limited.
Germany beckoned! The Weimar Republic offered 
the same kind of promise which America held for some 
German musicians. Aaron Copland admitted that American 
schools were making great strides, but he also noted that 
immersion in the European milieu was invaluable. And
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study in Germany was cheap. Despite the establishment 
in 1924 of the Julliard School, the Eastman School, and 
the Curtis Institute, many musicians believed that train­
ing comparable to Berlin's Akademie der Kuenste was un­
available elsewhere at any p r i c e . A d d i n g  in the econ­
omies, Germany became an extremely attractive place to 
study. In addition to acquiring an education, a student 
could receive a hearing. For a modest sum, a musician 
could hire a hall and give a recital before an audience.
The Musical Courier reported that Berlin was full 
of Americans. Americans talented in vocal and instrumen­
tal music joined with hopeful composition pupils. An 
American musician in Germany, Eric Salter, observed that 
"Berlin is a meeting place for American singers, not only 
those who seek engagements, but for those who wish to 
study." Pianist and composer Artur Achnabel guided 
the studies of George Anthiel, Henry Cowell, Roger Ses­
sions, and many other Americans who later enjoyed prom­
inent concert and teaching careers. Arnold Schoenberg 
tutored the American composers Adolf Weiss and Marc 
Blitzstein.^®
Germany provided the ideal setting. Berlin alone
21had four opera companies, but Germany was more than 
the capital city. Opportunities existed in many areas.
If one could not find work in Berlin, he had only to
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travel to the provinces. The American soprano Emma 
Redell, who experienced her initial successes in Germany, 
wrote a primer on how to go about starting a career in 
Germany. Nor was Redell's good fortune an isolated in­
cident. Actress and singer Helen Gahagan performed at 
Augsberg. Pennsylvania Governor Gifford Pinchot's niece 
Rosamund Pinchot sang and acted her way across the stages 
of Central Europe. As one reviewer noted, it was "a bit 
ironical that this American never won the greatest recog­
nition in her native country until she appeared on the 
22German stage." Triumph in Germany could lead to suc­
cess in America and serve to separate one from the run- 
of-the mill American performers who could claim no Euro­
pean experience.
Critics lauded the Weimar Republic for preserving 
Germany's artistic ambience, but were displeased that 
American artists did not have similar opportunities in 
the United States. The New York Times reported that 
music under Hindenburg revealed artistic conditions 
which any musician would envy. The nation of great com­
posers presented unprecedented occasion to obtain "a com­
plete musical and dramatic education." Milton Weill, 
editor of Musical America, asked the rhetorical question 
how "An American can go to Europe, be he musician, archi­
tect, artist, or sculptor, and receive Government recog-
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nition which places him in a high position, hut his own 
government pays absolutely no attention to him or what 
he represents?" The German system of municipal and 
state subsidies meant that the government supported and 
appreciated the value of the artist in society.
The National Association of Music Merchants, 
which promoted the expansion of America's musical hor­
izons, wanted to spearheard a revision of the nation's 
commitment to music. To them, it was obvious that Amer­
icans had the necessary talent; one need only read of 
the activities of Americans in Germany. The merchants 
were in favor of rationalizing the performance and pro­
duction of music in the United States. America's public 
monetary resources should be used to create a forum for 
musicians. It was a question of how to go about it.
The most efficient and satisfying model in existence 
was the German program. America must have a "Department 
of Fine Arts" to co-ordinate the nation's musical life. 
The department could sponsor seminars and concerts, sub­
sidize artists, and support musical festivals. As the 
Nation's roving music reporter Henrietta Straus asserted,
"when American artists are found they must be assured
oh,of a ready and sympathetic hearing."
The musical community agreed that greater efforts 
had to be made to promote the cause of serious music in
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the United States. But musical developments in the 
twentieth century created deep divisions among classical 
music's champions. Atonality, Neo-Classicism, jazz, and 
other "modernities” were uncertain commodities when com­
pared to the music of the eighteenth and nineteenth cen­
turies. Daniel Gregory Mason, composer and MacDowell 
Professor of Music at Columbia University, believed that 
"new works often quickly grow old while underneath the 
surface there flowed the steady stream of Beethoven,
Haydn, Mozart, Schubert, and Schumann." The same could 
not be said of the modernists who often drove audiences 
to despair. An all modern music program could not draw 
an audience without cheap theatrics. Mason held. Musi­
cians might balance aesthetics and the realities of the 
box office, but never at the expense of art.^^
A German author accurately portrayed the conditions 
confronting music's friends. Adolf Weismann's Problems 
of Modern Music (1925) concluded that "The American 
spirit which now demands a musical life of its own, is 
very difficult to define; for it loves show and excite­
ment, is uninterested in abstractions, is dominated by 
money, and is only beginning to entertain a notion of 
taste in art." American composer Henry Cowell also iden­
tified the same tendencies in an article for Century. He 
commented that twentieth century compositions usually
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troubled America's aural sensibilities, but he hoped that
the prejudiced and the uninformed could be educated. John
Putnam, in his regular column for Musical Courier, stated
that the public was wise. He charged that "Modern music
was uninspired" and reflected a "decadence in the field
26of creative music." The battle was joined when advo­
cates and detractors of modern music debated the status 
of music in America.
Deems Taylor, composer and editor of Musical Amer­
ica from 1927 to 1929, questioned the ability of modern 
music to transcend its immediate artistic ambience.
Taylor believed that the modern compositions of the 
Schoenberg school were obsessed with making their works 
mirror the times. He reasoned that "As our times become 
more remote there is the danger that the music that de­
liberately sought to express them will seem remote in­
deed." Grenville Vernon of Commonweal echoed Taylor's 
sentiments. Vernon's review of Alban Berg's opera 
Wozzeck (1925) epitomized widely held conservative 
opinion. "The present writer believes that Wozzeck is 
of today, and only of today, that is unless music is to 
have a future built upon a quagmire, which for art is 
an impossibility."^*^ These were harsh words, but they 
accurately reflected the concern of many critics. How 
could this music build a solid foundation for the future,
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they asked?
On the other side of the critical ledger, Ernst 
Decesy, the respected Viennese music critic and author, 
presented an altogether different, more confident atti­
tude. "Thank heaven art is protean," he proclaimed,
"new faces appear, and a great tradition renews itself." 
Decesy was a member of the group which eagerly awaited 
each new development. They believed that modern music 
could prosper in the traditional musical forums. Henry 
Cowell insisted that "Modern music is distinctly not 
attempting to disregard the classics but rather to do 
exactly what those same classics accomplished in their 
day- to add new principles to what had been established 
before." The youthful Willi Reich, a pupil and confidant 
of Anton Webern, assured American readers that the "New 
Music" was "breaking down prejudices against what is new
by showing...that modern music may be interesting and
28agreeable and quite within our grasp."
Change produced both anxiety and confidence among 
the critics. In the twenties, two German composers 
clearly illustrated the diversity of musical form.
Richard Strauss and Arnold Schoenberg were major per­
sonalities in the world of music and famous representatives 
of the Austro-German tradition in the twentieth century. 
Strauss was the living embodiement of fin de siecle
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musical modernism. In Salome (1903-1905) and Elektra 
(1906-1908), he used the techniques of dissonance and 
the lessons of Wagnerian opea theatre. But Strauss never 
abandoned tonality. His return to classical form and 
technique began with Der Rosenkavalier (I909-I9IO) which 
was one of his last critical triumphs. Even before the 
war, he and his music began to show sign of weariness. 
Nevertheless, in America Strauss' music was performed 
and lauded much more than Schoenberg's. The latter's 
compositions appeared only on daring programs. The two 
composers' careers helped bring into focus America's 
musical proclivities.
Strauss' American successes predated the war. In 
1904, Hermann Hans Wetzler, a wealthy New York entre­
preneur who backed concerts, invited Strauss to conduct 
a series of performances for which he was handsomely 
paid. He returned to the United States for the 1920- 
1921 concert season and again commanded huge fees.
Many of the things he did during his visits to the United 
States created controversy. On the earlier trip, he 
performed a concert in Wanamaker's Department Store. The 
money, it seemed, was r i g h t . S t r a u s s  the conductor 
was, however, less important than Strauss the composer 
and man.
Richard Strauss had the reputation of being
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"extroaordinarily unfriendly to Americans." In turn, 
he attracted a good deal of Yankee animosity on artistic 
and social grounds. Paul Rosenfeld, a well known liter­
ary and music critic of the twenties, considered Strauss' 
career a sham. He argued that Strauss "has become a bad 
musician. He is the cruel, the great disappointment of 
modern music, of modern art." In addition, the "great" 
German composer's blatant materialism seemed to be out 
of step with the American conception of the artist. 
Strauss' sole concern appeared to be to collect as many 
American dollars as possible. Most Americans adhered 
to the starving artist theory of musicianship and found 
it difficult to imagine that making money (the function 
of corporations and entrepreneurs) had much to do with 
producing art. The New York Times reported that he was 
"enoumously clever" but "inartistic" in light of his wor­
ship of money. Many Americans were particularly offended
because Strauss took their money while ridiculing their 
31culture.
He nonetheless received bouquets as well as arrows 
from the critics. The Brooklyn Eagle commented on his 
lasting contribution to music. The New York Evening 
Post's Henry T. Finck and Frank Patterson of the Musical 
Courier declared Strauss "the greatest living composer." 
Despite his failing musical gifts and his graceless
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personality, Strauss continued to command attention and 
notice. Even his witless ballet Whirred Cream (1922) 
received kindly reviews.Richard Strauss personified 
a tradition, and his identification with the German mus­
ical heritage overcame growing critical suspicions.
In retrospect, Strauss seemed out of place during 
the Weimar years. His roots went back to the old imperial 
days when he could discreetly bandy words with the Kaiser. 
It was as if Strauss was a spectre from an earlier era. 
David Ewen observed that the composer of Don Juan (1888) 
was a victim of the post-war period. He claimed that 
"There must be a poison in our modern age. Something 
about our times seems to make it impossible to create 
great music." Critic Eric Bonner, writing in Outlook 
in 1928, made it sound as if Strauss were already dead. 
"What Strauss has done, for which the musical world owes 
him a large debt of gratitude, is to show that one can 
use the modern idiom and yet retain the lyric beauty 
that so many modern composers seem to think beneath them." 
Many members of the musical fraternity concluded that 
"the worst of Strauss is better than the best of most 
present day composers.
In 1932, Friedrich E. Deutsch contended that "Of 
all living artists, Strauss is the great favorite, the 
representative master of German music, while Schoenberg,
l4l
the solitary inaugurâtor of the new tone system, must 
wait for a later generation to assign his true place in 
history.” Schoenberg's music stemmed from his employ­
ment of a radical technique that produced sounds which 
were either shocking or unpleasant to the uninitiated.
When critics attempted to explain his music, they referred 
to labels such as "sonal anarchism," "atonalism,” "futur­
ism," and "Expressionism." None of these terms explained 
precisely what Schoenberg was trying to accomplish, nor 
could explanations overcome traditional aesthetic tastes. 
Part of the problem lay in the difficulty that listeners, 
even sophisticated ones, found the explanations unsatis­
factory. Because of his reputation as a leading German 
composer, Schoenberg was assured of a hearing if not ac­
ceptance. But, in 1919» his music was little known in 
the United States, and this gave his supporters grounds 
for hope.
When Schoenberg's work was heard in America, it 
received a rather chilly reception. To the great mass 
of music lovers, he was an "insoluable enigma." In 
1926, Chicago concertgoers were unreceptive to his 
Verklaerte Nacht (1899) and Five Orchestral Pieces (1909). 
In Philadelphia, the Variations for Orchestra (I928), 
under Leopold Stowkowski, was roundly hooted. Musical 
Courier announced that "The reviewers are united...on
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the proposition that Schoenberg's Variations is an un­
exciting and uninspired work and does not justify the 
compliment of being h i s s e d . A  disgruntled New Yorker 
who heard Schoenberg's music suggested "that matters 
might be satisfactorily resovled to all concerned by in­
cluding these demonic outbursts at the end of programs, 
thus giving those people who dislike them an opportunity 
to withdraw 'before the racket starts. This hardly
seemed to be music that would enrapture the public and 
lead to a flood of patrons demanding seats in the 
nation's symphony halls.
A few critics argued that atonalism was an acquired 
taste. In order to appreciate the master, one had to de­
velop one's cultural palate. Schoenberg did represent a 
new approach and his work in Berlin, the hotbed of German 
musical activity, sustained America's interest in his 
career. Cooler temperaments took hold as Americans were 
advised to adopt a patient attitude. Artistic movements 
required long gestation periods, and one must weigh care­
fully the works of the modern composers. The musical 
journal for teachers. Etude, was stoical. "Forty years 
hence there will be those who will say musical perfection 
had been reached and those who will see nothing but deca­
dence." The contemporary question remained whether or 
not American audiences could keep an open mind "for what
1̂ 3
appeared to be no music at all."^^
Nevertheless, Schoenberg did gather a following. 
One of America's most generous musical patrons, Mrs. 
Elisabeth Sprague Coolidge recognized his talents in 
1927 when she commissioned his Third String Quartet 
(1927). In the Arts, Dane Rudyhar wrote that "Schoen­
berg can be considered...the destroyer of worn out forms, 
who by destroying, worked also for the future of the new 
American music, the dawn of which has not yet come."^®
The Austrian composer was a teacher, and in that role 
had helped to build the reputations of Anton Webern and 
Alban Berg. Talented Americans waited to follow in their 
footsteps. For good or ill, Schoenberg exerted a world­
wide influence. Writing in 1941, Aaron Copland observed 
that "Some ten years ago many young composers whose work 
I had occasion to examine showed unmistakable signs of 
the Schoenberg influence.
Schoenberg came to America in the autumn of 1933» 
a victim of Kilter’s policies on art, and received an 
enthusiastic reception. He was a famous international 
figure who carried with him the aura of the German mus­
ical mystique. One editorial predicted that "His pre­
sence among us should have profound effects upon music 
in America, for to him will go the many musicians who 
seek guidance in a creative art which only an Arnold
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Schoenberg can give." His "music of the future" was 
difficult to discount whatever the immediate effects of 
his work. An earlier article in Nation offered advice 
for those who remained unconverted. Miscomprehension 
was not the fault of the music, but of the listener.
The Nation advised that "We have to trust Schoenberg 
wherever he may lead us."
However, Alban Berg, not Schoenberg, came closest 
to achieving success for German modernism in America. 
Berg's opera Wozzeck (1925) did more to delineate the 
atonal technique than any other work. To many, Woz­
zeck was a promise of what modern music could become. 
Pitts Sanborn, who served as music editor for a number 
of New York papers between the wars, reported "As com­
pared with the late music of Schoenberg as we know it in 
America, Wozzeck is at once clearer and richer, less 
mechanical, and with more humor." The March 19, 1931 
Philadelphia premiere "filled the members of its audi­
ence with great enthusiasm" and was "the sensation of 
the American opera season." According to Theatre Arts 
Monthly, the opera was "the only one in the modern man­
ner to achieve greatness, it makes all the contemporary
Lloattempts in the same style seem puny and ineffective."
But Berg's triumph did not usher in a new musical 
era; Wozzeck was an exception. Berg's music was success-
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fui in the dramatic context of the opera, but less so in 
providing a pure musical experience. The music did not 
transfer well to the concert hall. Local orchestras did 
not rush to acquire suites from the opera, and few Amer­
ican cities had the resources to mount a full production. 
America was not Germany; each city did not have its own 
orchestral and operatic tradition or facilities. This 
reality reduced the number of performance possibilities 
for new music, or indeed, any serious music of doubtful 
appeal. Many critics and patrons believed that this was 
why the cause of music had to be promoted carefully, us­
ing the standard German repetoire. The typical approach 
was first "the right kind of music," then the money, and 
finally the musicians.
In the early twenties, Vienna's young Erich Wolf­
gang Korngold seemed to represent the traditional mode 
among rising young German composers. Mahler and Strauss 
lauded him in youth, and the critics fell obediently in­
to line. He wrote melodies, not raucous discords. As 
the Musical Courier put it, "That boy is not afraid to 
write tunes." While his opera Die Tote Stadt (1920) was 
well received, his musical staying power was question­
able. Although many critics were inclined to defend 
his work, when Violanta (1914) and The Ring of Poly­
crates (1919) reached America they were cooly received,
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and his chamber music failed to persuade reviewers. 
Korngold remained active, but, ultimately, he committed 
artistic suicide in the eyes of the professional musical 
community. When he became primarily a film composer, 
not only did his early promise remain unfulfilled, they 
concluded, but he turned to the production of pap for 
the moguls of Hollywood. Most critics, however, had 
categorized him as a minor figure long before the film 
work, concluding that his compositions were too imita­
tive of Strauss, Puccini and others. Korngold's pieces 
were devoid of a life of their own, and his later attach­
ment to the film industry cast further shadows on his
claim to being a great creative artist.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The direction of contemporary musical trends, in 
terms of audience taste or performance, was almost im­
possible to predict, for music was in a constant state 
of flux. In addition to the various German experiments, 
Americans examined other composers or schools which seemed 
to have a future. Igor Stravinsky was popular, and the 
parade to Nadia Boulanger's music school at Fontaine­
bleau continued throughout the first post-war decade.
Given the confusion and conflicting musical styles, per­
haps native composers could develop their own schools of 
American music.
In Tune in America (1931)» Daniel Gregory Mason
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wrote longingly of America's future musical independence. 
He provided lists of new American works, described con­
ductors and audiences, and tried to explain how America 
could cultivate a musical aesthetic. Mason wanted to see 
American conductors and audiences continue to sustain the 
classics but also to devote more time and energy to Amer­
ican composers. To that end, he advised musical train­
ing which allowed for originality. His was a familiar 
nationalist's viewpoint. He was fundamentally unim­
pressed with international musical organizations, nor 
did he wish to ape the Europeans. "The cult of ugliness, 
disorder, disillusion, which may be a necessary phase for 
a Europe more than half effete, is simply irrelevant to 
a young, vigorous people like ourselves." He dismissed 
Schoenberg and Hindemith. He also gave the back of his 
hand to American jazz, as banal claptrap that represented 
the baser side of the American character. Mason believed 
in music that displayed emotion and the finer qualities 
of America. He thus went against some of the basic pre­
cepts of the modernists and clearly opposed an American 
idiom, jazz.^^
Jazz was a disturbing phenomenon because, whether 
critics liked it or not, it was easily identified as 
"American." It was certainly popular. At one time or 
another, almost every conceivable social evil was somehow
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linked to jazz music. Syncopated rhythm infected the soul. 
Prelates, professors, musicians, and critics condemned 
jazz and its companions booze, speakeasies, rumble seats, 
and cheap dance halls. A worried citizen wrote to Musi­
cal America's editor; "If jazz represents the American
IlCsoul, then God help America."
But jazz also had defenders. George Gershwin ex­
plained that it was "the spontaneous expression of the 
nervous energy of American life." The music should be 
allowed to transcend its unsavory beginnings. Jazz could 
furnish the best chance for America to contribute some­
thing unique to music. Others agreed. It could be art, 
and there was "no intrinsic reason why jazz cannot also 
be fine music." In 1927, critic Andre Levinson, who was 
an expert on dance, asserted that "Jazz is henceforth 
admitted into the hiearchy of the arts...although it is 
only a little while since it was the butt of the press 
and the public alike....
Jazz even reached the shores of Germany and even­
tually influenced serious composers. Cabarets and bis­
tros adopted the music, using small groups which imi­
tated American bands. The dissemination of jazz on this 
level sparked wide-spread comment, usually along socio­
logical lines, but German composers also began dabbling 
with jazz techniques. American music's self-styled
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"Bad Boy," George Antheil, helped introduce jazz to a 
number of interested European composers. His Airplane 
Sonata (I921) and Ballet Mécanique (1924) were in the 
American idiom, Stravinsky composed Ragtime for Eleven 
Instruments (1922), and in Germany, Paul Hindemith's 
Suite "1922" for Piano (1922) produced images of the 
shimmy and the foxtrot. These manifestations of American­
ism produced a good deal of speculation among America's 
intellectual elite.
Living Age reported that the Old World had some­
thing novel to tell the New. "Germany had boldly blazed 
out two new trails in jazz composition." Ernst Krenek 
created the greatest initial reaction with his opera 
Jonny Spielt Auf (192?). The work used jazz and aton- 
ality to depict modern conditions. Americans found it 
thematically scandalous because a black band learder was 
the hero of the musical drama, but Jonny was simply a 
captivating novelty to Europeans. Lawrence Adler com­
mented in Nation that the message of the opera was "Live 
vociferously, be sure of yourself, and obey the voice of 
the moment...could anything be more in keeping with such 
a gesture than the principles of atonality." Kurt Weill 
also wrote a series of operas or "stage plays" which 
attracted notice in the United States. Using a smatter­
ing of atonal technique and major elements of jazz,
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Weill's Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny (192?) 
and The Three Penny Opera (1928) followed social themes
howhich delighted some and outraged others.
Virtually every publication that had anything to 
do with music reviewed the January 19» 1929 American 
premiere of Krenek's "jazz opera." Its dramatic context 
and social themes shocked many critics. Once again the 
Europeans seemed to be saying that America was decadent 
and immoral. Grenville Vernon recoiled at Jonny's bla­
tant "animalism and the obvious implication of racial 
overtone." Vernon warned that Jonny might be "the be­
ginning of a jazz school of opera, or the final de­
liquescence of all opera, of the recognition of need 
of a return to more ordered musical and aesthetic stan­
dards, or of the complete triumph of the sensualism and
AOdiscord of a mechanistic and souless age."  ̂ Jonny was 
indeed animalistic, amoral, and materialistic, but the 
composer claimed that not just America, but western 
civilization was falling prey to modern corruptions.
In 1930, Krenek wrote that "Jonny is actually a part 
of the technical-mechanical side of the world; he re­
acts easily, as gratifyingly and amorally as a well 
constructed machine.
Perhaps even more disarming to American critics 
was the fact that Krenek used jazz, the American idiom.
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When the Metropolitan Opera presented the work, most 
critics responded with a good deal of nationalistic 
pique. Literary Digest claimed that it was "dull and 
quite innocent of the real jazz rhythm." The Saturday 
Evening Post informed readers that Krenek's "jazz is not 
even good jazz." Roles had been reversed. As Americans 
were ridiculed for imitating European music, Krenek 
garnered the barbs of Americans. Adolf Weissman adopted 
a more objective, dispassionate tone in Modern Music, 
but his even-handed, scholarly approach was atypical.
01in Downes of the New York Times summarized the major­
ity opinion. "That the opera is of lasting value, ex­
cept for its curious reflection of currents of a certain 
period, it would be futile to claim.
Jonny Spielt Auf created the greatest stir because 
it was the first jazz opera from Europe, but Kurt Weill's 
experiments were more moderately received and ultimately 
enjoyed a longer performance life. The social themes of 
Mahagonny and The Three Penny Opera escaped many re­
viewers,but, generally speaking, Weill earned respect 
for his music in America. Cy Caldwell, a freelance 
critic in New York, wrote of the first American per­
formance of Three Penny on April 13» 1933 that it "must 
have lost something in transit. I was seldom amused... 
often bored...Instead of gaiety there was a sort of
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brooding communistic complaint in the drab rags the 
beggers wore...." Despite this, he liked the music. 
Essayist Hans Gutman believed that Mahagonny was not 
really an opera but "a starting point for a new musical 
theatre," Reviewing the American premiere of Three 
Penny. Walter A. Kramer, editor of Musical America, 
contended that "The Three Penny Opera is a unique creation 
of our day, in which Kurt Weill's music stands out as a 
remarkably clever example of the influence of popular 
music from our U. S. A. on European continental compos­
ers." Unlike Geraldine de Courcy's report of the Kroll 
Opera’s world premiete, Kramer was impressed perhaps be­
cause it was "a production for music critics and only 
those with open minds." Aaron Copland concluded ten 
years later that Three Penny was the best European ex­
ample of jazz "not so much because it added anything to 
jazz, it was in fact, much inferior to the home grown 
variety- but because it used the jazz idiom....
German composers had used jazz. To many, this was 
an indication of the artistic coming of age of jazz. A 
growing number of American musicians believed that jazz 
presented the most promising opportunity to make their 
mark in an ever expanding musical world. Composer John 
Alden Carpenter declared that American men of music 
could no longer ignore jazz. Americans had the upper
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hand when employing jazz; it was their native music.
One report claimed the jazz was the "Esperanto of music” 
with universal appeal. Implicit within its attraction 
was the idea that other nations would never equal the 
American practioners of the art. Another essay warned 
Europeans that they should not make the mistake of sup­
posing that they could "use the language as well as or 
better than their more humble American colleagues." ^
Jazz had many sides, for it appeared to be 
national, universal, topical, and in many quarters, 
popular with the public. More than anything else, it 
gave American composers a chance to gain recognition. 
Important critics of jazz still existed, but music's 
mavericks predicted that the "reactionaries" would not 
be able to stem the tide. "Their" music was at the 
Metropolitan.^^ It seemed an easy step from there to 
securing positions on the influential music organizations 
like the League for Composers. Just as the German com­
poser possessed the respect of his nation, American 
jazz-oriented composers looked forward to a time when 
they would represent the musical taste of critic and 
public alike. More than atonalism, jazz seemed the 
path to success, the vehicle of American equality in the 
international musical arena.
But it was not to be. Daniel Gregory Mason re-
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fleeted the lingering doubts about jazz and represented 
the true feelings of the musical hierarchy, the dominant 
figures who decided the contents of symphony and opera 
programs. In 1931, he denounced jazz as crudely com­
mercial and exploitative. It was "instinctively felt 
by all sensitive minds to be artificial...(and^ Despite 
its kinship with an undeniable if superficial side of 
our character, and in spite of its acceptability to 
Europeans in search of new rather than of living art, 
the bankruptcy of jazz as a source of serious music is 
becoming daily more evident." The hysterical rhythms 
of jazz were but "a symptom of a sick moment in the pro­
gress of the human soul: the moment of industrial tur­
moil, fever, and distress that we can but hope to survive,
<7not to perpetuate.
Mason and other writers confidently predicted 
that the new musical forms would die out because they 
did not truly represent the American character. Taken 
in the best sense, Americans were simple, naive, honest, 
and thankfully removed from divisive or corrupt experience. 
Americans were essentially sentimental, and therefore 
romantic. In order to represent and maintain these 
traits, one had to avoid the transitional and shallow 
music of recent vintage. Ironically enough, this usually
COmeant turning to Beethoven or Brahms.̂
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Music's intellectuals failed to resolve fundamental 
questions. They wanted music to be popular and artistic 
without being cheap or commercial. Given these standards, 
neither atonalism nor jazz could fill the bill. Composers 
and musicians went to great pains to illustrate that 
music had qualities which transcended regional and national 
boundaries. Yet, they continued to strive mightily to 
create a distinctly democratic or American music. National 
composers strove to write music that presented America in 
the best possible artistic light. By 1933, they had not 
discovered in what direction serious music was moving so 
they were forced to rely on what they had known in the 
past
Many musicians felt that the best way to ride out 
the contemporary storm was to preserve and strengthen 
America's existing musical structure. This approach 
solved only one part of the musical puzzle, for it pre­
served a system designed primarily to perpetuate European 
music. Symphony orchestras, opera houses, choral soci­
eties, and chamber groups served as the repositories of 
musical tradition, and frequently as bulwarks against 
modernity. Periodically, a conductor would bow in the 
direction of a modern composer, but this was not the 
order of the day.^® Instead, conductors and music dir­
ectors promoted a workable German tradition rather than
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the new theoretical music of Europe or artistically sus­
pect jazz.
In America the musical issues of the twenties 
were hotly debated but seldom resolved. The debates 
were good for the growth of interest in music. Although 
many Americans refused to accept jazz, the end of the 
Weimar period was the beginning of the acceptance of 
the "American idiom" as a valid artistic expression.
The Germans and other Europeans acknowledged its signifi­
cance and used its techniques. The atonalists were not 
as successful in their quest for recognition, but they 
had champions. Despite this, the musical establishment 
changed little. The German repertoire remained the core 
of the orchestral literature, and the old guard continued 
to demand the standard opera and referred to Jonnv and 
Three Penny as "novelties." Weimar Germany was of in­
terest not so much because of new innovations but be­
cause of the way she maintained a musical environment in 
spite of the vagaries of modern life. This was a valu­
able lesson for Americans determined to do the same in 
the turbulent 1920's.
Germany's musical achievements also attracted the 
notice of observers in related fields. In 1928, drama 
authority Robert A. Simon concluded that new German 
operas such as Wozzeck should not be regarded as master­
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pieces, but as stage experiments. He believed that ex­
perimentation was "exactly what the operatic stage needs." 
German composers and stage experts, he continued, imagin­
atively exploited the full resources of opera-theatre. 
"That the dividing line between opera and drama may be­
come blurred, that eventually opera may be considered as 
one of the divisions of theatre rather than one of the 
branches of music is not inconceivable." Simon suggested
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ments years before the war, and that since then they have 
simply been in more rapid eruption."
Ernst Toller (1928)
CHAPTER IV 
AMERICA AND GERMAN STAGECRAFT 
"Truly, indeed, the stage is the symbol of life,"
remarked P. E. W. Freund in the International Studio in
1924. No self-respecting playwright, actor, or director
denied the veracity of Freund's observation. Musicians
might claim the music was "essentially democratic," but
theatre people went a step further, insisting that drama
was the embodiment of democracy in the arts. In The
Theatre of Tomorrow (1921), Kenneth Macgowan, a prominent
art theatre director and drama critic, wrote that in its
greatest periods the theatre "has been utterly democratic,
and it succeeds only when it is perfect enough to induce a
common reaction among its spectators, to forge a common
soul."^ Play production combined the talents of many
individuals whose co-operative efforts were compatible
with America's democratic experience.
The American stage tradition was especially varied
and earlier developments seemed to indicate that Americans
had a "common soul," perhaps all too common. Americans
enjoyed all kinds of stage entertainment. Although major
preferences were established before i860, many critics
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believed that the I870-I900 period was the golden age of
the American theatre. American audiences always claimed
Shakespeare as their favorite, even in bowdlerized forms.
Touring troupes also performed the critically successful
works of European dramatists (particularly the English
and the French). American plays ran to the melodramatic.
Uncle Tom's Cabin had its first production in 1852 and
remained a favorite of audiences in the I8?0's. In 1879»
there were approximately fifty touring companies staging
it all over the country. An insatiable public spent
countless hours in the light entertainment of vaudeville,
2burlesque, and minstrel shows.
Most Americans' dramatic tastes were simple. James 
A. Herne (1839-1901) wrote realistic plays that ideally 
suited public preferences. His most successful work.
Shore Acres (1893)» was shot through with pathos. Its 
characters represented truth, honesty, and hard work, 
the American virtues which Herne and his audience held 
dear. His simple realism had a counterpart in a growing 
American penchant for "naturalism." After initial suc­
cesses in New York, Henrik Ibsen's plays were well re­
ceived in Chicago and other major cities throughout the 
nation. The American stage had a dual tradition. Co­
existing with the respected works of Shakespeare, Ibsen, 
Shaw and other European playwrights was the mass popularity
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of Herne and the rambunctious minstrel shows and vaude­
ville productions.^
The big theatrical producers in New York gave the 
public what it wanted and established trends for the rest 
of the country. The critics accused them of artistic 
heresy. Art, they claimed, was in a death struggle with 
commercialism. The issue was continuously debated in the 
pages of professional journals between 19OO and 1920. 
Critics referred to the legitimate stage as opposed to 
the commercial stage. Many gifted actors and producers 
seemed bent on expending their efforts in the interest of 
making money. They were content to wring dollars from 
sentimental or sensational kinds of entertainment. In 
the academic community, meanwhile. Harvard's George 
Pierce Baker and Columbia's Brander Matthews called for 
literary excellence in American plays. In the areas of 
production, performance, and play content, America seemed 
to be heading for a precipitous decline. Some observers
feared that artistic productions would disappear in favor
kof the commonplace.
And what of Macgowan's idealized vision of the 
theatre? Few American playwrights, actors, or directors 
received critical approbation, nor did the public's 
craving for sensationalism create demand for quality 
drama. Too many Americans liked their theatre light-
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weight and simple, a diversion before dinner. In 1922, 
the eminent actor and frequent drama critic Roland Young 
concluded that "We are not yet a country that is easy 
with the theatre as an expression of life, or natural with 
it as a daily h a b i t . Y o u n g  and his colleagues made a 
definite distinction between the popular stage and the 
ultimate dramatic experiences of the serious play.
In 19251 the critic Sheldon Cheney, founder of the 
influential Theatre Arts Magazine. wrote mournfully of the 
theatre's recent past. Forty years earlier, America had 
begun to develop an international reputation through the 
work of such repertory companies as Augstin Daly's. But 
something sinister had intervened. The American theatre 
had.become commercialized. A few powerful figures domin­
ated the New York stage, and they "unfortunately" set the 
standards for the whole nation. To Cheney this indicated 
a ruthless age that crushed competition and praised pro­
fits and "truths" that existed in balance sheets. In New 
York, producer David Belasco and others pandered to a 
public taste largely of their own making. Most audiences 
were "dull minded," "sensation craving,"and "star oriented." 
They forever sought out the "obvious," with "seldom a 
chance to form a taste for the phases of the dramatic art 
that are most worth while." Undaunted, Cheney believed 
that there was a sizeable potential audience for the finer
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phases of the dramatic art. He did not predict the down­
fall of Broadway but thought that the establishment of an 
"art theatre" in the United States could eventually improve 
all dramatic productions in America. He argued that a 
theatre with high standards "reaches out until it affects 
the whole.
Since high standards were not the order of the 
day in America, men and women of the theatre quite natur­
ally looked elsewhere for examples of theatrical excellence. 
Shortly after the Armistice, the New York Times commented 
on the "quickened interest in the living drama which a- 
roused a lively curiosity about the art itself." Amer­
icans looked to Europe, especially Germany, to gain new 
insights into the drama. Barrett H. Clark, a leading 
American authority on world drama, noted that "One of the 
unmistakeable indications of the vitality of the modern 
German theatre is the long stream of articles and books 
and lectures devoted to a discussion of it." Sheldon 
Cheney asserted that Germany had "outstripped" the rest 
of Europe. The Germans offered the greatest innovations 
and could justly claim "the foremost theatre in the world." 
Cheney and his fellow critics were interested in the Ger­
man theatre both for its inherent excellence and for what 
the German experience could impart to American dramatists, 
actors, and stage designers. If Americans learned their
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lessons well, Cheney felt "for a certainty that the
7future is ours."
The reputation of the German theatre grew steadily 
during the Weimar period, A. W. G. Randall, a keen obser­
ver of the German literary and theatrical scene, was im­
pressed with the Germans' skillful blending of tradition 
and change. By the early twenties, Randall believed that
Qthe German theatre was "now more important than ever."
In Germany the theatre was a daily habit, a national in­
stitution strong enough to weather war, revolution, and 
economic upheaval. Since Germany was a new republic, her 
theatre seemed particularly interesting. The November 
Revolution brought new playwrights into the limelight, 
and some enthusiastic critics prophecied the arrival of a 
new Goethe of Schiller. As for German actors, they were 
the consummate thespians, able to meet the demands of any 
role. German stagecraft fascinated Americans who were 
intrigued with Central European theories. As the twenties 
came to a close, it became increasingly apparent that 
Americans lost their enthusiasm for most modern German 
plays and concentrated instead on the more "significant" 
German stagecraft and acting theories. The Weimar stage 
influenced Americans who thought they could discover in­
sights into the "living theatre" and advance the cause of 
drama within the nation's democratic culture.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
American enthusiasm for the German theatre existed
in many quarters. By I920, a well defined critical estab­
lishment reviewed theatrical events throughout the world.
An indication of the importance of Germany was evidenced 
in the editorial policy of the Theatre Arts Monthly. the 
leading "stage periodical." The publication rarely went 
without an essay or a notice on German conditions. Drama 
and Theatre were professionally oriented and tended to con­
centrate their attention more heavily on the American scene. 
In the popular field, Life and other magazines devoted 
space to the drama and often found German plays and per­
sonalities excellent topics for comment. Critic and 
author Robert Benchley was a mainstay for Life. Eclectic 
national magazines such as Nation, New Republic, Dial, and 
Literary Digest also featured drama sections. The New York 
critics wielded influence and their bylines were commonly 
found in periodicals of all stripes.^
The Weimar theatre attracted the critics because 
of its seemingly endless vitality and variety. Employing 
its typical tabloid jargon. Variety's Hayden Talbot stated 
in 1920 that Berlin was "the best show town in the world." 
Set designer Lee Simonson observed that "Perhaps the most 
extraordinary feature of the European theatre is the con­
tinued vitality of the German stage." Amid revolution and
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defeat, the Germans maintained the essence of their 
dramatic tradition. And the importance of the theatre 
throughout Germany was impressive. After a four month 
survey of the German theatre, special correspondent Henry 
Ohermeyer concluded in the New York Times that the dramatic
productions in Germany's provinces were as good as or
10better than those one attended in Berlin.
The New York Evening Post's Charles Victor reported
from Germany in 1919 that "There is more democracy to the
square inch in Germany than anywhere else. Nowhere is this
more true than in the theatre." In addition to making the
theatre more accessible to the masses, young authors saw
their plays produced for the first time. A few of the
honored figures of the pre-war era, Gerhard Hauptmann and
Hugo von Hoffmanstahl, attracted less attention as new
dramatic forces dominated the post-revolutionary stage.
The beneficiaries of the democratic trends included Ernst
Toller, Georg Kaiser, Walter Hasenclever, Fritz von Unruh,
and Bertolt Brecht. The young dramatists were prepared to
write for a vast "new" audience that appeared ready for
11novel theatrical experiences.
Nonetheless, political and social conditions in 
early Weimar produced doubts in America about the future 
of the theatre in a democratic Germany. In the period 
immediately following the Armistice, lurid sexual melo-
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dramas seemed to dominate the stage, and skeptics wondered 
if democracy might be the destructive agent of the German 
tradition. Grace I. Colborn, who claimed to be the first 
theatrical businesswoman in Germany after the war, noted 
that the middle and professional classes were avoiding the 
theatre. Reports of republican censorship and the impo­
sition of curfews also caused concern. In the south of 
Germany, a leader of drama's Expressionist school, Ernst 
Toller, was in prison for his part in the aboritive Ba­
varian Revolution of 1919. Living Age commented, "It is 
indicative of the chaotic state of affairs in modern Ger­
many, that while Toller languishes in the prison of one 
German state, his play ĵ Der Hinkermann. (1923) j is being 
produced at the state theatre of another [jLeipzig J .
Americans found the Weimar theatre admirable partly 
because the Germans survived these conditions so splendily. 
In an interview with Ernst Toller for the New York Times. 
Mary Heaton Vorse departed the Bavarian prison with re­
newed confidence. "In speaking with this young German, 
so sincere and earnest in his denunciation of militarism, 
imperialism, and the misdeeds of his country, I found 
strength to hope that the new Germany truly exists and 
may arise to redeem h e r s e l f . M a n y  American drama 
experts were similarily moved and their critical inves­
tigations of German theatre did more than salve contemporary
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political anxieties. In 1921, Kenneth Macgowan and Robert 
Edmond Jones went to Germany to examine the theatre, and 
they emerged from the experience with a reverence for the 
German method. Their book Continental Stagecraft (1922) 
was a glowing account of what they witnessed throughout 
Central Europe and became a standard reference work for 
American theatre arts s t u d e n t s . I t  seemed that the Ger­
man theatre not only would not falter under democracy but 
would serve as a positive force in the social and political 
recovery of the German people. As critics surveyed the 
dramatic landscape, they reasoned that the German exper­
ience could well lend credence to theories concerning the 
positive link between theatre and democracy.
Onto the German scene came full-blown the pre-war 
child Expressionismus. mature and allegedly ready to dom­
inate the German stage and influence the American.
Drawing its inspiration from the Expressionist painters, 
the dramatists made sweeping claims for their approach.' 
American drama critics were bemused but also inquisitive, 
and quite interested in the rough-hewn and startling 
school of drama.
American expatriate Herman George Scheffauer did 
his best to clarify the meaning of Expressionism. He 
admitted that even in Germany there was no universally 
accepted definition, and he wrote circumspectly about the
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"essence of Expressionism." In 19311 Dr. Anna Miller, 
Associate Professor of Drama at Goucher College and a 
serious student of the European stage, wrote that "The 
elucidation of Expressionism, the German Expressionismus. 
is not easy. Its enthusiasts tell us in one breath that 
it is both a world tendency and inexpressible." Despite 
this, American drama critics tried to define Expressionism 
and make it comprehensible to Americans. The most common 
approach was to explain it as a negative reaction to 
naturalism, a dramatic school which audiences understood.
The Expressionists were concerned with the innermost soul 
of man and subjective states which often led them to dis­
tort reality and create a frightening world of night­
marish images. They tried to bring meaning into a civil­
ization that they thought was sick, mendacious, and chaotic. 
Theirs was a pre-war movement that claimed to be even 
more relevant to a morally bankrupt poèt-Armistice Europe.
Barrett Clark wrote warmly about the active, power­
ful forces inherent within Expressionism. Sheldon Cheney 
found it the "only force that is live enough, in the field 
of art and playwriting of today, to revitalize the worn 
out, misused, unimaginative current theatre." Herman 
George Scheffauer used similar logic. Expressionism was a 
curative for American art which was weighed down with "a 
normalcy almost as rigid, dead, and uniform as the inter-
18?
changfiable parts of our automobiles." American audiences 
must be exposed to it Scheffauer believed.
Gradually, Expressionist plays were introduced in 
the United States. Quite a number were produced, and no 
organization did a better job than the New York Theatre 
G u i l d . T h e i r  productions of Georg Kaiser's From Morn 
to Midnight (1916), Ernst Toller's Man and the Masses 
(1921), and Franz Werfel's Goat Song (1921) were among 
the best American representations of the new German art. 
From Morn to Midnight's (1922) plot centered on a bank 
teller who embezzled money in order to gain the favor of 
a young woman. As the tortured teller struggled his way 
through the day, he found only rejection at the hands of 
the woman and the miseries of the modern world. Man and 
the Masses (1924) dealt with a woman worker, anti-militar­
ism, revolution, and her execution at the hands of a rev­
olutionary mob gone beserk. Of the three, perhaps the 
most bizarre was Goat Song (1926) which involved a strange 
creature (half man, half animal) which led a revolution of 
homeless people in eighteenth century Europe. It went be­
yond mere allegory because of its highly stylized use of 
expressionistic formulas. The critical response to these 
plays was mixed, but theatre patrons could easily find 
positive reviews. Gilbert Seldes, theatre critic and 
editor of Dial, assured his readers that From Morn to
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Midnight was filled with action, was never dull, and 
"ofirtainly not mad or insane.” Arthur Hornhlow, the founder 
of Theatre. reported that Ashley Dukes had provided a spir­
ited translation and Lee Simonson the ideal sets to reveal 
the "psychological content" of Kaiser's play. In the same 
publication, Barrett H. Clark declared that Ernst Toller 
was the most "creative and wonderful dramatist" whose Man 
and the Masses displayed an instinctive knowledge of play 
structure and audience communication. The New Republic 
proclaimed Goat Song the "most important play of the sea­
son." The author provided insights into the secrets of 
human existence. The overall impression from these kinds
of reviews was one of excitement and individual experience
18born of the playwright's inspiration,
American dramatists took note. Eugene O'Neill used 
expressionist methods in The Emperor Jones (1920) and The 
Hairy Ape (1922). Although O'Neill later denied the im­
pact of Kaiser on his thinking. The Emperor Jones had much 
in common with From Morn to Midnight. In 1924, The Emper­
or Jones was produced in Berlin which led a German re­
viewer to grumble that Germany already had enough "ex­
pressionistic distortions of emotions." Elmer Rice, a 
young German-American, was identified as an Expressionist 
playwright after The Adding Machine appeared in 1923. The 
play, he wrote in the New York Times, was "an attempt to
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go beyond mere representation and to arrive at interpre­
tation. ...The author attempts not so much to depict events 
faithfully as to convey to the spectators what seems to 
him their inner significance." John Howard Lawson was 
also a prominent "art theatre" playwright who found Ex­
pressionist formulas the best outlet for his dramatic 
ideas in Roger Bloomer (1922) and Processional (1925).^^
When German concepts surfaced in the work of George 
S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly, Cheney’s vision for the 
theatre seemed close to realization. In Begger on Horse­
back (1924), the authors satirized the mechanization of 
American life and the businessman's lack of culture.
Based on Paul Apel's Hans Sonnenstoessers Hollenfahrt 
(1914), Begger on Horseback had easily identifiable Amer­
ican characters. The play's plot development and dramatic
stylization owed a good deal to Georg Kaiser. Expression-
20ism had influenced the commercial theatre.
Expressionism was most successful in America when 
it was in the hands of native playwrights. If used spar­
ingly and stage action made readily identifiable through 
American characterizations, it made for effective theatre. 
But there must have been something in Expressionism that 
frightened American playwrights, and it seemed to go 
deeper than admitting that Americans were simply once 
again imitating Europeans. O'Neill, Rice, and Connelly
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denied that the Germans influenced them. O'Neill said 
that he "did not think much" of Kaiser's plays, and Con­
nelly protested that he had not read Paul Apel's work.^^ 
The Americans did not want to be identified with a move­
ment whose tenets clashed with well-known American tastes. 
They were apparently successful, for most critics agreed 
with the respected drama essayist Pierre Loving who sur­
mized that O ’Neill "does not hulk large as the American
prophet of the new movement, nor is this anything to his
22detriment as an artist."
As early as 1924, critics in America began to ask 
what was "the next step after Expressionism." Expression­
ist works had lost their appeal and were no longer con­
sidered innovative. Why should Americans subject them­
selves to an onslaught "of horrors, frenzied madness, 
unearthly screechings, lurid cursings, world tumults, and 
delerium...?" The New York World*s Alexander Woolcott 
concluded that German Expressionist plays were obscure 
and had little if any relevance to life in the United 
States.Strong-willed, self-confidant individuals who 
challenged and tamed the wilderness did not fall prey to 
inner turmoil and self-doubts. Americans did not seem 
to be interested in drama that reflected the modern con­
dition too closely. In concentrating so single-mindedly 
on a character's inner psyche, the Germans displeased
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most audiences. Their drama seemed antithetical to the 
concepts of progress and pragmatic (and successful) Amer­
ican responses to difficult national and individual pro­
blems . In looking back on the twenties, Meyer Levin, an 
actor and author, claimed that Expressionist plays "did 
not appeal to the essential American traits of 'fair 
play,' realism, and idealism and thus failed to reach 
American audiences." German Expressionist plays invari­
ably had short runs, were unpopular in the provinces, and
were dismissed as "simply another high brow experiment:
pita cubist plaything of the intelligentsia."
German Expressionism did influence the American 
stage, but it did not overwhelm it. German and American 
audiences turned away from it because of its excesses.
It appeared to be untheatrical and unrelated to American 
life. Its self-centered romanticism was too intense, too 
obscure for most audiences in either country. Enter­
tainment or some moving experience that the individual 
could encounter and understand remained essential to good 
theatre, and the German Expressionists seemed to ignore 
that fact. In 1932, Joseph Wood Krutch argued that "it 
was not possible to get people into the theatre unless 
the play is in some very broad sense of the word enter­
taining." The simplest epitaph on Expressionism appeared 
in Saturday Review of Literature. Audiences were not
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attracted to "dramas which no one understood. Many 
theatre goers wrote off the movement as only another 
manifestation of the mystical side of the German char­
acter. The United States did not have a strong tradition 
of performing German plays and Expressionism was not the 
midwife of such a tradition.
In Germany, Expressionism gave way to Post Ex­
pressionism, Ne0-Naturalism, and the New Objectivity.
In America, their existence created scarcely a ripple on 
the dramatic waters. Expressionist turned Neo-Naturalist 
Bertolt B r e c h t , i n  retrospect a giant to the twentieth 
century stage and a popular enough leftist dramatist in 
Weimar Germany, was known, Tout his influence on America 
limited throughout most of the republican period. One 
critic viewed him as "a strong but somewhat careless talent 
who has been pampered by the public in G e r m a n y . B e f o r e
1933* Brecht experienced the same fate as Hugo von Hoff-
manstahl. The Austrian's reputation in America rested 
largely upon his work as Richard Strauss' librettist
while Brecht was most famous for his collaboration with
Kurt Weill on The Three Penny Onera ( 1 9 2 8 ) After 1930, 
the depression and the rise of Hitler obscured theatrical 
developments in Germany and created an instant nostalgia 
for the halycon days of the twenties in the United States 
when box office returns were high and the number of
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legitimate and commercial theatre productions exceeded 
by more than two-fold the number of any year since.
As Hilter's cultural controls silenced the new 
schools before they could fully develop, it seemed fitting 
that a much older figure was able to withstand and sur­
vive the Nazi years. Gerhart Hauptmann was to drama 
what Richard Strauss was to music. He loomed larger than 
German drama's upstarts, for he outlasted the immediate 
post-war enthusiasm for the younger German writers.
Though a few critics were at times acerbic, Hauptmann's 
pre-war work kept his reputation intact. He was described 
as an Olympian figure, a literary descendant of Goethe, 
and a world famous representative of German culture. The 
Weavers (139^) alone secured his place in the history of 
the drama. But American audiences were usually unsym­
pathetic to the social themes within his plays. Only 
infrequently could audiences survive his "Teutonic ob­
scurity,"^® particularly when contrasted with their pen­
chant for heroes of few words and direct action. Meyer 
Levin perceived a connection between The Weavers and the 
Expressionist plays. They were all "propaganda plays" 
and thus not easy to "bring off" in the United States.
In addition, the quality of Hauptmann's work in the 
twenties did not meet his previous standards. Increas­
ingly, there were retrospectives on his literary accom-
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plishments, a subtle indication that the critics were 
ready for Hauptmann to pass from the scene.
Unlike Hauptmann, Artur Schnitzler did not live 
to see Hitler in the Berlin Chancellery, nor did he 
baffle New World audiences. Schnitzler was the master 
of the Old World, genteel melodrama.History has made 
him a footnote, but he meant more to contemporaries. Pop­
ular, well-versed in character development, and echt 
Viennese, Schnitzler turned out a lengthy series of plays 
and novels. At the time of his death in 1931, the author 
of Anatole (1893) was well on his way to becoming outdated 
but enjoyed literary success throughout his life. In Amer­
ica, he attracted a large audience whose preferences ran 
toward mild titillation. He represented something not 
really "German." His plays were not heavy, dark, or 
impenetrable, but more down to earth, stories of men and 
women in complicated social and sexual situations. He 
came closer to satisfying the American dramatic tastes 
than did the Expressionists.^^
American audiences did not warm to Expressionism's 
metaphysical musings, and most productions had limited 
success. The performances that had longer runs did so 
because they were well acted or interestingly staged. A 
night at the theatre had many sides to it. Play content 
might seem shocking or obscure but the acting methods and
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stage direction involved might not. Reviewers often com­
mented that a production was imaginatively presented or 
that the director tried new methods that seemed ideal.
For those who saw little of value in the German dramatic 
literature, there were many other aspects which did merit 
study. The theatre in Weimar Germany was envied because
of its importance to the life of a highly cultured nation. 
******************************
In 1929» Joseph Wood Krutch wrote that "Nothing I 
have seen in the Berlin theatre seems to me so worthy of 
study by American producers as...the unchanged tradition 
of great acting which is kept up even now, when most ob­
servers tell me, there are few plays quite worthy of it. 
Employing the training and learning facilities of the rep­
ertory company, the Germans produced a long line of accom­
plished performers. The list included Emil Jannings, 
Alexander Moissi, Elizabeth Bergner, Fritz Kortner, Rudolf 
and Joseph Shildkraut, and Werner K r a u s s T h e s e  actors 
thrived in an artistic environment which many critics be­
lieved approached the ideal. Even with the economic and 
social upheaval of the early Weimar period, Berlin and the 
provinces provided a home for a continuing acting tra­
dition.^^ An indication of the theatre's strength was the 
wide variety of roles which were open to German actors. 
Kenneth Macgowan and Robert Edmond Jones believed that 
republican Germany presented the most exciting arena in
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the world for actors and directors.
Although not every critic found German acting 
methods laudatory,most agreed with Oliver M. Salyer, 
an acknowledged authority on the drama and author of 
books on the German and Russian theatres, that "The pitch 
and tone of Teutonic acting is patently higher than our 
own." Ludwig Lewisohn blamed at least part of the lowly 
state of the American theatre on the "unliterary attitude 
of the American actor." Lewisohn, who many critics felt 
was pro-German, did not condemn all American actors, but 
thought that most lacked education and training. He 
claimed that Americans could learn from the Germans.
Rudolf and Joseph Shildkraut were in America (first in 
the Yiddish theatre and then on Broadway) and their talent 
provided a guide. Lewisohn argued that American actors 
could "markedly heighten and deepen the appeal of the 
American theatre if they watched closely the attitude,
characteristics, and instincts" of so great an acting
39fam i l y . S a y l e r ,  Lewisohn and many other critics traced 
German acting excellence to the conditions which existed 
within the repertory theatre system. The "star system" 
did not dominate in Berlin or the provinces. Each per­
former in the repertory environment had the chance to be­
come the master of his craft because he was exposed to 
all aspects of the theatre and all manner of acting
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techniques. One could easily see how Emil Jannings 
brought special meaning to a part. His experience as an 
apprentice, journeyman, and eventually master of the reper­
tory theatre enabled him to explore every nuance of a role. 
As a young man in a German company, Jannings had had the 
opportunity, indeed the honor, to speak the words of all 
the great dramatists from Euripides to Shaw. The German 
actor was an essential figure in the artistic panorama of 
the thriving German stage.
American critics contrasted Jannings to native 
actors who often had plays written to suit their limited 
talents. Americans worshiped their performers with an 
almost child-like devotion. A glamorous performer com­
manded hugh salaries and audiences did not begrudge them 
their riches. Americans seemed to place actors outside 
of the strictly artistic field. While it was expected 
that "stars" be handsomely paid, artists in other fields 
were criticized for seeking wealth to go along with fame. 
Within the framework of the Horatio Alger myth, the "star" 
had reached the ultimate goal, his attainments indicated 
the fulfillment of the American dream. At the same time, 
Americans liked plays that depicted real people, "the 
working stiff." They placed famous actors on a pedestal 
but liked to think that actors were not much different 
from themselves. Generally, they did not envy performers,
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but when they followed individual careers, Americans 
looked for signs of shared backgrounds or common exper­
iences. The press obliged them. Humble beginnings 
justified glamorous life styles, and quite frequently, 
reporters kept the star's life in perspective as they 
showed them at home indulging in simple pastimes (albeit 
in sumptuous surroundings) just as their "fans" did. The 
critics railed against the star system but their protests 
fell on deaf ears.
Although Emil Jannings was not as critical of 
American theatre as were the nation's professional jour­
nalists, he had some reservations concerning American 
methods. In an interview for Theatre in 1927, Jannings 
objected to American concepts such as "light and heavy" 
parts and "character roles," terms with little to do with 
an actor's artistry. A repertory education taught actors 
the significance of all parts. Jannings' observations 
were highly idealized, but contained principles many Amer­
ican critics praised. Nothing could replace an actor's 
perfecting his skills "in the presence of the spectator." 
The nation needed actors and repertory theatre to train 
them throughout the country to realize the full meaning 
of their art.^^
The theatre was alive and well in Germany, but 
had its problems. For many observers, the Americanization
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of Germany created the greatest dismay. In 1925, a 
Theatre Arts Monthly editorial reported on a decline 
in German repertory production. "In their stead are... 
announcements of long run performances in which 'stars' 
are featured as they are on Broadway. Not a healthy 
sign! " Although Germans had their forms of light enter­
tainment, it seemed that American influences elevated 
cabaret and vaudeville entertainment to a position of un­
accustomed importance in Germany. The article claimed 
that the universal sameness of Broadway might come to 
dominate the German stage. Would heightened levels of 
international communication lead not to excellence but 
to the triumph of American banality? Germans were con­
verting theatres and even railroad stations into "vaude­
ville houses" as they aped the most common aspects of 
American life styles. Prom Berlin in 1928, Joseph Wood 
Krutch wrote that "The very things which seem to us the 
most banal are doubtless those which, superficially at 
least, are the most characteristically American, and they
are therefore those which seem the most piquantly inter-
koesting to Berliners."
More and more, Americans commented on the ascen­
dancy of the "box office" in Germany. Flappers, bobbed 
hair, and the Charleston were overwhelming German society. 
The German theatre became a victim of these influences,
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and not everyone was unhappy. In 1922, a New York Times 
article stated that "Whatever the reason he, the fact re­
mains that the Berlin theatre, and with it the theatre of 
Germany, is no longer fit subject for the loud mouthed 
veneration of the critics tired of the offerings of thei. 
own country." Max Reinhardt was forced from Berlin "hy 
the commercialization of the theatre" as musical reviews, 
jazz bands, and the cinema competed for the attention of 
German citizens. In a special review, free lance critic 
Arthur A. Kutscher wrote that the spirit of the German 
theatre had "become Americanized; syndicated theatres 
were conducted by holding companies, by corporations, as 
though they were department stores. " -*
Fears mounted concerning the fate of the German 
actor. The performer with a reputation for greatness 
had only to turn to the cinema. As early as 1920, there 
were reports of giant motion picture companies buying up 
theatres to show motion pictures. Max Reinhardt claimed 
that the movies have "made it almost impossible to pro-
J ih ,duce plays." What would happen to German acting 
foundations if all of the talent flocked to the movie 
studios? In Germany, an actor could make a small fortune 
in a few weeks without having to learn any lines. Art and 
theatrical tradition seemed about to collapse under a 
torrent of decadent outside influences.
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Many important American critics remained firm in 
their support of the German theatre regardless of the 
short term evaluations. While there was no doubt cause 
for concern, more even handed observations revealed that 
the German theatre was not about to become one huge chorus 
line. Germans and Americans did perceive a threat to Ger- 
man institutions, but the German theatre was quite cap­
able of weathering the storm. The American critical es­
tablishment's mainstays, Cheney, Clark, and Sayler, re­
fused to dismiss the German theatre. It was too strong, 
too firmly a part of German life. Whether it was a Volks- 
bühne actor or Alexander Moissi doing Shakespeare, the 
German actors provided the most visible outward sign of 
the vitality of the German theatre. Their performances 
displayed "a gusto and vitality that would shock and de-
IlApress the players of Broadway and the West End." Amer­
icans who believed that the German theatre was a model for 
inspiration were assured that shallow impressions based 
upon a quick trip to Berlin did not represent the true 
state of affairs in Germany. The debate continued through­
out the twenties, but the experts remained strong in their 
support of the German theatre until the pervasive influence
of Hitlerism deprived the theatre of its variety.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
As admirable as the German acting tradition was, 
with its heritage of hard work and multi-faceted skills,
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it paled before the esteem accorded German directors.
They were the embodiment of theatrical supremacy, the 
technique, the machinery, the control of all of the forces 
of the stage. The German director symbolized the coming 
together of all the diverse elements of the German theatre. 
The regisseur with the knowledge that he possessed, and the 
lessons he could impart, was the most fascinating component 
of a fascinating subject, the German stage.
Conversely, in the United States, Sheldon Cheney 
complained of "The lack of artist-directors, which today 
[192^  seems the chief obstacle in the way of developing 
art theatres...." The living image of the artist director 
was the German director Max Reinhardt. He, more than any 
other figure of the pre-Hitler years, illustrated how de­
sirable it was to realize the interplay of the arts on the 
stage. In 1931• Anna Miller wrote that "No lover of plays 
has believed more firmly than Reinhardt in the composite 
nature of the acted play, the co-operation and interdepen­
dence of playwright, actors, producers, scenic artists, 
and the audience." She noted that in an age of growing 
international communication Americans should exercise 
every opportunity to learn from him.
What Richard Strauss was to German music and con­
ducting, Max Reinhardt was to German theatre direction and 
production. And as with Strauss, he had detractors in
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Amer ica. Although Reinhardt was not an author of plays, 
he enjoyed a position at the top of the hiearchy of Ger­
many régisseurs throughout the Weimar period. Burns Man­
tle, the New York Daily News drama critic and editor of 
a best plays of the year series, thought that Reinhardt's 
work was virtually incomparable. In commenting on Rein­
hardt's Shakespeare productions, Mantle noted that 
"Nothing that we have evolved in our wildest imaginings 
equals the Reinhardt production...." The German's dir­
ector's advice was sought out, his ideas integrated into 
American theories of the drama. Reinhardt brought to bear 
"all the national passion for scholarly thoroughness and 
accuracy. An evening with Reinhardt was an evening to 
remember.
Many Americans got the chance to witness the 
great man's work during the 1924 theatre season. In mid­
winter of that year, his production of Karl Vollmoeller's 
The Miracle (1912) came to New York. The production was 
doubly celebrated because one of America's finest scenic 
designers, Norman Bel Geddes, worked with Reinhardt. Bel 
Geddes was the perfect collaborator, for he was familiar 
with Reinhardt's and Adolphe Appia's theories. Any drama 
critic who could lift a pen or pound a typewriter rushed 
into print to discuss the performance of The Miracle. It 
was a religious morality play that was performed in pan­
tom ine thus eliminating potential problems with language.
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Vollmoeller's play was a spectacle of the first order, 
employing all of Reinhardt's guile and talent as a dir­
e c t o r . A n  avalanche of reviews of the Century Theatre
production declared that Reinhardt's talents were never
*52more well presented.^
The Germans understood the meaning and importance 
of stagecraft. Reinhardt was only the most prominent 
among a group of men who were identified with the German • 
tradition. The ideas of Adolphe Appia remained influen­
tial although he was inactive through most of the twenties 
and died in 1928. Leopold Jessner became internationally 
famous for his Shakespeare productions. Erwin Piscator, 
the radical stage theoretician, also evoked interest but 
was somewhat suspect because of his politics. In 1932,
Lee Simonson, for many years the chief set designer for 
the Theatre Guild, wrote that "The highest level of 
theatrical production in the modern theatre was revealed 
in Germany from 1900 to 1914 and...for some years after 
the close of the war.
Part of the reason Simonson wrote his book The 
Stage Is Set (1932) was to suggest that there was a danger 
in accepting too freely European and German theories of 
the theatre. He believed that machines, devices, and 
scenery were beginning to dominate the theatre. Germans 
may have had the mechanical techniques, the national
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passion for efficency, "but these methods could destroy as 
well as make drama more exciting. Simonson was critical 
of Kenneth Macgowan who he thought had become too enamored 
with stage theory.Macgowan's Theatre of Tomorrow (1921) 
hinted that the set designer was the key figure for the 
future, perhaps more important than the play, the actor, or 
the director. He even discussed replacing actors with 
giant pu ppets.Simonson did not want to discard the 
theories. He was simply counseling caution. Stark Young, 
from 1924 through 1925 the New York Times drama critic, 
was more reproving. In 1927» he noted that all the talk 
of theory was getting a bit old, and "the subject of 
decor and production...a bit used up." The importance of 
"the ideas of movement and design seem to be an effort of 
ten years ago."^^
Others joined the chorus of those who questioned 
the relationship of the drama and its staging. George 
Jean Nathan, who frequently wrote glowingly of Max Rein­
hardt, commented that "As for Germany the stage appears 
to have superceded the drama." Another reviewer found 
Jessner's Shakespeare "sometimes unspeakably boring, al­
though Jessner is a great d i r e c t o r . E a r l y  in the 
decade, Lee Simonson argued that there was no need to 
apologize for the American theatre, especially in light 
of the work of Norman Bel Geddes and Robert Edmond Jones. 
Toward the end of the decade, these kinds of observations
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were definitely on the upswing. Increasingly, as Players 
Magazine reported, there were feelings of "satisfaction 
with America's lot."^^ Many individuals thought that the 
American theatre was coming alive through the efforts of 
the Theatre Guild and Eva Le Galliene's Civic Repertory 
Theatre. The discerning critics knew where the precedents 
for these theatres came from. Occasionally, a note of 
chauvinism might dim an individual's perceptions,^^ but 
usually the contributions of Germany were mentioned.
German ideas had an effect, if not on the dramas' content 
then on the way in which a play was presented.
German theories had positive and negative features. 
The problem facing American men and women of the theatre 
was one of balance, what to use and what to dismiss. The 
Germans had certain things to say to the producers of 
Broadway as well as the directors of art theatres. Rein­
hardt's production of The Miracle illustrated his skill 
at controlling a large number of people on the stage, 
effects which were not lost on the directors. Reinhardt, 
Jessner, and the young Jurgen Fehling of the Volksbühne 
provided information for an entire generation of repertory 
directors, scenarists, and actors, for despite the charges 
that machinery dominated people, those men continued to 
argue for basic theatre concepts. In 1924, Reinhardt 
told Barrett H. Clark that one must always remember the
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"play and the actor are the most important parts of all."^®
Gradually, the new practices became integrated into
the main body of theatrical thought. Oliver M. Sayler was
close to the typical American view on the concept of total
theatre. The set designer, the actor, the director, were
all part of a grand concept. A play must be the result of
a united effort, with the director merely "the first among
equals," a person who had to have "a profound imagination,
supreme tolerance and catholicity of taste, vast experience,
6land firm will power." One was forced to the conclusion 
that all the other people in the theatre had to have the 
same qualities.
Nonetheless, Sayler did describe the qualities of 
the ideal director, and Max Reinhardt fit the mold. In 
1927» Joseph Wood Krutch proclaimed him "a genius."
George Jean Nathan wrote that he was "incomparable." On 
Reinhardt's twenty-fifth anniversary as a director in 
1930« he was heralded as a titan of the theatre. The con­
sensus had not changed since Macgowan argued that Rein­
hardt was "the greatest man of the theatre of this century." 
Nathan wrote "Reinhardt, with Papa Craig peeping over his 
shoulder, has brought more life to the modern stage than 
any other practicing director and producer of his time.
His influence has spread over all lands and seas."^^
Leopold Jessner and Emil Pirchan filled the second
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tier of directors in the minds of Americans along with the 
problematical Erwin Piscator. The New York Times claimed 
that Jessner "created more excitement than the stars." He 
used simple set designs and the world famous Jessnertreppen. 
First employed in a production of Wilhelm Tell before the 
war, the steps were designed to "release the mind of the 
audience by riveting their attention on to the substance 
of the play." Shenck von Trapp used Jessner's steps in a 
1927 production of Don Giovanni. E m i l  Pirchan was, like 
Jessner, active in staging new works as well as the classics. 
He was particularly interested in scenic design and its role 
in an audience's dramatic e x p e r i e n c e A s  for Piscator, 
his didactic and "communistic" style caused most Americans 
to admit only grudgingly his talents. Marie Stehle, Drama's 
special correspondent in Berlin, declared that Piscator's 
production of Toller's H o nda. Wir lebeni (1928) was 
"colored by current political agitations. Such matters 
have no place on the stage in anything intended to be more 
serious than a vaudeville sketch." Because of his politics 
and strident style, he was, like Brecht, suspect and 
written off as "the mechanical playboy of the German 
theatre” whose efforts subordinated the cause of democratic 
theatre to that of the proletarian theatre. What had been 
admirable in Reinhardt's use of stage machinery became 
dangerous in Piscator's hands. Julius Bab, a contributor
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to Drama and Theatre, accused Piscator and Brecht of 
totally collectivizing the stage and thus "sapping the 
heart out of the drama.
With so much of the attention focused on the dir­
ectors, the less thorough publications frequently ignored 
the theatrical scene in Germany and just how it came to 
he that so many German directors had the chance to work 
and prosper in the theatre of central Europe. The pro­
fessional drama critics did not let this aspect of affairs 
escape their notice. In this connection, the subject of 
theatre subsidization assumed great significance. Again 
the Reinhardt influence was felt. His ideas on the 
Theatre of the Five Thousand, an enormous theatre building 
and support organization to give people an opportunity to 
see plays cheaply, and his Deutsches Theatre, a more in­
timate house with audiences around three hundred, became 
topics of great interest. Jurgen Fehling also did marvelous 
plays in the Volksbühne
The appeal of subsidized theatre was quite strong.
An article in the New York Times asked its readers to 
"Imagine the New York Theatre Guild with 150,000 members 
in the metropolis instead of 20,000 and linked up with 
some 400,000 other play goers pledged to take a dozen 
tickets every season." This was the projection the Times 
put forward if only Americans could develop a theatre like
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Berlin's Volksbühne. Sheldon Cheney preceived many ad­
vantages, such as funding for all types of plays. Actors 
could also work the year round, the theatre building would 
be constantly in use, and the public would finally have a 
chance to develop long-term dramatic tastes. A true 
"people's theatre society" had existed in Germany since 
1890. He argued that "The chief facts about the Volks­
bühne are worth recording" for the stimulus they could 
create for an enterprising American organizer. To Marie 
Stehle it seemed almost criminal that Americans had not 
embarked on a "people's theatre" experiment
The support for municipal and audience subsidization 
sometimes yielded unexpected results. Cheney argued that 
the best way to move toward a democratic theatre was 
through subsidization that would enable American producers 
to present the "best things from French, German, Spanish 
and other languages....And let me repeat, audiences will
accept them. In drama, as in music, one's taste improves
68with experience of the best." This, of course, was 
standard fare, but, Arthur Hopkins, a theatrical producer 
who presented substantial as well as "popular" drama, may 
have indicated the general attitude toward subscription 
as far as the producers were concerned. Like Brock Pem­
berton, Gilbert Miller, and even David Belasco, Hopkins 
had attempted to bring cerebral drama to the people. In
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a 1931 article, he wrote that light hearted drama, the 
cinema, and radio "have drawn away from the theatre the 
proletarian with the result that the stage is more free 
to cater to the thoughtful people...the theatre does not 
have to consider what Elizabethans called 'groundlings.'
It is now in a position to address itself directly to in­
tellectuals of all classes." Hopkins went on to argue for 
subsidized theatre but not for state support, for, if the 
state becomes involved, the the dramas presented would 
have to appeal to the lowest or "popular" segment of the 
general audience. He subverted the ideal of the direct, 
all-encompassing democratic theatre. But like Cheney, 
he still believed that with the aid of the affluent "the 
subscription plan can spread its influence throughout the
entire nation. This condition of affairs might easily
6qsaid to be now under way." ^
If Americans did not want to graft the German 
system to an American one, it was certainly understandable 
At decade's end, the American theatre had produced a great 
deal to admire and a corresponding level of optimism ex­
isted. Eugene O'Neill, George S. Kaufman, Robert Sher­
wood, and Marc Connelly wrote plays that compared favor­
ably with other nation's contemporary drama. The Germans
had made a number of important contributions to American 
70stage theory. In relation to the German theatre,
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Americans accepted German ideas about the theatre much 
more readily than they did the new plays which came from 
Weimar. They adopted, not the tenets of the radical 
theatre of Erwin Piscator, but ideas associated with the 
German theatrical tradition. As A. E. Zucker in a re­
view of German methods noted, "In order that the student 
of theatre may make the past living, he must know first 
hand the problems of today, and in order to understand 
the present, he must know well the tradition of the past
out of which the stage has come to be what it is.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Both nations faced serious theatrical dilemmas as 
they entered the "unhappy days" of the thirties.
Whereas Sheldon Cheney had been downhearted at the be­
ginning of the post-war period, his spirits rose during 
the decade. But even before the crash, Walter Prichard 
Eaton was still complaining that "the American theatre 
had gained artists and lost an audience." Unfortunately, 
the depression further dampened not only Eaton's but 
many others' attitudes. In 1933> the theatre in Germany 
was definitely declining. In the years between Bruening 
and Hitler, the state funds had been drastically cur­
tailed. Ashley Dukes noted that "now in Germany, there 
is too much theatre in the street, not enough on the 
stage." It appeared that "the most exciting stage in 
Europe" was entering an uncertain period when artisitic
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freedom would be a dim memory.
The great threat to the thratre in Germany was 
Hitler; in America, it was Hollywood. Theatrical suc­
cesses were few in the early thirties. The Federal 
Theatre Project of Hallie Flanagan, with its imitation 
of many German ideas, had its share of failures and 
triumphs, but there were not enough good things happen­
ing to off-set the pPfÇyasive influence of the film 
moguls. The challenge was not new or unique, for the 
outlines of the menace were clear before the Great War. 
Motion pictures constituted a real problem, not merely 
on the national level but throughout the world. Holly­
wood grabbed Emil Jannings and tempted Reinhardt. The 
theatre had to be defended; its people protected, for 
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"The Motion Picture is in fact the oldest, most simple 
art in the culture of the race." ,
Terry Ramsaye (1926)
CHAPTER V 
CINEMA: THE BUSINESS OF ART
By 1920, the working classes made moving pictures
the most popular form of mass entertainment in the United 
States. For a nickel one could escape the drudgery of 
life and watch fantasy unfold on the screen. Hugo von 
Hofmannstahl wrote of the individual's experience in a 
movie house. "The crowded darkening room with its flut­
tering pictures is...almost...worthy of reverence, for it 
is the place to which men are driven in an effort of self-
preservation, they flee from the real, the mechanical,
2the drab, to seek the light.” Many American intellectu­
als accepted Hofmannstahl's description but could not 
share his reverence. Movies were simple, and the masses 
seemed too easily amused. Cultured Americans tended to 
view moving pictures as fodder for the common man. Only 
gradually did a body of serious film criticism develop a 
challenge to these intellectual contentions.
In the years after the turn of the century, it 
was not quite clear who was qualified to comment on films. 
Since movies aspired to be a form of the play, drama 
critics frequently inherited the task of reviewing new
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productions. New York was the home of the nation's pre­
eminent drama critics, and the city became the leading 
center of film criticism.^ Between I909 and 1919, the 
most significant material on films appeared in trade 
journals and entertainment periodicals such as Moving 
Picture World. The base of criticism expanded greatly 
in the twenties when drama, art, literature, and political 
magazines began to comment on moving pictures. Arts,
Drama, Theatre Arts Monthly and the Nation increased the 
space alloted to film. Specialized journals also attracted 
the notice of serious film goers. Exceptional Photoplays 
was a leader in establishing a high level of criticism, 
but while many intellectuals turned to film periodicals, 
the people had their movie magazines filled with gossip 
and intimate details of stars' lives. Newspapers ran re­
views and humor magazines such as life contributed to the 
avalanche of information.^
The serious critics, however, wished to be in­
structive as well as informative. The eastern critical 
establishment believed that it had a responsibility to be 
a cultural beacon to the benighted people of the interior, 
and moving pictures were seen as a potential source of 
transmitting culture. In no other field could the taste 
of the common man be so easily molded. Movies were shown 
everywhere, and many writers argued that critical
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sophistication was needed before the penny arcade could 
be transformed into a substantial cultural medium. In 
1910, a pioneer film critic Louis Reeves Harrison com­
mented that "Every strong [filmj play helps all concerned, 
strengthening the hold on the public, pleasing the people 
in general, advancing the interests of the exhibitor and 
giving every department of the business a dignity which no 
part of it now enjoys."^ The post-war decade was a period 
of unprecedented growth in the quality and quantity of 
film criticism. New aspirants sought to join the ranks of 
such early writers as Vachel Lindsay, Robert Coaky, Gilbert 
Seldes, Hubert Munsterberg, and Kenneth Macgowan.^
Unlike as with the drama, a critic in Chicago or 
Los Angeles could review the same photoplay as one's 
counterpart in New York. One did not have to be in the 
"cultural capital" to offer intelligent commentary. But 
New York's hold on the nation could not be loosened. Des­
pite protestations to the contrary. New Yorkers did not 
want to share the limelight. Journalists and essayists
continued to look first to New York, and the easterners
7still set the standards which others followed. While 
some critics viewed this as friendly competition and good 
for the growth of intelligent criticism throughout the 
nation, many others bristled at the eastern attitude. In 
1930» Dwight MacDonald epitomized the region's haughtiness.
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"Hollywood is in the middle of a harharically provincial 
non-city, three thousand miles from our cultural capital 
....My modest proposal for improving the quality of our 
films is that the industry move back to where it started 
from, namely Port Lee, New Jersey, a short bus ride from 
civilization.
Many intellectuals agreed with MacDonald and 
ridiculed most Hollywood pictures. For films of artistic 
merit, they turned to Europe. French, Italian, and 
Scandinavian movies were the most successful imports be­
fore 1914, but at least until 1927 (and to a lesser ex­
tent into the thirties), German films best illustrated 
the potential of motion pictures. American critics and 
intellectuals found their films the most rewarding. Nor 
could the movie industry ignore the critical success of 
the possible competition from Berlin studios. In 1922, 
Will Rogers remarked, "If you think this picture's no 
good ÎThe Headless HorsemanJ (1922), I'll put on a beard 
and say it was made in Germany, and then you'll call it 
a r t . W h i l e  movie moguls praised their own efforts, 
the critics hailed Germany as the great innovator, the 
nation that brought art to the motion picture. For a 
few short years, the German cinema assumed on the screen
something of the rank that the German stage held for a
10generation or more.
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Germany was widely praised, Hollywood assailed. 
Almost all major critics agreed with Evelyn Gerstein of 
the Boston Evening Transcript who argued that "Hollywood 
lives for money and sex. It borrows or buys its art. It 
is the Germans who are the perpetual adventurers in the 
cinema." German films were artistic projects while Amer­
ican moving pictures were the products of "industry as
11distinguished from an art." It was not so much that
Americans could not produce fine films, but that Hollywood
12values and aims inhibited artistic effort. The Calif­
ornia film moguls had little cultural sensitivity and re­
fused to spend their profits on creative or innovative 
film projects. Concerned critics wanted to persuade Holly­
wood to reform. Some industry sources even began to talk 
about a film embargo in response to the critics who were 
demanding that more German films be imported into the 
United States. Reports described a "German menace" to 
the American movie market. The New York Times concluded 
"The real German menace in the moving picture field is the 
menace of superior intelligence." The New York Globe 
countered the charges with the observation that all of the 
complaints were merely an effort to "keep Los Angeles un­
intelligent and unartistic.
In 1916, Harvard psychologist Hugo Munsterberg 
wrote that, "The greatest mission which the photoplay may
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1 Zi#have in our community is that of esthetic cultivation."
His suggestion became a popular subject for debate in in­
tellectual circles. With the early motion pictures of 
Ernst Lubitsch and the artistically successful The Cabinet 
of Dr. Caligari (1919), reviewers discovered films that 
created genuine intellectual experiences. The German cin­
ema helped transform many critics into film enthusiasts. 
The Germans excelled in film direction, architecture, and 
technical effects. Their screenplays, while important in 
developing mature thematic material for motion pictures, 
were secondary in significance to the methods of cinematic 
production. German efforts demonstrated "the amazing 
scope of the movies." Margaret Marshall, an associate 
editor for the Nation, claimed that their films made one 
aware of the possibilités of the subtle and beautiful ex­
pression" of an infant art form. But film commentators
1 *5doubted that Hollywood would learn from the Germans. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The Germans seemed able to overcome the rigid 
American cinematic formulas. In the first five years 
after the Armistice, their reputation grew rapidly. The 
critics applauded the technical proficiency and thematic 
content of the new films from Central Europe. They tended 
not to note the enormous German output of syrupy melo­
dramas and simple-minded light comedy. In Germany as well 
as the United States, these types of motion pictures were
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the most popular, and they continued to be so during the
16golden age of German cinema. The Berlin worker was as 
interested in light hearted entertainment as was his Amer­
ican counterpart; but, American critics were inclined to 
assign a higher level of sophistication to German audiences. 
They assumed that Europeans recognized culture, and the 
artistic and commercial success of a number of post-war 
German films convinced many that cinema .patrons in Berlin, 
Munich, and Hamburg were more cosmopolitan. In their zeal 
to promote aesthetic films, American observers usually 
ignored the reality of the German box office.
The dictates of mass appeal determined the style
and content of American screenplays. Films were seldom
intellectually ambitious, and were designed to fall well
1 8within the "ceiling of popular understanding." The 
American cinema seemed incapable of overcoming its vulgar 
heritage. The old minstrel shows, vaudeville, and cheap 
melodrama seemed to satisfy the "cultural needs" of the 
people. The peep show and nickleodeons were "predictable" 
outgrowths of the "low brow" tradition. When film moved to 
the big screen, productions followed the same path, and 
most critics argued that the "great public" wanted more of 
the same. Alexander Bakshy, an influential critic for the 
Nation, wrote that "It is said that the American 'hick' is 
the arbiter of fashion who dictates to Hollywood." Another
2^1
writer for the same publication claimed that the simple, 
naive American mind was incapable of grasping mature 
themes. Movies satisfied the "mass mind" which was "com­
puted to be fourteen years of age." The American screen 
was placed in the same category as "dime novels, the circus,
IQand newspaper comics." ^
Civic and cultural leaders deplored the basic as­
sumptions of American film makers. Critic Tamara Lane's 
What's Wrong with the Movies (1923) employed a vast array 
of moral and intellectual arguments. She believed that 
Hollywood made movies that threatened American values and 
preyed upon man's baser motivations. Donald Young, a pro­
fessor of Sociology at the University of Pennsylvania, 
concluded that motion pictures were a leading contributor 
to "defective social standards." The motion picture in­
dustry became monster-like, an institution destined to 
drag the average citizen into a vortex of cheap sex and 
crime. Movies slighted traditional values and had an 
unwholesome effect upon America's youth. Teachers and
parents found it difficult to counteract the negative in-
20fluences of the movies.
Intellectuals faced a troublesome situation. How 
could one convince a successful businessman that quality 
not sensationalism would produce satisfying returns at the 
turnstiles? How did one reform a profitable business?
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Some of the questions defied solution, for the movie 
magnates seemed deaf to the cries of outrage. Many of 
those involved in attacking Hollywood had been social 
activists during the Progressive era. They argued that
American producers had to be brought to their senses and
21made to realize their social responsibilities. Photo­
plays were immature and exploitative. Frivolous comedies,
inane sexual melodramas, and mindless horse operas dominated 
22the screen. Hollywood consciously escaped reality in 
favor of the box office. When comparing German and Amer­
ican films, the National Board of Review Magazine concluded 
that the Germans presented "the serious treatment of a prob­
lem, its inception, progress, and solution" while an Amer­
ican picture "takes the same problem, discards all its 
problematic attributes and presents an example of show­
manship, with sensational irrelevancies played for all 
they can get."^^ The Germans were singled out for develop­
ing mature themes for the screen, and their work was con­
sidered a relief from the subject matter that made most 
American films ordinary.
American movie actors and directors also had little 
to commend them. The individuals who worked in Holly­
wood were rarely referred to as artists. By the twenties, 
the star system had reached gaudy heights. Actors were 
cogs in a gigantic business enterprise, and profits rather
2^3
than artistry determined their status. Professionalism 
became a sham as publicity departments helped create per­
sonalities instead of actors. The director's main task 
seemed to be discovering the star's best camera angle. 
Hollywood was virtually without a talented person in 
either category. Critic Leo Korber concluded that the 
typical director was "Barnum trained." Evelyn Gerstein 
wrote that it was "wiser to forget what happens to dir­
ectors in that fleshy paradise by the western sea where 
studio politics is the only intellectual diversion and
the director is merely an unhappy soul lost among the 
24magnates."
Jesse Lasky, Louis B. Mayer, and Adolph Zukor were 
among the most prominent "magnates" behind the system. 
Most of the film moguls were Jewish immigrants from Ger­
many, Russia, or Poland who parlayed their ghetto penny 
arcades and nickelodeons into theatre chains and motion 
picture production companies. Zukor and Mayer were there 
just when the Edison Kinetoscope and the Mutoscope put 
film on the large s c r e e n . T h e  critics held the moguls 
responsible for the insults to intelligence and the cre­
ation of an arid cinematic landscape. These men had in­
different artistic sensibilities, made all the more sus- 
pect because of their humble backgrounds. They gave 
the people what they wanted with little or no concern for
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the ideal of "esthetic cultivation." The studio titans 
had a viselike grip on the kinds of pictures made in Amer­
ica. The Independent's film editor Percy Reniers declared 
that the moguls were incapable of turning over a project 
to an artist, for it would constitute a threat to the 
almighty ledger s h e e t . B e c a u s e  men like Lasky and Mayer 
were responsible for the final product, critics frequently 
saved their most stinging comments for the studio heads.
The moguls were the money men, and most critics doubted
28whether money alone could produce art.
Financial success obviously did not insure critical
acclaim. Periodically, the studio heads responded to the
endless accusations. They thought they were in a strong
position, for their movies were an example of democracy in
action. The people, not addle brained critics, determined
success or failure. Such views failed to alter critical
evaluations. The film experts observed that the moguls,
in conjunction with the local movie exhibitors, conspired
to keep standards low and "ban the very best pictures,"
including many excellent German imports. Was this, they
asked, democracy or monopoly? Hollywood refused to
acknowledge a duty to enlighten and uplift the audience.
Dedicated advocates of the film continued to hope that
Americans were ready for pictures that were "at least
20calculated to appeal to adult intelligence."
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Cinema authority Alfred Kuttner wrote warmly of
the enormous potential of German films. He implied that 
the public could recognize their value "if given a chance 
to see" them. Robert Sherwood explained a popular in­
tellectual notion behind Kuttner's remark. If we can 
succeed in luring a large number of intelligent people in­
to the film theatres, we shall automatically receive more 
intelligent p i c t u r e s . A m e r i c a n  intellectuals had only 
to accept one primary assumption about democratic culture. 
The people could appreciate artistic achievement; they 
needed only the opportunity to experience it. "Intelli­
gent" American pictures were, however, in short supply.
For the intellectuals, German pictures filled a 
void. Ernst Lubitsch's Passion (1919) was one of the 
earliest post-war screenplays to reach the United States. 
Exceptional Photoplays reported that his direction made 
it a film "of which our best producers may well be envious." 
The French Revolution was brought to life in spectacular 
fashion in a motion picture that depicted the stirring 
events of a turbulent era. Lubitsch’s control of the 
crowd scenes, and his feeling for the period impressed 
the critical community. The acting of Pola Negri and 
Emil Jannings approached repertory standards. Alfred 
Kuttner observed that the films of Lubitsch and his
Zk6
colleagues went beyond the work of D. W. Griffth. He be­
lieved that the Germans understood the "real significance 
of the human spirit." Their films proved that photoplays 
could be art.^^
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1919) brought this 
message home most clearly to American intellectuals. It 
premiered in New York in early 1921. Robert Wiene directed 
the story of an asylum inmate who reconstructed a strange 
tale of murder. Expressionist artists painted the sets 
which highlighted the madman's vision of his surroundings. 
The plot followed the musings of the insane Francis who 
recounted the activities of the hypnotist Dr. Caligari, 
and the actions of his pawn, the murderous somnabulist 
Caseare. As the sleepwalker was dispatched to perform 
his gruesome tasks, the people of the town speculated who 
the murderer might be. Eventually, the homicides were 
traced to Caligari, but the play did not end with his 
capture. Instead audiences discovered that Francis had 
recreated only a madman's version of reality. The screen­
play was an intellectual tour de force. but a box office
failure.
The picture's credits told an interesting story.
The painter and illustrator Alfred Kubin designed the 
sets, and Expressionist artists Hermann Warm, Walter 
Rohrig, and Walter Reimann painted the eerie scenery.
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Professional stage actors Werner Krauss and Conrad Veldt 
played the major roles. These were men of impressive 
cultural credentials. Caligari became a "yardstick for 
artistic endeavors," a prototype of the new art film. The 
picture did not establish a genre ; however it did serve as 
a beacon to the cinema's more devoted admirers. Still, 
the critics were in a quandary, for they continually had 
to assure audiences that the movie made sense, that it was 
not impossible to understand. The weird paintings, the 
odd camera angles and strange shadows confused rather than 
impressed film goers.
While Wiene's film failed at the box office, E. A. 
Dupont's Variety (1925) became a popular picture with 
Americans. The screenplay was interesting and the pro­
duction technically excellent. It was a story of circus 
life and the blissful partnership of a husband and wife 
trapeze team. The marriage dissolved when a famous flyer 
entered their lives. Emil Jannings, as the husband, 
followed his rival and killed him after catching him 
philandering with his wife. Karl Freund's camera work 
astounded audiences and critics alike. Reviewers praised 
Dupont and filled their columns with denunciations of 
Hollywood's "matter of fact technique." Percy Reniers 
wrote that "it seems to me we are to expect only the 
foreign studios, and principally Ufa of Berlin, to supply
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us with drama of the eye sustained through the six or 
eight reels prescribed." Variety overcame the limitations 
of cheap sentimentality. It was the ideal picture to pro­
mote in America because it was a commercial and aesthetic 
success. Critic Larry Barreto contended that the film was 
the kind of movie that overturned "all the notions of the 
movie magnates as to what the public wants.
Seymour Stern, the poison-penned critic of Green­
wich Village’s Quill, believed that Variety provided an 
example of the differences between American and German 
cultures. The film was "like a pyramid of gold in a desert 
of rubbish," and reflected Germany's serious commitment to 
cinematic art. He went on to state that the Germans were 
a somber people whose temperament tended to be metaphysical. 
Conversely, Americans produced only "moral, sentimental, and 
materially idealistic" pictures that have "never risen above 
our philosophy," Stern’s articles epitomized the combative 
attitude toward Hollywood. While other critics shared his 
comtempt for that "fleshy paradise," they were not all 
that sure whether German movies could provide a workable 
guide to American film makers.
Their films were "too gruesome for the American 
public," and the actresses "not young and beautiful enough 
to satify Americans." Quinn Martin, the regular reviewer 
for the New York World, wrote that the Germans were
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obsessed with producing "grim melodramas." There always 
seemed to be a "heavy emphasis on the less cheerful as­
pects of the human enterprise." The periodical Variety, 
show business' keeper of the books, frequently commented 
on the unsuitability of German movies for the American 
market, "If the Germans wouldn't always pick their actors 
so homely and middle-aged, they might work up some foreign 
rights." In 1928, C. Hooper Trask, reporting for the New 
York Times from his post in Berlin, concluded that "I 
should...class not one of the current releases as of 
interest for general American consumption.
For most enthusiasts of the German cinema, the 
charges were unimportant. One could expect little com­
prehension from an audience brainwashed by Hollywood.
Many critics who praised the Berlin studios did not do 
so for the use of "Teutonic" themes, but because of the 
German approach to film m a k i n g . Q u i n n  Martin expressed 
a popular theory. Although he concluded that most German 
imports were too gloomy for Americans, he believed that 
"Out of the meeting between Germany's amazing technical 
facility and America's steadily progressing ability to 
place a running story on the screen dramatically will 
come to final cinema of greater strength and beauty than 
ever could have been wrought by either studio alone." 
Results were not long in coming as Victor Schertzinger's
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Forgotten Faces (1927) displayed obvious German influences 
in the areas of staging and camera angles. Robert Sher­
wood maintained that the success of Variety and other Ger­
man movies was satisfying because it inspired "those pro­
gressive American directors and actors who are ready and 
able to give the public worthwhile pictures."^® Both 
nations therefore would enjoy the blessings of cultural 
co-operation.
America's producers were also interested in the 
German cinema. They wanted to know why reviewers were 
impressed with German films and repulsed with American 
ones. Critics were bothersome, and created adverse 
publicity for the entire industry. If Americans dupli­
cated some of the essentials of the German style, perhaps 
critics could be won over. Hollywood was also interested 
in American imports into Central Europe, and their desire 
to make money overseas added another dimension to the
American response to Weimar’s film industry.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
In the immediate post-war period, Hollywood kept 
abreast of developments in Germany. "Teutonic" films 
were an important factor in the world film market. The 
New York Times reported that German imports were sold in 
America "so cheaply... that already great numbers of our 
movie actors and actresses are out of employment...."
The president of the National Association of the Motion
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Picture Industry called for a "tariff wall so high that
ii-OGerman producers cannot leap over it." In short order, 
the critics began to write of the artistic qualities of 
Wiemar's films. The Berlin studios appeared to be poised 
to mount a serious threat to America's dominance.
Before 1924, the German movie industry prospered. 
During the ruinous inflation, the cinema was never more 
popular. The theatres were full, and exports brought in 
valuable foreign currency. Production companies sprouted 
up all over Berlin. But as Weimar recovered, the companies 
began to falter. The stabilization of the mark helped cur­
tail exports, and many corporations failed. Ufa (Universum 
Film A. G.), the nation's largest, was on the brink of
klbankruptcy.
It provided a golden opportunity for Americans. 
Domestic films which did only moderately well in the 
United States could show a profit through good foreign
Osales or rentals. Carl Laemmle (Universal), Adolph 
Zukor (Paramount), and Marcus Lowe (Metro-Goldwyn) wanted 
to acquire production facilities in Germany. Zukor and 
Lowe granted a loan that saved Ufa from financial col­
lapse . Their plan was to control a large share of the 
German market. In return for loans, they were given ex­
hibition rights in Ufa theatres and the privilege of 
making films in Germany. American pictures were success-
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fui in Central Europe. Chaplin's films were popular 
with everyone, influencing the avant garde and delighting 
the common man. The average German also flocked to see 
the cowboy epics, "vamp" movies, and Keystone Cop comedies. 
Few American intellectuals made much of this side of the 
German character, but the moguls knew better. They secured 
control of Ufa and other theatres to insure the distrib­
ution of Paramount and Metro-Goldwyn productions.^^
Although Germany's domestic market was important, 
direct American control of Berlin studios was short lived. 
The Weimar Republic placed too many limitations on the ex­
hibition of foreign films. In 1924, the government estab­
lished the Kontingent. The law stated that "for every 
foreign film released a German film should be produced." 
Through arrangements similar to the Ufa deal, Hollywood 
produced quota movies in Germany. Each domestic production 
gave a company the right to acquire a quota certificate 
which authorized its holder to import a foreign picture. 
Many films were made and never released in order to get 
American movies into Germany. By 1927, the Americans 
began to tire of the arrangements. Alfred Hugenberg, a 
prominent conservative newspaper publisher, purchased Ufa 
and the Americans divested themselves of their invest­
ments. The end of direct involvement did not mean the end 
of American pictures in Germany. Hollywood invented new
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ways for getting around the quota system, and invested
j| Jiin individual German productions.
The individual German film rather than the organ­
ization of their film industry most interested the moguls. 
From the infancy of film, intellecturals criticized the 
artistic quality of American offerings. A relatively 
small number of German movies helped inflame this already 
sensitive issue. E. A. Dupont, Fritz Lang, Ernst Lubitsch, 
and F. W. Murnau directed pictures that were aesthetic 
successes. In attacking the American film, critics used 
German imports to expose the weaknesses of the nation's 
movie business.
Hollywood counterattacked. The magnates used the 
methods that they knew best. If German directors and 
actors worked in the United States, Hollywood not Berlin 
would reap the honors. It seemed absurdly easy: simply
hire away Germany's best. The production of "arty" pic­
tures would show that the film industry was interested 
in culture. If the pictures failed to make money, at 
least the moguls illustrated their commitment to the in­
tellectual improvement of the cinema. Perhaps critics 
would grant industry leaders their due, and Hollywood 
could get on with its real business, "turning a profit."
By buying out the Germans, the studio heads reduced the 
strength of a competitor and silenced critics.
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But, the critics held fast. While many intellectuals 
were excited about the arrival of the Germans, they feared 
what might become of the "Innocents Abroad.” In 1930,
Huntly Carter wrote that "the American Film Kings have 
succeeded in buying up nation after nation and have thus 
attained the supreme object, the capture of the universal 
appetite and its conversion to gold- the ideal of their 
own special interest." American materialism degraded 
German artists. Those who left their homeland reaped a 
barren harvest, for, "The great energy, the enterprise, 
the technical advances that have gone to the making of 
the German pictures in the past have been sold to or 
pawned with American magnates who in return have debauched 
Germany with their picture productions." Carter was 
bitter. Most intellectuals tended to agree with him,
In response, the "Film Kings" noted that they not 
the critics made the movies. Benjamin B. Hampton argued 
that the moguls had contributed a great deal to the develop­
ment of film. He believed that the Zukors and Mayers had 
achieved what no others could. The success of a movie was 
"in the hands of the ticket buyer." American audiences 
found "entertainment in very few of the foreign made films 
and the reasons...^werej simply that Europeans have not 
learned how to make pictures that appeal to the general 
public, the democracy 'that must be catered' if mass
t
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production is to "be successful." Hampton's argument 
applied to the Germans as well.
"American films have heaten the Germans on their 
home front," reported the Living Age. But, despite the 
success of Hollywood films in Germany, many German and 
American intellectuals still held that the two peoples 
had different cultural tastes. Foreign directors, they 
argued, were fundamentally unable to satisfy the artistic 
appetite of the domestic population. Director G. W. Pabst 
asserted that Germans could not "make pictures in the 
American style (even if we wanted to), for the whole of 
our mentality is different. To make American pictures, 
we must be American...." Nevertheless, in the period 
after 1925* many German producers tried to imitate Amer­
ican pictures. Alexander Bakshy wrote that the Germans 
had succumbed "to the same system of commercial mass 
output and lowered standards to suit the big public." 
Although German films of quality continued to appear, 
the German cinema was on the decline. In 1932, A. 
Krazanau-Krauz, reporting in the international film 
journal Close-Up, concluded that, "The interests of the
German film people have shifted enormously from the
Lnserious subject to what really matters, money." '
Commercialism again thwarted the quest for aes­
thetic cultivation, but the ideal survived. In Germany,
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joint projects were continued. The Warner Brothers and 
G. W. Pabst collaborated on the production of The Three 
Penny Onera (1931). Variety's review was quite accurate 
in its evaluation not only of the Kurt Weill adaptation 
but also of similar projects. The reviewer pointed out 
that "Many American directors are going to be grateful 
to Pabst after seeing this picture, for the things they 
can learn from it. But the brothers may well have to 
wait a long, long time before they get back any large
liQpart of the money it cost them." In the United States,
enough returns were in to make judgments about another
facet of German-American co-operation.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
In 1930, cinema historian Paul Rotha wrote that 
"Hollywood took interest in her ^German] rival, nourished 
her rival, but stole her t a l e n t . I t  was popular to 
blame Americans for the decline of the German film. The 
pilfering of German talent did occur, but it was not the 
primary cause of the troubles that afflicted the Berlin 
studios. Failures in domestic and foreign markets led 
to the loss of actors and directors. The departures 
were not the cause of the decline but merely a symptom.
The image, however, persisted.
As the German film industry fell on hard times, 
many leading actors began to look elsewhere for work.
For a period of three or four years, it became fashionable
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for major American studios to employ Germans. All parties 
"benefited, at least initially. The lure of American gold 
was appealing enough, hut there were other considerations. 
The working conditions appeared ideal, and American moguls 
seemed highly impressed with the actors' previous critical 
triumphs. While Hollywood films were often lampooned, 
they were still the most popular in the world. The oppor­
tunity for international exposure was a powerful inducement, 
Oscar Henning, an interviewer for the New York Herald Tri­
bune , reported that Emil Jannings and Conrad Veidt were 
thrilled with the prospect of a "vast new audience that 
...would see them on the screen for the first time."-^®
Many Central European directors and producers also 
found it difficult to reject a call from Hollywood. Be­
fore the Atlantic voyage, the plaudits of the critics and 
the dollars of the moguls helped remove lingering doubts 
about leaving the Fatherland. Jim Tully, Vanity Fair's 
film editor, remarked that "The superiority of the German 
film is accepted in America as another example of the 
technical genius of the Teutons." The directors, in 
particular, were considered the bearers of that genius.
But Lothar Mendes, the German born director, told Tully 
that the American technical appartus was far better than 
anything in Germany. Mendes argued that the Americans 
were the masters of the machine age, and that foreigners
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would learn a great deal in the United States. He did 
believe, however, that the Germans could impart special 
knowledge gained through experience.Americans only 
slowly realized the superiority of their own technical 
resources. They still sought out the Germans who were 
considered better. Americans tended to ignore the fact 
that individual German directors had unique talents. In­
stead, they expected Germans to exhibit stereotypical 
traits. Germans were somehow inherently technically 
oriented.
Among the first actors to answer the call to 
America was Pola Negri. In 1925 and 1926, a second wave 
arrived, including Conrad Veidt, Emil Jannings, and Lya 
de Putti. The foreign contingent represented some of 
the most successful "stars" of the German screen. Many 
of the performers were not German, but they were considered 
part of the "German Invasion" if they had made their repu­
tations on the German screen. Their talents were apparent. 
Most had theatrical experience, and a few managed to con­
tinue their work on the stage while making movies.
Pola Negri became famous for her performances in 
the German films Passion (1919) and Gypsy Blood (1920). 
Artistically, her credentials were impeccable. Before 
working in the two Lubitsch pictures, she had acted on 
the stage for Max Reinhardt. Negri was touted as a
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performer who realized the promise of screen acting. A 
voluptous actress, she was type-cast in America as a 
"vamp," a second generation Theda Bara.^^ By mid-decade, 
critics charged that Hollywood had turned Pola Negri 
into a one dimensional character. Robert Sherwood claimed 
that she was the victim of a series of poor productions. 
Only occasionally was she able to rise above the inane 
screenplays she was given. Jim Tully wrote that Negri 
"could have been a Bernhardt." Unfortunately, she ended 
up one of the "greatest women ever stranded on the treach­
erous shores of Hollywood." For her the change in environ­
ments was disastrous. The training that had made her an 
accomplished actress was wasted. He career lasted well 
beyond the silent era, but later triumphs were always 
tempered with a touch of sadness for what might have 
been.^^
While most German actors found it professionally 
perilous in California, Emil Jannings rose above the pit­
falls of Hollywood life. Before 1926, Jannings refused 
offers from America. Many critics were relieved, for as 
Percy Reniers concluded, "In the light of the dissolution 
of Pola Negri's talent from the moment she set foot in 
Hollywood, it seemed extraordinarily good news that her 
former co-actor was to remain at home." The heavy set 
German seemed ill suited for the American screen. He did
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not fit the mold of the handsome leading man. He was 
a "character actor," hut one who possessed a powerful 
screen presence. When Jannings finally accepted an 
American offer, film enthusiasts feared the worst. They 
were pleasantly surprised to learn that he was "so good 
that he survived the Hollywood transplant.
Jannings was the most well known and critically 
acclaimed German actor in A me r i c a . B e t w e e n 1919 and 
1926, he became, with Chaplin, a favorite of audiences 
all over the world. Passion (I919), The Last Laugh (1924), 
and Variety (1925) were his major accomplishments. Through­
out his film career, he contined to work in the theatre, 
which "proved" his devotion to the actor's craft. Jan­
nings was an expressive actor, and the camera seemed to 
highlight his emotive gifts. His stage training was an 
obvious asset, and enthusiastic critics noted that Jannings 
was capable of riveting an audience’s attention even with 
his back turned to the audience, as he did in the final 
scenes of Variety. In 1926, he signed a three year con­
tract with Jesse Lasky's Famous Players, and, from the 
beginning, made it clear that he would not accept roles 
that failed to meet’ his artistic standards. Jannings 
appeared to be "just the man to bring something new and 
telling to our rather limited movie art.
He did not disappoint his admirers. In his first
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two films, The Way of All Flesh (1927) and The Last Com­
mand (1928), he proved that America had not corrupted him. 
The critical notices were excellent and convinced most 
doubters of Jannings' ability to function in Hollywood.
He was "an American film star." Richard Watts, Jr. re­
ported that his role in The Way of All Flesh was "final 
proof that he is so far ahead of all other cinema actors 
that any comparai on is ridiculous." Toward the end of 
his American sojourn, he made the Patriot (1928) with 
Ernst Lubitsch which led A. M. Sherwood, Jr. to claim 
that all other actors "must bow the knee to Jannings.
For his performances in The Way of All Flesh and The Last 
Command, Jannings won the first Academy Award given to the 
best actor.
He achieved what many believed impossible. He 
lived and worked in Hollywood while maintaining his artis­
tic integrity. How had he done it? One theory held that 
Jannings remained isolated, socializing only with other 
members of California's German community. In the inter­
views he granted, he always voiced his admiration for 
America, but in light of his life style, critics questioned 
whether he would remain on the west coast. They reasoned
<9that he needed the cultural nourishment of his homeland.
Brilliant as it was, Jannings' career in the United 
States did not last long. American technology developed
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talking pictures, which convinced Jannings to return to 
Germany. He had always been diffident about his English. 
While he had maintained his professional reputation, he 
was not totally comfortable in Los Angeles. The great 
German actor refused to speak English except when neces­
sary, and he was close only to those who shared his native 
tongue. There were also other considerations. In America 
he had no outlet for his stage skills. There were also 
signs that Jannings' film acting was beginning to become 
tedious. More and more, reviewers commented on "his 
weakness for unrestraint" and his exaggerated screen 
gestures. In his first sound film. The Blue Angel (1930), 
he overcame many of the objections. Some of his delib­
erate mannerisms worked well when attuned to screen 
dialogue. In 1930, Richard Dana Skinner concluded that 
it was "good to know" that Emil Jannings could be counted 
"among the few great artists of the talking screen.
His early work enabled him to remain a respected 
figure until after he became involved in making pictures 
in the Third Reich. After The Blue Angel, he and
Marlene Dietrich were headed in opposite directions.
She was the young actress with potential, and he was a 
man who seemed to know how to depart gracefully. Jannings' 
personal timing, it seemed, was as good as it had been in 
many of his pictures.
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While critics admired the work of Jannings and 
other German actors, most theorized that the director 
was the most important single individual in film making. 
The director held all of the threads of production in his 
hands. His role was analogous to the stage regisseur*s. 
Ideally he was the first among equals in an artistic 
community, artists dedicated to making films of quality. 
Technician, master story teller, and grand co-ordinator, 
the director was responsible for the final product. The 
successful ones had to have all of these talents. In a 
correctly cast film, the director’s dramatic horizons 
seemed virtually limitless.
Ernst Lubitsch and Emil Jannings worked together 
on many projects. The last was The Patriot (1928). In 
many ways, their careers paralleled one another, but it 
was Lubitsch who remained at the top of his profession 
throughout his life. He did so because he adjusted to 
success in the United States. Born in Berlin in 1892, 
Lubitsch studied with Reinhardt and rose from bit player 
in Berlin to director. His American achievements were 
primarily in the area of film comedy. Neither gloomy 
nor dark, his pictures sparkled with an urbane sophis­
tication. They were invariably full of humor, irony, 
and drama. It was called "the Lubitsch touch." With 
it, he conquered Hollywood and triumphed when most Germans
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é2failed. Lubitsch made popular pictures.
In 1922, Mary Pickford invited Lubitsch to direct 
her in a motion picture. He arrived in October, 1922, 
and Eosita was released the following year. Lubitsch be­
came a favorite of the critics. He proved the correctness 
of the contention that the ultimate value of a film de­
pended upon its director. The old Berlin actor caused 
quite a stir. He was an interesting blend of "terrible 
hun" and middle European charmer. Studio publicity agents 
enthusiastically recounted his antics on the movie set, 
and serious critics found his films fascinating.^^
Lubitsch was as interested in the United States 
as the critics were in his films. Temperamentally, he 
was different from Jannings and most of the other Germans. 
He did not cling to the Old World but instead invested 
time and effort in the study of the new. The hectic 
American life style intrigued him. The great German 
director was the perfect medium for the international 
exchange of art. On an early visit to New York, he 
acknowledged the work of D. W. Griffth and reported that 
the German people loved American movies. He told an 
interviewer that in Germany there was an intense desire 
"to learn your customs and see what the United States was 
like."^^ Later, film experts marveled at his ability to 
depict American life styles.
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The director of Passion moved quickly into the top 
rank of American film makers. After The Marriage Circle 
(1924), a satircal spoof of the rich and their marital 
relationships, Lubitsch enjoyed a string of successes.
He became known as "the German gentleman who made American 
comedies grow-up in spite of themselves." John S. Cohen, 
the leading reviewer for the New York Evening Sun, wrote 
that "The influence of the Lubitsch comedies has been 
good-...everybody's going Lubitsch now from Eddie Suther­
land to scores of Warner Brothers directors." He was 
recognized as one of the best directors in the world.
But Lubitsch was not without his critics, especially 
those who feared the "Europeanization" of American films. 
One was Matthew Josephson who was an editor for Broom and 
a contributor to Motion Picture Classic. He deplored 
Lubitsch's cinematic compositions primarily because of 
their studied manipulation of characters and the static 
settings. He claimed that Lubitsch did not understand 
the "restless and animated" spirit of the nation. The 
German concentrated on the rich whose lives were hardly 
indicative of what America was really like.^^ D. W.
Griffth held similar views. He told the New York Times 
that American film makers "must rely more on life and 
less on plot."^^ To critics of like mind, Lubitsch seemed 
woefully out of step.
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The Germans also turned away from the nightmarish 
world of Caligari. Their best post-1924 work portrayed 
reality; in some ways, it was a return to Naturalism.
Many Germans did not try to imitate American movies. In 
the second stage of Weimar's film development, directors 
moved away from Expressionism and on to a new kind of 
objectivity or "sobriety" (Neue Sachlichkeit). The New 
Objectivity, already evident in painting and drama, first 
reached American shores through the film medium. Of the 
films in the new genre, none made a greater impact in the 
United States than F. W. Murnau's The Last Laugh (1924).
Murnau used the full resources of the screen. The 
most fascinating aspect of the film was its universal 
appeal within the critical and professional community.
Film and political journals, humor magazines, and news­
papers were all anxious to praise the efforts of the young 
German director. Robert Benchley thought that The Last 
Laugh made "almost any play seem like the markings on a 
Cro-Magnon wall." It made him "feel that in a hundred 
years there will be nothing but movies, and that the 
spoken drama will occupy the place that the Punch and 
Judy show now holds." Hollywood director Monta Bell 
wrote that the film "demonstrated as no other picture 
has demonstrated, the true power of the movie camera 
to speak for itself." Many observers believed that Murnau
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was without peer. John S, Cohen advised that "Every 
director in the world, with absolutely no exception, 
should study with F. W. Murnau, the greatest brain in 
the motion picture industry." Hollywood wasted little 
time in bidding for his services.
In July of 1926, William Fox brought Murnau to the 
United States. Hollywood cranked up the publicity mills 
to a fever pitch. Fox introduced his new employee as 
the "German genius" who came to America to produce a 
film that "would be infinitely cultured, symbolic, in 
short completely European." Murnau had plenty of money 
to make the kind of picture he wanted. Hollywood spared 
no expense in order to produce art. Murnau said "I 
accepted the offer from Hollywood because I think one 
can always learn and because America gives me new oppor­
tunities to develop my artistic aims.
The result was Sunrise (1927). Based on Hermann 
Sudermann's short story "The Journey to Tilsit," the film's 
plot involved an illicit love affair and a husband's plot 
to kill his wife. In some respects it resembled Theodore 
Dreiser’s ^  American Tradedy but with many deviations in 
story line. Although most reviewers were impressed, the 
critical unanimity which greeted The Last Laugh was not 
evident in the reception of Sunrise. Robert Sherwood 
considered it the "most important picture in the history
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of the movies," and the New York American reported that 
the picture was already a classic.Representing the 
minority opinion, Adolph C. Glassgold argued that Sunrise 
was an example of "too much resourcefulness [leadingj to 
disaster." John S. Cohen found it a bore. Nevertheless, 
Hollywood was proud of itself. Murnau's picture and 
William Wellman's Wings (192?) were Academy Award winners 
as Best Motion Pictures of the Year. Though the film was 
heavily promoted. Fox did not fully realize his dream.
He produced an "arty film," but one whose beauty and 
symbolism failed to touch the American public.
Unlike Lubitsch, Murnau did not adapt well to 
life in California. While the critics remained largely 
supportive, the audiences stayed at home. His German and 
American pictures were financial failures. One Phila­
delphia exhibitor complained that "The Last Laugh was on 
him for having rented the picture." Sunrise was no dif­
ferent. Murnau resented Fox's interference in the pro­
duction and editing of The Four Devils (1928) and The 
City Girl (1929) [^released under another director as Our 
Daily Brea<0 . The "German genius" bought his contract 
and escaped to the South Seas where he filmed his last 
picture Tabu (1931). Using his own funds, he once again 
made a picture without interference, but Tabu took all 
the money he had. Almost mercifully, he died before it
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was shown. Paramount paid the existing debts and the 
film was finally released, but reviews were mixed.
Murnau never escaped the shadow of The Last Laugh.
In a retrospective of his career, Alexander Bakshy con­
cluded that Tabu was "cheaply melodramatic" and none of 
Murnau's American efforts came "anywhere within measur- 
able distance of the early masterpiece." For Murnau, 
an American career proved fatal not only in a physical 
sense but also in an artistic one. When forced to defend 
himself against the film industry, his work suffered. It 
seemed that the critics' warnings about Hollywood were 
distressingly true in the case of Murnau who Jannings
7 4called the "most German" of all cinema personalities. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Before the Great Depression, the Berlin studios 
floundered. For those Germans who wished to see their 
favorite screen personalities, American movies featured 
Emil Jannings, Conrad Veidt, and Pola Negri. Each year 
the German share of the movie market decreased. American 
movies and those in the American fashion became the 
standard fare. Weimar's cultural watchdogs were as con­
cerned with salacious photoplays as their American counter­
parts. In Berlin, social clubs sprang up all over the city 
in order "to offer the youngsters various healthy alter­
natives to the m o v i e s . M o v i n g  pictures failed to
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supply wholesome entertainment.
The decline of the German film continued, though 
producers made one last effort to recapture the former 
commercial and artistic glory. A new breed of German 
film appeared in the United states. In 1931. John S. 
Cohen noted that ”No week passes these days without a 
German musical comedy." There were claims that the Ber­
lin studios finally had a commercial foothold in the New 
World. Only a few serious films such as M (1931) and 
Madchen in Uniform (1932) impressed the critics. The 
unfathomable Germans had become humorous, but in the 
"Teutonic" manner.
Waltz Dream (1925) was an early indication that 
German musical comedy of operetta worked in America.
It was one of a handful of German films to make money 
in New York. In addition, to the well-known gloomy side 
of the German character, Americans became familiar with 
the beer guzzling Gemutlichkeit of the university and 
Hofbrauhaus. The advent of sound gave the Germans the 
opportunity to fill theatres with the sound of Viennese 
waltzes and the sonorities of Europe's great voices. 
"Talkies from Germany" were a hit. In a review of 
Liebeswaltzer (1930). the Living Age reported that,
"With Russian technique influencing them on one side 
and American markets tempting them on the other, the
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talkie producers in Germany are in a position to combine 
the artistic and the profitable." Variety printed an 
apt description of the German operetta, "Much music, and 
most of it nice- plenty of shouting and beer drinking, 
much eating, more beer drinking, a pretty heroine, a 
handsome leading man, a silly story, and a considerable 
number of well cast character p a r t s , I t  seemed that 
the American influence far outweighed the Russian.
The Berlin studios had gone full circle. Start­
ing with costume epics and art films, they finished with 
musicals employing elaborate costumes and Hollywood for­
mulas. Ironically, the light hearted comedies owed much
80of their inspiration to Ernst Lubitsch. The initial 
appearance of the operettas stirred a good deal of in-? 
terest, but their appeal to Americans wore thin quickly.
At the same time German musical farces began to 
fade from the American scene, the political situation in 
Germany became tense. In the fall of 1932, John Bryher 
wrote from Berlin that the city "is too unsettled, too
81fearful of the coming winter to care much for the cinema." 
After Kilter became Chancellor, German film makers were 
forced to adopt a new, politically correct viewpoint.
The Führer envisoned a new nationalist cinema to serve 
the state. Fritz Lang was his first choice for overseer 
of the new Reich's film industry. In an interview in
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April, 1933» Joseph Goehbels told Lang that Hitler wanted 
him to "make national socialist film(s)...." Lang left 
Germany the same day as the interview. After a short 
stay in France where he shot Lilian (1933), he sought a
directing job in a country that he had sworn he would
, . 82 never work in.
Fritz Lang made movies in the United States for 
twenty years. His career began inauspiciously. The 
creator of Metropolis (1926) discovered that life in 
Hollywood was unlike anything he encountered in Europe. 
The American film industry was technologically far a- 
head of Europe's, and the position of the director much 
different. In the United States, he was not an indepen­
dent artist, but simply an employee who "no longer com­
manded unlimited money and manpower." His time on the 
set was severely restricted. Working days followed a 
strict regimen. His idea of creating a repertory pro­
duction staff was almost an impossibility.®^
Hollywood had not revised its image of German 
directors. Lang probably fortified the image. He was 
the supreme technician, a perfectionist, and a difficult 
man to work with. He managed to stay in America because 
of his devotion to hard work and a willingness to immerse 
himself in the life styles of America. During the first 
year, Lang refused to speak German and spent most of his
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time reading newspapers and familiarizing himself with 
American slang. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer signed him for only 
a one year contract, hut hard work, professionalism, and 
a bit of luck permitted him to make pictures well into 
the fifties. Until the end, he remained a maverick who 
jumped from one studio to another.
Even after all of Hollywood's failures with Ger­
man artists, they hired Fritz Lang. Although the German 
film was ascendent for only a short period of time, its 
reputation endured. Whatever their failures in America, 
the Germans retained a cultural mystique. Because they 
were Europeans, there was an authenticity to their art.
As Europeans, they understood culture but found it dif­
ficult to transfer their knowledge to Americans, especially 
the film moguls. American intellectuals wanted a national 
appreciation for culture, but they discovered that Amer­
ican values too often clashed with their cultural vision.
In the spring of 1931, Alexander Bakshy wrote that "the 
old German excellence" was gone and "the hopes of a 
renascence of the film in Germany and under German stimulus
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"In the throes of a severe case of depression, I miss the 
old Berlin of the Republic, the care-free, emancipated, 
civilized air, the snubnosed young women with short-bobbed 
hair and the young men with either cropped or long hair- 
it made no difference- who sat up all night with you and 
discussed anything with intelligence and passion."
William Shirer (1934)
CHAPTER VI 
AN ERA REMEMBERED 
Hitler ended Germany's affair with the modern and
abstract arts. He replaced them with his version of 
tradition. As American critics commented on the new re­
gime, they emphasized the ominious side of the German 
character. The harrassment of the "unvolkish" artists 
saddened them, and many rushed to defend artists they had 
attacked only a few years earlier. The freedoms that had 
existed under the Weimar government seemed to have been 
incompatible with Germany's heritage, observers claimed.
All the experimentation, the attempts to bring new art to 
the common man, these dreams were dashed. The opportunity 
for free artistic expression no longer existed. Along with 
H. L. Mencken, many Americans were not surprised at the 
turn of events.
The fanatacism of National Socialism brought down 
the curtain on much of Weimar culture. The Nazis destroyed 
a particularly promising and hopeful flowering of the arts 
in many fields. Weimar culture had left its mark upon the 
rest of the world, in art and architecture, in music, in 
the drama, in cinema. And nowhere was its impact felt more
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importantly than in the United States.
Most American intellectuals thought that Nazi 
artists were dull and predictable and not as interesting 
as Weimar's leading figures. The republic had permitted 
a wide range of artistic expression. The variety of its 
cultural experience attracted Americans of virtually all 
intellectual persuasions. Sheldon Cheney, Robert Benchley, 
and Josephy Wood Krutch argued that Germany had the most 
exciting and active artistic community in the world. Even 
those who were critical of Weimar culture admitted that 
Germany had an energetic if not always praiseworthy cul­
tural life. Where else could one see the excellence of a 
Reinhardt production one night, a Piscator the following 
evening, and a Jessner the next. So much was going on 
that American publications had a difficult time keeping up 
with Germany's art exhibitions, cinema productions, and 
musical premieres. Although Americans continued to follow 
artistic developments in Germany after 1933» interest was 
never again so high nor the German arts so widely acclaimed 
as in the twenties.
In the United States, the champions of Weimar cul­
ture emphasized the shared attitudes that existed between 
American and German intellectuals. Although Germany sym­
bolized the cultural tradition of Europe, it was also a 
modern and technologically sophisticated nation, in
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numerous ways like the United States. Germans and Americans 
were of the modern world, and American observers were 
especially impressed with the efforts the Germans made to 
balance old and new forces. They saw in the German con­
frontation with modernity a society struggling to find 
solutions to many of the same social and cultural issues 
that faced American society. In architecture, the Germans 
stressed simplicity and clarity in design, and they created 
structures that answered the needs of the age. Expression­
ist painting was complicated, thus reflecting the com­
plexities of modern life; yet, they were also individual­
istic and this appealed to one facet of the American mind.
In music and the theatre, the Germans used machines not 
only to promote the new but also to enhance the visual and 
aural aspects of traditional works. Weimar's actors and 
directors transformed the cinema from a sideshow into a 
valid art form. America's contemporary critics asserted 
that German artists had accomplished a great deal in the 
twenties, and they did so with typically German thoroughness, 
Technological innovation, professional and academic train­
ing, hard work and dedication, these were the qualities 
evident in their best work. They were the same qualities 
that Americans valued.
But there was also much in what the Germans did that 
produced negative comment. Their paintings were often too
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maudlin, their buildings sterile and not "homey" enough.
The Germans brooded and dwelled too long on mental aber­
ration, critics noted. Screen and stage plays were full 
of such stuff, and most Americans would have none of it.
The psychological turmoil evident in plays and motions 
pictures often revealed an underlying German penchant for 
authoritarianism and order at the expense of wholesome 
democratic ideals. Although Americans were not known for 
their sense of history, this German stereotype was well 
entrenched. Just as with other ethnic groups in the United 
States, the Germans had their peculiarities. When Americans 
identified these elements of "Teutonic" culture in German 
art, it left a bitter aftertaste.
Nonetheless, Americans usually emphasized the 
positive aspects of German achievements. German music 
epitomized their respect for the German arts. While not 
knowing exactly why, most music lovers agreed that German 
music was the best. The German musical tradition was un­
assailable, a part of western culture. The first pro­
fessional symphony orchestras in the United States were 
German and understandably so was the music they played. 
Americans enjoyed Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms. Perhaps 
American composers would never equal the German masters, 
but everything should be done to give native musicians the 
opportunity to create great music. This did not mean a
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return to aristocratic patronage. American intellectuals 
reasoned that if republican Germany supported the arts so 
could their country. The central features of the German 
system, they argued, were suitable for transportation to 
the United States.
The intellectuals who sought an exalted position 
for the artist in American society were often far removed 
from the artist and his work. Many artists shunned contact 
with either critics or audiences. They created works for 
purely aesthetic reasons that were difficult or impossible 
to explain to laymen. They did want public acceptance of 
their work, but on their own aesthetic terms. What most 
critics and artists could agree upon was that the artist 
deserved the support of a society that would allow him to 
create. He required freedom of expression and the recog­
nition of his special position within society.
At times during the Weimar era, it seemed as if 
there were as many kinds of potential audiences for art 
as there were artists. Each of these audiences expected 
artists to satisfy their tastes. In some ways, the cog­
noscenti were a microcosm of society. Although better 
informed, there were those who despised anything new that 
upset their image of what constituted "art." Others 
praised the modern style to the exclusion of all else.
And many, just like the rest of the population, needed
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to be convinced that formal culture had intrinsic value. 
If the masses were to be trained into aesthetic appre­
ciation, America had to develop a national commitment to 
the arts and a plan to bring the message to the people.
In addition to the inherent importance of the work of 
Weimar's artists, Weimar's cultural milieu evoked intense 
interest because it was not merely a matter of Germany's 
republican culture, but the continuation of a system that 
had existed for generations.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL ESSAY 
The present broad study can only suggest the rich­
ness of information that exists on the intellectual and 
artistic contacts between America and Weimar Germany.
Some of the cultural areas deserve individual treatment. 
The following essay does not catalogue all of the material 
that appears in the footnotes, and gives only short notice 
to the many works touching but briefly on Germany. It is 
merely a compilation of the sources that I found most 
useful and that might aid the reader in further pursuit 
of the subject.
General
Any study of the American intellectual response to 
Germany rests upon contemporary writings. One must rely 
upon the response of the critics and the artists -them­
selves. Periodicals printed much of what they had to 
say and book publishers invited both groups to reveal 
their opinions at greater length. The periodicals fall 
under three major headings. A few national magazines 
with large audiences such as Living Age and Literary 
Digest attempted to bridge the gulf between the popular 
audience and the intellectual set. Nation. New Republic.
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and Dial tended to be more discriminating in what they 
printed and who they asked to comment on artistic matters. 
They featured the musings of the more gifted, or in some 
cases, more pretentious writers. Each artistic field 
also had specialized journals that informed the disci­
pline's professionals and invited the enlightened out­
sider to keep pace with recent developments.
As with all periods in history, the books of the 
era ran the gamut from the prescient and influential to 
the turgid and easily forgotten. Some books are inter­
esting for what they omit. G. H. Edgell's Modern Archi­
tecture in America (New York.and London: Charles
Scribiner's Sons, 1928) scarcely mentions Frank Lloyd 
Wright or the work of progressive architects. The sig­
nificant contemporary works are listed in the respective 
categories.
Finally, there is the tangible record that the 
artists left to posterity. The Museum of Modern Art 
Library has a number of German films that are available 
to scholars, and the Museum has examples of Expressionism 
and the New Objectivity. In addition to the impressive 
holdings of the main library, the New York Public's 
branch at Lincoln Center contains a record of the dramatic 
productions of the twenties including theatre programs, 
reviews, photographs, and details on set design.
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General Studies
The post-war decade is a popular period for histor­
ical investigation. Many consider the decade unique, with 
a style all its own. Recent research indicates that Amer­
ican values in the era did not change as much as previous 
chroniclers suggest. If neither position is exaggerated, 
there appears to he room for both interpretations.
Frederick Lewis Allen's Only Yesterday: An Informal
History of the Nineteen-Twenties (New York: Harper and Row,
1931) is the traditional account of the era. In Perils of 
Prosperity, 1914-1932 (Chicago: Chicago University Press,
1958), William Leuchtenhurg presents a good narrative that 
tends to reinforce Only Yesterday's jazz age image of the 
twenties. David A. Shannon offers many useful insights in 
Between the Wars: America. 1919-1941 (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell, 1968) and Paul Carter in Another Part of the 
Twenties (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977)
takes issue with many of the stereotypes of the period 
and presents some interesting ideas. Roderick Nash's 
The Nervous Generation: American Thought, 1917-1930
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1970) is effective in showing
the social and intellectual questions that existed in 
American society. To Nash, the decade is not one that 
can be easily summarized. Loren Baritz (ed.), The Culture 
of the Twenties (Indianapolis and New York: Bobbs-Merrill
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Co., Inc., 1970), supplies contemporaries' views on politics, 
business, the younger generation, literature, society and 
modern technology. Although concentrating on literature, 
Frederick J. Hoffman, The Twenties; American Writing in 
the Post-War Decade, rev. ed. (New York: The Free Press,
1962), identifies intellectual issues of the age. Malcolm 
Cowley, Exile's Return: A Narrative of Ideas (New York:
W. W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1934), gives the reader a 
sense of what it was like to be part of it all.
Cushing Strout provides essential background 
material on American perceptions of Europe in The American 
Image of the Old World (New York: Harper and Row, 1963).
Frederick C. Luebke's Bonds of Loyalty; German-Americans 
and World War I. (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University,
1974) is helpful to the reader seeking information on 
American attitudes immediately prior to the Weimar period. 
Contemporary impressions of Germany are presented in John 
Palmer Gavit (ed.), "New Germany, 1919-1929," Survey 
Graphic, l4 (February 1, 1929), 533-640. The issue covers 
Germany's economic, social, political, intellectual, and 
artistic developments through the eyes of Germans and 
Americans.
The number of works on the Weimar Republic has 
reached staggering proportions. Many cover political 
developments. The events that took place in Germany
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serve as a backdrop for this study and a few major works 
should sufficiently acquaint the reader with the signifi­
cant trends in Weimar.
Although over thirty years old now, William S. 
Halperin's Germany Tried Democracy» A Political History 
of the Reich from 1918 to 1933 (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell, 1946) is still a good, if somewhat tedious, work 
to familiarize one with the significant political events. 
Those whose academic German is exceedingly strong will 
find Karl Dietrich Bracher's Die Auflosung der Weimar 
Republik, ^th ed. (Villingen, 1970) the definitive study. 
For witty and intriguing comments on everything from 
politics to bistros. Count Harry Kessler's In the 
Twenties: The Diaries of Harry Kessler translated by
Charles Kessler (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,
1971) is a pleasant way to meet the leading figures of 
the time. Two new studies supplement these works and 
offer a broader view of politics and culture. Gordon A. 
Craig's Germany, 1066-1945 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1978) is primarily political history while Henry 
Pachter's Modern Germany: A Social and Cultural and
Political History (Boulder, Colorado: Western Press,
1978) concentrates more on intellectual concepts.
The cultural life of the republic has been fairly 
well served in recent years. Purists might object to any
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one volume attempting to explain the varied aspects of 
Weimar's artistic movements, but a number of authors 
have made contributions toward that end. In Weimar Cul­
ture; The Insider as Outsider (New York: Harper and Row
Publishers, I968), Peter Gay introduces readers to a cul­
ture that was rich and varied. "Germany, 1919-1932: The
Weimar Culture," Social Research. 39 (Summer, 1972), pre­
sents a number of articles on the intellectual life of 
the Republic. Wolfgang Sauer, Henry Pachter, and Walter 
Laqueur are among the contributors. Laqueur develops his 
ideas more fully in We imar. A Cultural History. 1918-1933 
(New York; G. P. Putnam;s Sons, 197^). He gives a good 
deal of space to the writers, artists, and educators but 
somewhat slights the film makers and traditional musical 
scene. The most recent work is John Willett's Art and 
Politics in the Weimar Period: The New Sobriety, 1917-
1933 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1978). His book stresses
the importance of American technology in the thinking of 
many German artists. Some may find his passionate defense 
of the Neue Sachlichkeit and the claims he makes for the 
works of its adherents a bit difficult to accept. John 
Henry Zammito's "Art and Action in the Metropolis: The
Berlin Avant-Garde, 19OO-1930," (Ph.D. Dissertation, Univ­
ersity of California, Berkeley, 1978) is a long winded 
account covering much the same ground as Willett but with
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greater detachment. Zammito concentrates much more 
closely on the careers of Alfred Dohlin, George Grosz, 
and Bertolt Brecht. Keith Bullivant (ed.) has collected 
a series of essays on Weimar that are radical interpre­
tations of facets of Weimar culture in Culture and Society 
in the Weimar Renhulic (Manchester: Manchester University
Press, 1978). Of particular note is Ronald Taylor's ob­
servations on Wozzeck and The Three Penny Onera.
Art
Although German art was not a favorite topic of 
most art journalists, Weimar's artists attracted more 
notice than at any time since the Munich School. Under 
the editorial supervision of Forbes Watson, Arts kept 
pace with international exhibits in America, and he wrote 
perceptive reviews of the Carnegie Internation. Art News. 
Art Digest, and Creative Art usually devoted space to 
Expressionism and the New Objectivity. Two cogent, and 
generally favorable contemporary analyses of German art 
were Rom Landau, "Modern Movements in German Art," Arts,
14 (July, 1928), 24-30, and Alfred H. Barr, Jr., "Post- 
War Painting in Europe," Parnassus, 3 (May, 1931)» 20-22.
Oliver W. Larkin, Art and Life in America, Rev. ed. 
(New York: Holt, Reinhart, and Winston, i960), presents
a grand survey of American art and also devotes chapters 
to architechture. His book serves as an excellent intro­
duction to the major trends in American art history.
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John W. McCouhrey, American Tradition in Painting (New 
York; George Braziller, 19&3), examines American paint­
ing from the colonial portrait artists to the abstract 
expressionists of the sixties. He concentrates on the 
unique characteristics of American canvasses. Of the 
general studies of the period, Barbara Rose, American 
Art Since 1900: A Critical History (New York; Frederick
A. Praeger, 1967), offers a solid survey of artists and 
their schools. Sam Hunter's Modern American Painting 
and Sculpture (New York: Dell Publishing Co., Inc.,
1959) is also helpful.
Some of the most enjoyable reading on art comes 
from artist-journalists. Although antagonistic toward 
German Expressionists and rather thin on German painting, 
Henry McBride, The Flow of Art: Essays and Criticisms of
Henry McBride (New York: Atheneum Publishers, 1975)>
confronts the issues of the day. This work is a collection 
of the many articles McBride wrote for the New York Sun and 
Dial. Guy Pene du Bois, Artists Say the Silliest Things 
(New York: American Artists Group, 19^0), proves just
how appropriate the title of his book is.
Sheldon Cheney's A Primer on Modern Art (New York; 
Boni and Liveright, 1924) continues to endure. The primer 
covers modern art throughout the world and singles out the 
Expressionists for particular praise. By 1966, the book
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had gone through sixteen editions with no change in the 
text. John Canady's Mainstreams of Modern Art (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1959) is a standard survey 
of the latter part of the nineteenth and twentieth cen­
turies, and contains a valuable section on German and 
American painting of the twenties.
Two exhibition catalogues serve as good background 
works on nineteenth century German art. The Düsseldorf 
Academy and the Americans: An Exhibition of Drawings
and Watercolors (Atlants: High Museum of Art, 1972) is
enlightening on the period before the Civil War, and 
Kermit S. Champa and Kate H. Champa, German Painting of 
the 19th Century (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1970) is useful for the post-1865 era. Herman George 
Scheffauer unashamedly champions the cause of Expression­
ism in The New Vision in the German Arts (New York:
Viking Press, 1924). Despite his pro-German bias, his 
work was more influential than many recent authorities 
care to admit. Contemporaries frequently quoted Scheffauer. 
Peter Selz's German Expressionist Painting (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1957) is a
good short introduction. Bernard S. Myers, The German 
Expressionists : A Generation in Revolt (Praeger, I963),
is more complete and contains an extensive bibliography. 
Gerhard Handler offers a broader survey in German Painting
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in Our Time (Berlin: Rembrandt Verlag, GMBH, 1956).
Many more recent studies examine the role of the 
artist in society. Three are of special value. Theda 
Shapiro, Painters and Politics: The European Avant
Garde and Society 1900-1925 (New York: Elesevier Publish­
ing Co., 1975) probes the inconsistencies that artists in 
politics often develop. In some ways, John Willett, Art 
and Politics in the Weimar Period: The New Sobriety.
1917-1933 (New York: Pantheon Books, 1978), is a modern
day Scheffauer who looks back at German artists with the 
same enthusiasm that Scheffauer had in 1924. Beth Irwin 
Lewis's biography, George Grosz; Art and Politics in the 
Weimar Republic (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press,
1971), makes many references to the artist's admiration 
for America.
Architecture
As one might expect, most articles in the leading 
architectural journals echoed prevailing opinions, but 
the modernists did make inraods in the late twenties. 
American Architect followed builders' conventions and 
other prosaic aspects of architecture. It was basically 
conservative. While Architectural Record and Architectural 
Forum were far from radical, they more easily accomodated 
differing viewpoints. Western Architect was more than a 
regional publication often including articles on the 
architecture of Europe. Pieces from other journals also
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helped bring German architecture before the public.
Roger Gilman, "Estimate of Modern Architecture in Germany," 
Parnassus, 2 (May, 1930), 11-13» effectively summarizes the 
growing interest in German methods. In "Architecture,"
Arts Weekly, 1 (March 8, 1932), 30-32, Catherine Bauer 
praises the Bauhaus and modern architecture. In 1931, 
the editor of Architectural Record asked Walter Gropius 
to contribute an article on housing. His "The Small House 
of Today," Architectural Forum. 5^ (March, 1931), 266-78, 
illustrates America's recognition of an international 
artist and the concern for housing during the Depression.
Bannister Fletcher's A History of Architecture.
18 ed., revised by J. C. Palmes (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1975) is a comprehensive introduction 
to the architecture of the world. John Burchard and 
Albert Bush-Brown, The Architecture of America: A Social
and Cultural History, rev. ed., present a standard work 
that does a fair job of explaining the significance of 
America's architecture. They see the twenties as the 
period of Beaux Arts dominance in the United States and 
are highly critical of most of the period's buildings. 
Fiske Kimball offers an early overview of American 
development in American Architecture (Indianapolis: 
Bobbs-Merrill Co., Publishers, 1928). Arnold Whittick 
provides an informative, well-illustrated survey in
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European Architecture in the Twentieth Century (New York: 
Ahelard-Schuman, Ltd., 1974). Carl W. Condit, American 
Buildings : Materials and Techniques from the First
Colonial Settlement to the Present (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1968), examines the growth of American 
building expertise.
In Sticks and Stones: A Study of American Archi­
tecture and Civilization (New York: Horace, Liveright,
1924), Lewis Mumford rises above the usual weaknesses of 
architectural history and adopts a broad, humanistic 
approach. Mumford's first book touches briefly on German 
architecture, but identifies historical tendencies in 
American architecture and the issues of the future. One 
is tempted to cite all the books Mumford has written 
but his recent thinking is most easily accessible in 
Lewis Mumford (ed.), Roots of Contemporary Architecture:
A Series of 37 Essays Dating From the Mid-Nineteenth 
Century to the Present (New York: Dover Publishers, Inc.,
1972). In addition to his introductory essay, architects 
and their critics are represented.
The growth of American architecture in the twentieth 
century is explored in Walter C. Kidney's The Architecture 
of Choice: Eclecticism in America, 1880-1930 (New York:
George Braziller, 1974). He describes the American pen­
chant for a multiplicity of styles and reviews architectural
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fashions of the period. Ian McCallum uses a biographical 
approach, American Architecture; USA (New York: Reinhold
Publishing Corp., 1958), to examine the structures of major 
architects. He includes the buildings of the expatriates 
Mies, Gropius, and Neutra. The many photographs give the 
reader a representative sample of contemporary American 
architecture. Wayne Andrews addresses a wide range of 
issues in Architecture. Ambition, and Americans (New York: 
Harper and Co., 19^7). Harold Bush-Brown's Beaux-Arts to 
Bauhaus and Beyond (New York: Whitney Library of Design,
1976) is a practicing architect's memoirs. His career 
spanned the years from World War I to the early 1970's.
As Leonard K. Eaton shows in American Architecture 
Comes of Age : European Reaction to H. H. Richardson and
Louis Sullivan (Cambridge and London: The MIT Press,
1972), continental architects were familiar with Ameri­
can building procedures before 19OO. Eaton's study is an 
excellent prepatory work for the Weimar era, for he dis­
cusses the social attitudes of many of Germany's young 
architects. Urich Conrads (ed.), Programs and Manifestos 
on 20th Century Architecture, translated by Michael Bul­
lock (Cambridge and London: The MIT Press, 1970),
assembles a variety of social, aesthetic, and political 
proclamations made by German architects. Two biographies 
on leading figures contain essential insights on two of
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Weimar’s leading "builders. Ludwig Hilbersemier, Mies 
van der Rohe (Chicago; Paul Theohold, 195&), probes the 
architect's theoretical ideas but is weak on Mies' Ger­
man career. Siegfried Gideon's Walter Gropius; Work 
and Teamwork (New York: Reinhold Publishing Corp., 195^)
is much better balanced on its subject. Bruno Taut's 
Modern Architecture (London: The Studio, Ltd., 1929) is
an important work that presents German architectural 
ideas and criticizes the architects of America. Reading 
Taut is instructive for those who believe that modern 
architecture in Germany was only the Bauhaus. Neverthe­
less, the school's importance cannot be overlooked and 
Gropius' The New Architecture and the Bauhaus (New York:
W. W. Norton and Co., and the Museum of Modern Art,
1935) is the basic statement. Hans M. Wingler's The 
Bauhaus: Weimar, Dessau, Berlin (Cambridge and London:
The MIT Press, 1968) is the standard secondary work.
John Willett has some interesting material on Hannes 
Meyer, the man who succeeded Gropius at the Bauhaus. A 
well integrated account on German architecture that 
stresses social and political considerations is Barbara 
Miller Lane's Architecture and Politics in Germany, 1918- 
1945 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968).
Henry-Russell Hitchcock and Philip Johnson praise the 
German practioners of modern architecture in the essential
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The International Style ; Architecture Since 1922 (New 
York: W. W. Norton and Co., Inc., 1932).
Maxwell Fry and Brent C. Brolin differ on the 
suitability of modern architecture in today's society. 
Their books discuss much of what German and American 
architects have done to change the buildings we live 
and work in. Fry, who worked with Gropius in London, 
offers a reverential view in Art in a Machine Age: A
Critique of Contemporary Life Through the Medium of 
Architecture (London: Meutchen and Co., 1969). He
praises the efforts of German architects as well as 
those of other modernists, especially Le Corbusier.
Brolin is unimpressed with modernists or their followers, 
and The Failure of Modern Architecture (New York: Van
Nostrand Co., 1976) criticizes contemporary architecture
on aesthetic and social grounds.
Music
Many individuals and journalists supported music 
in America. Their main goal was to inform the people 
that there were many musical events, and audiences had 
the opportunity to hear music on an almost daily basis. 
Musical America and Musical Courier were published weekly. 
Both employed local, regional, national, and international 
correspondents. Their coverage ranged from brief notices 
to lengthy articles. The scholarly journals were more 
likely to print material on new music, the current state
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of composition, and the aesthetic and cultural importance 
of music. Musical Quarterly and Etude were in this cate­
gory. A few professionals believed that even more needed 
to he done to advance contemporary music, and the League 
of Composers established Modern Music in order to have a 
platform to promote the merits of their work. An early 
post-war editorial that describes American conditions is 
"Music and Life," Musical Courier. 83 (December 8, 1921). 
Alban Berg gave Americans the opportunity to share his 
thought in "A Word on Wozzeck," Modern Music. 8 (Novem- 
ber-December, 192?). Two later giants of musicology, 
Theodore Weisengrund-Adorno, "Berg, Weber- Schoenberg's 
Heirs," Modern Music. 8 (January-February, 1931)» 29-38, 
and Willi Reich, "Paul Hindemith," Musical Quarterly, 17 
(October, 1931)» 486-96» explain recent developments in 
their homeland.
Even more than the performers, the American com­
poser has suffered when compared to the musical titans 
of Germany. The twenties, however, were a time of grow­
ing confidence and recognition of American idioms. In 
order to trace American developments up to that point, 
David Ewen, Music Comes to America (New York: Allen,
Towne, Heath, Inc., 19^7)» recounts the nineteenth cen- 
#ury musical trends and concludes that American music of 
all types comes of age in the 192O-3O period. John
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Tasker Howard's Our American Music, Three Hundred Years 
of It. 3rd ed. (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1946) fol­
lows the same path but without Ewen's literary style.
In Our Contemporary Composers; American Music in the 
Twentieth Century (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1944),
Howard examines the careers of American composers of 
the first third of the century. Gilbert Chase's Ameri­
can Music; From the Pilgrims to the Present (New York; 
McGraw Hill Co., Inc., 1955) is a perceptive study. Irv­
ing Kolodin, The Metropolitan Opera. 1886-1966: A Can­
did History (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, I967), presents
an enormous amount of material on the Met and identifies 
patrons of the nation's foremost opera company.
In the area of broad international studies,
Nicolas Slominsky, Music Since 1900. 3rd ed. (New York: 
Coleman-Ross Co., Inc., 1949), is a standard work. H. H. 
Stuckenschmidt, a composer and musicologist who knew the 
major figures of post-war German music, includes some 
useful information in Twentieth Century Music. trans­
lated by Richard Deveson (New York: McGraw Hill Book
Co., 1969). A more recent perspective is in William W. 
Austin's Music in the Twentieth Century. From Debussy 
through Stravinsky (New York: W. W. Norton and Co.,
I-nc., 1966). Austin's book is balanced, scholarly, and 
includes an excellent bibliography.
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Perhaps "because of the performing nature of their 
art, musicians seem more willing to talk and write about 
the twenties. There are many memoirs and reminiscences. 
On the American side, George Anthiel, Bad Bov of Music 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday, Doran and Co., Inc.,
19^5)» is particularly candid. Anthiel seems to have met 
most major musical personalities of the era. In Virgil 
Thomson (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1966), the
composer recreates the excitement of Paris while de­
nouncing the confining nature of German music. Aaron 
Copland, Our New Music: Leading Composers in Europe
and America (New York: McGraw-Hill Books, Co., 1941) is
more clinical in his survey of the composers of his gen­
eration. Another, less well-known composer, Daniel 
Gregory Mason, Tune in America: A Studv of Our Coming 
Musical Independence (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1930) 
and Music in Mv Time and Other Reminiscences (New York: 
The McMillan Co., 1938), takes a conservative position.
He describes methods America must adopt to place her 
composers in the vanguard of international music.
The Germans are even more prolific. Composers, 
performers, and conductors have frequently rushed into 
print. In Theme and Variation; An Autobiography, trans­
lated by Jane A. Galston (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
1947), Bruno Walter recounts the excitement of making
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music 'before audiences throughout the world. Fritz Bush, 
Pages From a Musician's Life, translated hy Marjorie 
Strachey (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, Puhl.,
1971)f sums up his life as a conductor in Central Europe. 
Otto Klemperer's Minor Recollections (London: Dennis
Dobson, 1964) is quite brief but includes some inter­
esting observations. Paul Hindemith writes of the com­
poser's lot in life in A Composer's World: Horizons and
Limitations (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1952).
Ernst Krenek explains the rationale behind his compo­
sition in Explaining Music: Essays by Ernst Krenek,
translated by Margaret Shefield and Geoffrey Shelton 
(New York: October House, Inc., I966) . In the Path to
the New Music. edited by Willi Reich (Bryn Mar, Penn.: 
Theodor Presser Co., 19&3), Anton Webern does his best 
to define his aesthetically trying music. Perspectives, 
compiled by Hans Moldenhauer and edited by Dera Irvine 
(Seattle and London: University of Washington, I966)
contains a list of Webern premieres in the United States. 
Virtuoso pianist Arthur Schnabel, Arthur Schnabel. My 
Life and Music (New York: St. Martin's Press, I963),
relives the life of an international concert artist.
He also comments on the differences between touring in 
America and Europe.
Works on modern German composers and their music
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abound. Theodore W. Adorno, Philosophy of Modern Music. 
translated by Anne S. Mitchell and Wesley Blomster (New 
York: Seabury Press, 1973)* confounds the reader with
his heavy prose. His monograph illustrates how diffi­
cult it is to describe the essence of any art, especially 
modern music. In Men of Music: Their Lives. Times and
Achievements. rev. ed. (New York: Simon and Schuster,
1966), Wallace Brockway and Herbert Weinstock present an 
interesting sketch of Richard Strauss. The authors are 
highly critical of most of Strauss' twentieth century 
work. Joan Peyser, The New Music: The Sense Behind the
Sound (New York: Delacorte Press, 1971)* writes inter­
estingly and informatively of Schoenberg, Berg, Webern, 
and Hindemith.
Schoenberg's importance goes beyond his actual 
composition. As a teacher of Berg and Webern, he molded 
musical minds. Four works were particularly helpful to 
the present study. In Arnold Schoenberg: Letters.
translated by Eithene Wilkens and Ernst Kaiser (New 
York: St. Martin's Press, 19^5)* Erwin Stern has
collected a variety of correspondance that reveals the 
composer's personality and sheds light on the composer's 
decision to come to the United States. Charles Rosen's 
Arnold Schoenberg (New York: Viking Press, 1975) is a
short but perceptive introduction. H. H. Stuckenschmidt,
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Arnold Schoenberg, translated by Edith Temple Roberts,
2nd ed. (New York: Grove Press, 1959), has the advantage
of being a composer himself. Willi Reich, Schoenberg: A
Critical Biography, translated by Leo Black's (New York: 
Praeger Publishers, 1971) profile comes closest to being 
the standard work.
Reich has also written Alban Berg, translated by 
Cornelius Cardew (New York: Harcout, Brace, and World,
Inc., 1965). This work first appeared in 1937 and con­
centrated "on Berg the man." Friedrich Wildgrans, Anton 
Webern, translated by Edith Temple Roberts and Humphrey 
Searle (New York: October House, Inc., 19^7), provides
a workman-like account which includes a list of articles 
that Webern wrote. Henry Pleasants, The Agony of Modern 
Music (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1955) addresses the
vexatious question why contemporary music has failed to 
please modern ears.
Drama
In order to study the theatre in the twenties, 
one must go beyond newspaper reviews of current plays.
The New York critics were important and wielded an enor­
mous amount of influence, but the more reflective writing 
often appeared in journals dedicated to the theatrical 
arts. Theatre Arts Magazine (later Theatre Arts Monthly) 
analyzed all phases of the drama and became known for its 
excellence. Drama was also highly respected. Kenneth
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Macgowan, Lee Simonson, Sheldon Cheney, and Barrett H. 
Clark were frequent contributors to these two leaders. 
Although an occasional article on German drama appeared. 
Theatre. Stage, and Theatre Guild concentrated more on 
!the national scene. Of the interpretive journals. Nation 
and Dial offered some of the most perceptive comment. A 
good contemporary version of what was significant in 
German drama is in A. W. G. Randall "Main Currents in 
Contemporary German Drama," Dial. 70 (April, 1921), 172- 
75. Grace Anschutz, "Expressionist Drama in the American 
Theatre," Drama. l6 (April, 1926), 2^5-46, 278-88, gives 
a rather optimistic account of Expressionist influence 
in the United States. For a note on Expressionism's de­
cline, see C. Hooper Trask, "In Berlin- Notes of the 
Younger Generation,” New York Times. 7 November I926. 
Arthur A. Kutscher, "The German Theatre: A Balance
Sheet," Theatre Arts Monthly. 17 (February, 1933), 123- 
30, takes a dispassionate look at the German stage on 
the eve of Hitler's assumption of power.
• Many worthwhile histories of the American and 
German theatres exist. George Freedley and John A.
Reeves, A History of the Theatre (New York; Grown Publ., 
1968), identify movements and dramatists. They devote 
separate chapters to the theatres of both countries.
Glenn Hughes, A History of the American Theatre, 1700-
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1950 (London: Samuel French, 1951)» considers the twenties
a time of boom and crash in the theatre as well as the bus­
iness world. Joseph Wood Krutch’s The American Drama 
Since 1918 (New York: Random House, 1953) remains re­
quired reading for students of the American theatre. In 
OiiT Changing Theatre (New York: Dial Press, 1931).
Richard Dana Skinner appraises the drama of his day.
Theatre directors, critics, and actors were 
worried about the future of the theatre, and they wrote 
volumes on how the drama could meet the challenge from 
movies and radio. The ubiquitous Sheldon Cheney, The 
Art Theatre: Its Character as Differentiated from
Commercial Theatre, Euronean and American Examples, rev. 
ed. (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1925)» blasts Broadway
and calls for a theatre of quality. The Germans were 
singled out for approval. Lee Simonson, The Stage Is 
Set (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and Co., 1932), is much
less enthralled with the Germans. He applauds the Amer­
ican theatre, and is especially pleased with the work of 
set designer Robert Edmond Jones. In a series of books, 
Kenneth Macgowan asks Americans to expect and demand 
better theatrical productions. In Footlights Across 
America: Towards A National Theatre (New York: Har­
court, Brace, Co., 1929)» he argues for the establishment 
of local theatres based upon a national commitment to
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excellence. He uses Germany as an example of how it 
could be done. With Robert Edmond Jones, he wrote 
Continental Stagecraft (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and
Co., 1922) which is almost as one sided in favor of 
Germany as Scheffauer's New Vision.
If other Americans were not as generous in their 
praise, they were still interested in following European 
and German developments. Barrett H. Clark’s books are 
so extensively subtitled that they explain themselves. 
European Theories of the Drama: With a Supplement on
the American Drama, An Anthology of Dramatic The ory and 
Criticism from Aristotle to the Present Day. In a 
Series of Collected Texts with Commentaries. Biographies. 
and Bibliographies. rev. ed. (D. Appleton and Co., 19^7), 
and A Studv of the Modern Drama: A Handbook for the
Study and Appreciation of the Best Plays. European. 
English, and American of the Last Half-Century (New York: 
D . Appelton and Co., 1928). Hallie Flanagan, later 
director of the Federal Theatre Project, examines Ger­
man developments but finds the English and Russian 
theatre more fascinating in Shifting Scenes of the Modern 
European Theatre (New York: Coward-McCans, Inc., 1928).
Anne Miller, The Independent Theatre in Europe, 1877 to 
the Present (New York and London: Benjamin Bloom, 1931),
has a lengthy chapter on Germany. In Modern Continental
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Playwrights (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1931), Frank
Chandler includes information on German playwrights 
through George Kaiser but has little to report on Brecht 
and the younger playwrights.
On dramatists, Camille von KLenze supplies needed 
background information in From Goethe to Hauptmann (New 
York: Viking Press, 1926). The prolific Huntly Carter's
The Theatre of Max Reinhardt (New York: Benjamin Bloom,
1964) is the standard text in English of Reinhardt's 
early career. It was first issued in 1914. Olivia M. 
Sayler's (ed.) Max Reinhardt and His Theatre. translated 
by Mariele S. Gudernatsch, et. al. (New York: Brentano's,
1924) is a series of articles on the techniques of the 
great director. Herman George Scheffauer's New Vision 
contains a paean to Germany's Expressionist theatre, and 
Mardi Valgemae equals his enthusiasm in Accelerated 
Grimace: Expressionism in the American Drama of the
1920's (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois 
Press, 1972). In Erwin Piscator*s Political Theatre ;
The Development of Modern German Drama (London: Cam­
bridge University Press, 1972), C. D. Innes comments on 
Piscator and the post-war generation of playwrights.
Maria Ley-Piscator gives a personal account and makes 
some observations on the fate of German artists in Amer­
ica in The Piscator Experiment: The Political Theatre
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(New York: James Heinemann, Inc., 1967). Bertolt Brecht
has an interesting essay in Robert W. Carrigan's (ed.) 
Theatre in the Twentieth Century (Freeport, New York: 
Books for Library Press, 1970). The Theatre Guild per­
formed many German plays in the twenties and there is a 
summary in Walter Pichard Eaton's The Theatre Guild,
The First Ten Years (New York: Brentano's, 1929).
Film
A comprehensive discussion of the major film 
periodicals is in Myron Osborn Lounsbury, The Origins 
of American Film Criticism. 1909-1939 (New York: Arno
Press, 1973). Lincoln Kerstein's "Films: Film Maga­
zines," Arts Weekly. 1 (May 7, 1932), 198-99, 201-02, 
is a contemporary review. While many periodicals car­
ried news of international film developments, National 
Board of Review Magazine (originally Exceptional Photo­
plays) , Close-Up, and Film Spectator maintained the high­
est standards. The later seems to have been less influ­
ential on the east coast. As the movies became increas­
ingly popular, publications of all types began to in­
clude film sections. Arts offered some particularly 
perceptive and pointed criticism. Experimental Cinema 
got off to a promising start and employed some well-known 
authorities, but it only survived through three volumes. 
Intellectual journals such as Hound and Horn delighted 
in explaining the symbolic, political, and social sig-
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nificance of German movies while Life and Vanity Fair 
were less serious but sometimes no less perceptive. In 
November of 1926, the Annals of the Academy of Political 
Science devoted an entire volume to an investigation of 
the effects of the motion picture on American life. This 
is an ideal place to discover the major issues of the 
time. Alfred Kufcner's "The Foreign Invasion," Exception­
al Photoplays. 1 (November, 1921), 1-2, is an early ap­
preciation of the German cinema. A typical ode to a Ger­
man artist is Kenneth lilhite, "Film Chronicle: F, W.
Murnau," Hound and Horn, k (July-September, 1931), 581- 
84. Robert Sherwood, "Variety," Life. 88 (July 8, 1926), 
26, displays his enthusiasm for the German film. A. 
Kraszna-Krausz, "The German Film Season, 1932-33," 
Close-Up, 9 (September, 1932), 184-87, reluctantly sounds 
the death knell for a once glorious film industry.
Despite its being a latecomer to the performing 
arts, more good and bad books have been written on the 
cinema than almost any other subject. Terry Ramsaye's 
A Million and One Nights; A History of the Motion Pic­
ture (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1926) was the first
systematic attempt to investigate the film industry. Of 
course, it can only suggest what sound might mean to the 
future of motion pictures. Ben J. Hampton's A History of 
the American Film Industry From Its Beginnings to 1931
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(New York: Dover Publication, 1970) is particularly
strong on the moguls and how pictures are made. In The 
Rise of the American Film (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Co., 1931). Lewis Jacobs offers a detailed study of the 
development of the American film until 1939. Edward C. 
Wagenknecht covers the era in Movies in the Age of Inno­
cence (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, I962).
Kenneth Macgowan eventually turned from drama to the 
cinema and his last book is Behind the Screen: The
History and Technology of the Motion Picture (New York: 
Delacorte Press, 19^5). In Movies Made America: A Social
History of American Movies (New York: Random House,
1975)» Robert Sklar attempts to explain the impact of 
movies on the nation.
Lounsbury's The Origins of American Film Criticism 
places the film criticism in perspective. A good intro­
duction to the contemporary film literature of the twenties 
is Stanley Kaufmann and Bruce Hentsell (eds.), American 
Film Criticism: From the Beginnings to Citizen Kane, Re­
views of Significant Films at the Time They First Appeared 
(New York: Liveright, 1972). Concern with the Hollywood
product was evident in many books and articles. Two of 
the earliest are Laurence Hill and Silas E. Snider, Can 
Anything Good Come Out of Hollywood (Los Angeles: Times
Mirror Press, 1923)» and Tamara Lane, What's Wrong With
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the Movies? (Los Angeles: The Waverly Co., 1923).
Two Pioneering studies of international film are 
Paul Rotha, The Film Till Now (London: Jonathan Cape,
N1931)t and Maurice BardEohe and Robert Brasillach, The 
History of Motion Pictures, translated and edited by 
Iris Barry (New York: W. W. Norton and Co., 1938). A
more recent study is Gerald Mast, A Short History of the 
Movies (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Co., Inc., 1976).
Reviews and comments on films are in Iris Barry's col­
lection of Program Notes. Museum of Modern Art Film 
Library.
The most widely quoted work on German film is 
Siegried Kracauer's From Caligari to Hitler: A Psycho­
logical History of the German Film (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 19^7). Caligari is an excellent source 
on film produced in Germany, but Kracauer's thesis that 
the needs of National Socialism and the fall of Weimar 
are everywhere evident in German films becomes a bit 
tiresome. Fritz Lang (among others) took Kracauer to 
task for his position. Although Lotte Eisner's The 
Haunted Screen: Expressionism in the German Cinema and
the Influence of Max Reinhardt (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 19&9) deals more with the 
technical aspects of film making; it supplements and 
tones down From. Caligari to Hitler. H. H. Wollenberg,
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Fifty Years of German Film (London: The Falcon Press,
1948) is less opinionated than Kracauer but is also 
quite brief, more an essay than a serious study. David 
StugILt Hull's Film in the Third Reich: A Study of the
German Cinema, 1933-1945 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1969) contains some 
coverage of the pre-Hitler years but is mainly concerned 
with the decline of the cinema under the Nazi regime. A 
short book in German, Walter Kaul (ed.) Caligari und 
Caligarismus (Berlin: Deutsche Kinemothek, 1970), is
another work in praise of this significant film.
Biographies on film figures are usually more 
glitter than substance. But Lotte Eisner's Murnau 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1973) and Fritz Lang (New York: Oxford Univer­
sity Press, 1973) are helpful in explaining why the two 
directors came to America. In Murnau, she deals effec­
tively with what can happen to an artist when he becomes 
involved with film moguls. Herman G. Weinberg tells an 
altogether happier story in The Lubitsch Touch: A Criti­
cal Study (New York: Dutton, 1968). An example of the
fluff one encounters in film writing is Leslie Frewin's 
banal Dietrich: The Story of a Star (London: Leslie
Frewin, 1967).
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